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A comprehensive set of processing, microstructure, and material property relationships is 
presented for friction stir welded oxide dispersion strengthened MA956 steel.  Eight 
rotational and traverse speed combinations were used to produce friction stir welds on 
MA956 plates using a polycrystalline cubic boron nitride tool.  Weld parameters with 
high thermal input produced defect-free, full penetration welds.   
Microstructural analysis showed a significant increase in grain size, a persistent 
body centered cubic torsional texture in the stir zone, a sharp transition in grain size from 
the thermo-mechanically affected zone into the stir zone, and an asymmetric reduction in 
hardness across the weld, all of which were sensitive to weld parameters.  Oxide particles 
were significantly coarsened by friction stir welding resulting in a complete loss of 
particle strengthening. 
Base metal MA956 mechanical properties were determined up to 600°C and the 
effect of friction stir welding on these properties was directly correlated to the evolved 
microstructure.  Grain refinement is a dominant strengthening mechanism in the base 
metal and for all friction stir welding conditions, as the welding process removed 
essentially all dislocation and dispersion strengthening contributions.  Friction stir welded 
MA956 retains a majority of its high temperature strength, making the alloy and joining 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
A. MOTIVATION: THE IMPORTANCE AND REQUIREMENTS OF 
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR POWER 
One of the most fundamental principles of any energy production process is that 
the theoretical maximum cyclic efficiency is a function of the highest temperature 
achievable in the process, typically expressed as the Carnot efficiency (Equation 1.1).  
This simple theoretical relationship states that for a given sink temperature (TL) the 
maximum efficiency of a cyclic process (ηth) increases as the source temperature (TH) is 
increased.  When coupled with the typically observed reduction in strength and overall 
degradation of thermo-mechanical properties of most structural materials as a function of 
increasing temperature, this relationship drives the search of alloys, ceramics, or 
composites that have sufficient material properties to withstand the continuous increase 
in temperatures desired in advanced thermal energy cycles.  Zinkle at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) has reviewed the materials challenges in nuclear energy and 
operating temperatures of nuclear reactor designs covering decades of material 
development and has shown a steady 2.5°C/year increase of maximum use temperature 
over time for alloys used in reactor plant designs (Figure 1.1) [1].  The observed trend in 
increasing maximum operating temperatures of structural materials in Figure 1.1 is a 
direct result of the desire to increase cyclic efficiencies via the relationship in Equation 
1.1.  Following a similar perspective Zinkle has developed a widely used operating 
temperature plot that depicts a variety of traditional and new developmental alloys used 
or designed for use across a wide range of operating temperatures (Figure 1.2).   Despite 
improvements already made in structural alloy design and manufacture, material 
development remains one of the key pacing elements for fusion, fission, space based, or 





η = −   Equation 1.1 
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Figure 1.1 Maximum alloy use temperature development over time showing a 
consistent increase in material property performance from Zinkle [from 1].  T22, T9, 
T91, E911, NF12, NF616, and SAVE12 are all Ferritic or Martensitic steels with 
variations in alloy concentrations and manufacturing techniques.  Similarly HCM12 and 
HCM12A are High Chromium Martensitic steels. 
 
Figure 1.2 Operating temperature windows for refractory alloys, oxide dispersion 
strengthened steels, ferritic martensitic steels, SiC composites, annealed and aged 
CuNiBe, and traditional stainless steels alloys from Zinkle [from 11]. 
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1. Historical Perspective of Materials in Nuclear Reactors 
As of 2011 nuclear power provides approximately 13% of the electrical power 
worldwide and has emerged as a reliable source of electricity following over forty years 
of fission based nuclear plant operation [12].  The United States is the largest producer of 
power from nuclear energy with 104 reactors operating at 65 sites, producing over 100 
GWe of electricity.  These reactors provide approximately 20% of the nation’s total 
electrical energy and account for more than 30% of the worldwide nuclear energy 
generating capacity [12, 13].  These numbers also do not include the 145 reactors 
operating on 119 ships in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program (NNPP) which have 
safely steamed over 100,000,000 miles as of 1994 [14].1  A current summary of reactor 
types, numbers operating or forthcoming, and net energy production is shown in Table 
1.1 [12].  This summary shows the significant preponderance of pressurized water 
reactors (PWR) in operation but also shows the evolution of advance fission based 
reactors that include alternate coolants such as superheated gases or liquid metals.  
Additionally, although no current operational fusion reactor exists, Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) continues to make progress towards achieving a self-
sustaining burn wave of fusion fuel producing a net energy gain, a milestone event called 
ignition, which will help pioneer the next fusion based energy revolution [15]. 
  
1 The number of reactors quoted on ships operating in the NNPP is not intended to be an up-to-date 
summary at the time of this research, but rather a snapshot summary of reactors and ships operating at the 
time of the landmark 100,000,000 miles steamed document by the NNPP.  Contrastingly, the number of 
commercial reactors and energy production statistics quoted from Nuclear News is intended to be an 
accurate and current estimate of the commercial impact of fission based nuclear energy. 
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(forthcoming) Net MWe 
# Units 








84 78,300 6 8,000 90 86,300 
Gas-cooled 













1 600 4 1,000 5 1,600 
Totals 435 370,000 108 108,000 543 478,000 
 
Common to all operational reactor types listed in Table 1.1 as well as future 
designs, including fusion reactors, is the extreme environment that structural alloys in 
these designs are exposed to, including high temperatures, intense neutron radiation 
spectra, and varied coolant conditions that have necessitated decades of material design.  
Additionally in several systems the material requirements for first-wall or cladding 
materials, generally those materials in direct contact with fuel and unshielded from any 
radiation, differ from requirements for in-core structural material such as pressure 
vessels, piping systems, or other components generally not in direct contact with fuel.  
Table 1.2 is a summary of current reactor system designs, their coolants, maximum 
operating temperature, neutron spectrum including estimated end-of-life radiation 
damage levels, and structural materials divided into cladding and in-core structural 
materials [13].  
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Table 1.2 Reactor environments and materials for fission and advanced fission 





































































































In addition to listing specifications of different reactor systems and coolant 
compatibility, Table 1.2 gives insight into the history of nuclear material development as 
reactor systems have evolved.  Zirconium alloys were selected in the early 1950s as part 
of the NNPP for fuel cladding predominantly because of their very low neutron 
absorption rate compared to traditional steels despite their higher cost and generally less 
favorably thermo-mechanical performance compared to iron or nickel based alloys.  In 
early fission reactors, traditional stainless steels, such as 316 stainless steel (SS316), were 
sufficient for in-core structural materials.  Although initially designed for turbine 
propulsion applications, significant improvements were made in the corrosion resistance 
of in-core structural materials with advancements in nickel based alloys such as Inconel 
600 through Inconel 690 currently produced by Special Metals.2  However, the increased 
maximum temperature range achievable by advanced reactor systems such as super 
critical water reactors (SCWR), very high temperature reactors (VHTR), and gas fast 
reactors (GFR) have necessitated improvements in high temperature thermo-mechanical 
properties of alloys both for cladding and in-core structural materials.  Finally, although 
nickel based alloys have been proven to be effective in current PWRs and boiling water 
reactors (BWR) for corrosion resistance, nickel based alloys are highly susceptible to 
radiation swelling and reduction in ductility during high temperature (greater than 400°C) 
radiation exposure thus making nickel based alloys undesirable in some advanced reactor  
systems [16, 17]. 
2. Material Requirements for Nuclear Energy Applications 
The most fundamental requirements for any structural material in an application is 
that the material have sufficient yield strength to avoid deformation to a degree that 
renders the component no longer serviceable and to avoid yielding or eventual 
catastrophic fracture.  For high temperature applications this requirement is heightened 
by the reduction in strength of materials at elevated temperatures.  Therefore it can be 
anticipated that as the maximum use temperature of an alloy is increased (Figure 1.1), its 
2 Inconel 600 and its follow on alloys were originally manufactured by Inco Alloys International Inc. 
(hence the name Inconel), but in 1998 Inco Alloys International Inc. was acquired by Special Metals, and 
thus Special Metals is currently the producer of Inconel and its derivatives. 
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yield strength will be decreased, and either the alloy will have to be subjected to lower 
values of stress (such as lowering the internal pressure for pressure vessel applications) or 
the alloy must be designed to a higher yield strength by a variety of strengthening 
mechanisms.  Following similar logic as the Zinkle operating temperature plot of Figure 
1.2, Farmer at LLNL has summarized several steel based alloys and projected a target 
high temperature yield strength curve for structural materials proposed for use in the 
Laser Inertial Fusion Energy (LIFE) program (Figure 1.3) [18].  This approach sets a 
baseline yield strength standard required for an intended application and allows for 
material development to meet that standard.  Figure 1.3 shows yield strength as a function 
of temperature for an improved stainless steel alloy (316FR), a ferritic steel (non-ODS 
ferritic), and three Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) steels (PM2000, 9Cr-ODS, and 
12YWT). 
 
Figure 1.3 Yield strength as a function of temperature for candidate structural 
materials in the Laser Inertial Fusion Energy program from Farmer [from 18]. 
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In addition to the steady increase in operating temperatures of energy production 
designs shown in Figure 1.1, there has a been a continual development in coolants used in 
these designs from pressurized water, boiling water, supercritical water, and a variety of 
gas and superheated gas cycles as well as the development of advanced alternate coolants 
such as molten salts and liquid metals.  This development in coolants has been predicated 
on numerous requirements including the improved heat transfer and thermal performance 
of some of the coolants, fuel or cycle compatibility such as neutron moderation, or other 
required functionality such as tritium production for fusion designs; however, these 
changes in coolant selection introduce new significant corrosion concerns including both 
general corrosion and environmentally assisted corrosion (EAC).  Currently there are 
numerous methods in use to compensate for general corrosion including coolant 
chemistry control or selection of alloys with passive protective layers achieved either 
through design or initial system preconditioning.  EAC can be more difficult to both 
predict and control and failure mechanisms such as Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) or 
Liquid Metal Embrittlement (LME) often need to be prevented by material and coolant 
selection based on compatibility.  Additionally this compatibility between structural 
materials and exposed environments is often an empirically determined  
relationship. 
Structural materials used in nuclear energy applications are also subjected to 
extreme radiation environments, most notably a wide variety of neutron spectra that have 
a severe effect on material performance.  Radiation effects on materials, in general, are 
discussed in a variety of textbooks [19, 20], and developments in irradiation resistant 
steels are summarized in a recent review by Odette at the University of California Santa 
Barbara (UCSB) [17].  In this review, Odette summarizes the major effects of radiation 
damage as follows: (1) hardening at lower temperatures, (2) enhanced softening and 
recovery at higher temperatures, (3) degradation of fracture toughness, (4) loss of 
uniform strain ductility, (5) void swelling, (6) low temperature irradiation creep, and (7) 
enhanced EAC.  In particular for fusion reactors, the production of large amounts of 
hydrogen and helium can be expected to cause swelling and embrittlement significantly 
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greater than that seen in current fission reactors unless structural material design allows 
for the accumulation of their atoms within the alloy matrix. 
Radiation damage to structural materials is traditionally quantified in terms of 
displacements per atom (dpa) referring to the displacement of atoms from their lattice 
position in the unit cell due to neutron bombardment.  Displacement damage also occurs 
from complex reactions of hydrogen and helium transmutation product gases which is 
quantified in terms of atom parts per million (appm) and can be significantly greater than 
damage from neutrons alone, in particular for fusion reactors.  Similar to the continual 
increase in operating temperatures for advanced reactor designs, estimates of end of life 
damage in dpa have increased over time as new reactor designs have evolved.  
Combining the operating temperature goals and end of life radiation damage 
expectations, Zinkle has developed an aggregate plot of temperature versus displacement 
damage showing the evolution of reactor plant designs (Figure 1.4) [1].  This plot is very 
informative as it shows the large material development hurdles both in temperature and 
damage resistance that are required from current generation reactors to potential 
advanced fission and fusion reactors. 
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Figure 1.4 Overview of operating temperatures and displacement damage dose 
regimes for structural materials in current and future fission and fusion reactors from 
Zinkle [from 1].  The six fission based systems are: Very High Temperature Reactor 
(VHTR), Super Critical Water Reactor (SCWR), Lead Fast Reactor (LFR), Gas Fast 
Reactor (GFR), Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR), and Molten Salt Reactor (MSR). 
In addition to radiation damage from lattice displacement, neutron radiation from 
both fission and fusion reactors causes activation of certain elemental isotopes which 
subsequently undergo various forms of radioactive decay resulting in the emission of 
gamma or x-ray radiation which, although often not detrimental to structural materials, 
are hazardous to personnel or potentially electronic equipment.  Prevention of activation 
in structural materials is achieved by radiation shielding or by selection of alloys that do 
not contain isotopes with high absorption rates of neutrons.  The steady elimination of 
cobalt in structural components of Naval nuclear reactor designs is an example of 
material selection done to eliminate the activation of structural materials.  In particular, 
Co60 is an isotope of concern due its long radioactive half-life and high-energy gamma 
emission when activated by neutron absorption of Co59.  The reduction of cobalt in 
structural components of nuclear reactors has steadily decreased after shutdown radiation 
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levels and the exposure of maintenance personnel in those reactors.  Similarly, the high 
neutron absorption rate of molybdenum has led to the reduction of use of molybdenum in 
certain structural materials.  For current reactor designs, materials selected to reduce their 
neutron absorption and activation are denoted as reduced activation materials and an 
example of this class of materials is Reduced Activation Ferritic/Martensitic (RAFM) 
steels that are potential candidates for structural materials in advanced reactor designs. 
In addition to requiring high strength to avoid deformation or catastrophic 
fracture, structural materials for advanced reactor designs require high fracture toughness 
to be able to resist fracture.  This is most critical in pressure vessel applications with thick 
walls that may contain cracks or crack-like defects despite rigorous quality assurance and 
inspections during manufacture. Additionally, as previously identified by Odette, neutron 
irradiation degrades the fracture toughness of steels and is one of the primary 
considerations for pressure vessel lifetime calculations [17].  Fracture toughness of ODS 
steels or RAFM steels is not well known, but has been research by Miao and Byun on 
14YWT [21, 22] and Splichal on the non-ODS variant of EUROFER-97 [23].  While 
evaluating the fracture toughness of 14YWT, Miao concluded that the coarse grains in 
14YWT (one to several tens of μm) caused the low fracture toughness and that 
processing paths that produce finer grains could lead to improved fracture toughness.  
Simulating the radiation damage from a fusion reactor by hydrogen charging of 
EUROFER-97, Splichal concluded that EUROFER-97 was susceptible to brittle fracture 
due to degradation of fracture toughness following hydrogen charging.  Taken together 
these two conclusions show that fracture toughness will be an important material property 
for structural materials, in particular for fusion designs, and that ODS alloys produced 
with fine grains may have sufficient fracture toughness for this application. 
The final material consideration for high temperature energy applications is 
resistance to creep, the slow plastic deformation of material over time at a stress below 
the alloy’s nominal yield strength while held at a temperature which is a significant 
fraction of its melting point.  In gas or steam turbine applications for propulsion or power 
production, creep resistance is usually achieved by increasing the grain size of the alloy, 
even to the point of producing single-crystal turbine blades.  For structural materials such 
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as those for fission or fusion reactors, this approach is not viable as it reduces the low 
temperature strength of the alloy to an unacceptably low level and also removes grain 
boundaries as sinks for radiation-induced defects, thereby also reducing the material’s 
resistance to radiation damage.  Additionally, as cited previously by Odette [17], 
radiation can accelerate creep.  Keeping creep to a minimal level is critical to both fission 
and fusion reactor designs so that structural materials can meet the operational life time 
requirements of reactor design (on the order of tens of years) which is significantly 
greater than the operational life time requirements of traditional propulsion or power 
turbine designs (typically thousands of hours). 
With the above stated framework, the initial objective of material design for high 
temperature energy applications is clear.  Structural materials for these applications must 
be developed that have:  (1) low and high temperature strength, (2) corrosion resistance 
in a variety of extreme environmental conditions, (3) radiation damage resistance for 
nuclear applications, (4) sufficient fracture toughness, and (5) creep resistance.  
Achieving this objective is a daunting task that requires alloy development which 
achieves high temperature strength and stability.  Additionally improved material 
certification capability is required such as in situ material testing in extreme coolant 
conditions such as those proposed at the Lead Coolant Test Facility at Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL) [24], extensive radiation exposure and damage analysis such as those 
proposed at the International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) [25] and 
various triple-beam irradiation facilities such as those at ORNL [26] and France [27, 28], 
and finally extended creep analysis to ensure material can endure the prolonged exposure 
to high temperature and radiation spectra expected of the intended applications.   
B. CANDIDATE ALLOYS FOR FUTURE REACTOR DESIGNS 
Using the previous material requirements for nuclear energy applications, the 
initial step in material development is the identification of candidate alloys for use in 
advanced reactor designs.  Results by several research organizations have shown that the 
leading contenders based initially on high temperature strength are refractory metals such 
as vanadium alloys, SiC composites, RAFM steels, and ODS steels [2–5, 7, 9, 11, 18, 29–
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32].  Vanadium alloys have several inherent properties that make them attractive 
candidates including good thermo-mechanical properties (most notably high thermal 
conductivity and low thermal expansion) and a low absorption cross section for thermal 
neutrons.  The most prominent advantage of vanadium alloys is their compatibility with 
lithium making them an excellent selection for liquid lithium coolant/breeder blankets.  
However, the research and operational experience with these alloys is far less mature than 
traditional steels and requires additional research, including analysis of radiation effects 
on vanadium alloys and specifically on reactions with helium, as well as on the 
importance of interstitial impurities such as oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen [2, 3].  Initially 
designed for propulsion and power gas turbine applications, SiC composites are attractive 
candidates because of their low neutron activation and retained yield strength at very high 
temperatures (up to 1,000°C).  In addition to the relative operational unfamiliarity with 
SiC in radiation environments, current manufacturing capacity and joining technologies 
are insufficient to meet expected requirements for large scale energy production designs 
[2, 3].  Because of these shortfalls, most current materials research and development for 
advanced reactor designs is on RAFM and ODS steels.  
In many ways RAFM and ODS steels are similar, and in several cases ODS steels 
such as EUROFER97-ODS and 9/12 Cr-ODS are designed from an RAFM counterpart.  
This addition of an ODS component to a base RAFM material design is predicated on the 
observed low strength at high temperatures of several RAFM steels, as can be seen in 
Figure 1.3.  The process of adding uniformly dispersed Y2O3 particles in the metal matrix 
has been shown to significantly increase the strength of the alloy [30, 32] and improve 
radiation damage resistance [17, 33].  For these reasons, materials research at several 
national laboratories, including LLNL [18, 34–37], ORNL [1–4, 11, 13], Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) [7], and Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL) [38], universities such as UCSB [17, 21, 33, 39] and University of California 
Berkeley [40] as well as international nuclear research agencies [5, 7, 29, 30, 41, 42] 
includes a significant focus on ODS alloys. 
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C. REVIEW OF OXIDE DISPERSION STRENGTHENED STEELS 
1. Manufacturing Review 
The development of metal matrix composites started in the 1960s and was one of 
the primary material improvements allowing for significant advancements in a wide 
variety of areas due to improved material performance of manufactured alloys.  Two 
generic methods for composite manufacture are powder metallurgy (PM) and methods 
involving molten metal.  These methods are discussed in detail in review papers by Lloyd 
[43] and Kaczmar [44], and it has been shown that incorporating ceramic particles into 
metallic melts has had limited success because most metals do not wet ceramic particles.  
PM overcomes this limitation by mixing elemental or pre-alloyed powders of both 
ceramic particles and the base metal matrix via ball milling.  Because of this advantage, 
PM has emerged as a prominent alloy manufacturing approach for structural materials in 
fission and fusion based reactor designs [21, 45–48].   
Mechanical alloying (MA) is a specific PM process where dry powders in either 
equilibrium or metastable phases are mixed in a high-energy ball mill.  The repeated 
collision of the milling balls and powder particles produces intense plastic deformation of 
the powders resulting in a very fine final mixture.  This mixture is subsequently 
consolidated into stock shapes or near-net shapes by various techniques.  A brief history 
of MA as well as techniques, advantages, and problems are discussed in detail separately 
by Benjamin [49] and Suryanarayana [50] with major points summarized here.  MA was 
initially developed to form nickel based superalloys for gas turbine applications and its 
primary advantage is its ability to synthesize new alloys of normally immiscible 
materials.  Because MA is a completely solid-state technique, it is not affected by the 
limitations of manufacturing techniques that include melting, and the associated pitfalls 
of non-homogenous distribution, porosity, or other problems associated with such 
manufacturing approaches; however, powder contamination is a significant concern and 
the small particle size, large exposed surface area, and formation of new surfaces during 
ball milling all contribute to powder contamination.  The primary methods to prevent 
powder contamination are the use of high-purity powders, use of a high-purity 
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atmosphere (usually argon), the use of milling containers of similar material to the milled 
material, and the minimization of milling time.   
Although PM and MA have been utilized for many years, the techniques are 
based largely on empirical research.  The controllable variables associated with MA 
include powder particle size, whether the powders are elemental (e.g. Fe) or pre-alloyed 
(e.g. Fe-Cr-Al), milling conditions (time, speed, atmosphere, ball size, etc.), use of 
process control agents, consolidation method, and final machining.  Typical micrographs 
taken from Zhou of (a) pre-alloyed powders and (b) as milled powders are shown in 
Figure 1.5 for a typical ODS steel [51].  A simplified block diagram of the MA process is 
shown in Figure 1.6.  In this diagram elemental powders of iron and other elements 
(typically chromium, titanium, and aluminum) are mixed with pre-alloyed powders of 
Y2O3 in a planetary ball mill and subsequently consolidated before final processing into 
the desired form.  For most of the alloys discussed in this research, alloys are 
consolidated via hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and then hot extruded into the required form. 
 
Figure 1.5 Scanning electron micrographs of (a) pre-alloyed powders and (b) as 
milled powders for a nominal oxide dispersion strengthened steel from Zhou [from 51]. 
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Figure 1.6 Simplified block diagram of a typical mechanical alloying process. 
2. Examples of Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Steels 
What becomes readily apparent following an understanding of the PM and 
MA processes is that there are few limitations on the types of alloys that can be 
created from MA, and that alloys can be specifically tailored to meet varying material 
requirements albeit with some higher experimental and manufacturing cost.  This 
potential variance is exactly what is seen in the literature of ODS steels.  Table 1.3 is 
a selected summary of eighteen different ODS steels with six traditional ferritic-
martensitic (FM) steels for comparison.  Table 1.3 shows the elemental breakdown of 
major constituent elements (with Y2O3 considered a single element since in each case 
Y2O3 is added as a pre-alloyed powder) with each alloy having a remaining and major 
component of iron.  Because of the poor radiation performance of nickel, all of the 
alloys listed in Table 1.3 are iron based alloys, and the remainder of this research will 
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focus only on iron-based alloys; however, for non-radiation environments a 
comparable number of nickel based alloys exists and could be used. 
Table 1.3 Comparison of ODS and non-ODS steels used in high temperature energy 
applications. All alloys shown have a remaining balance of Fe. 
 
Alloy 
Material Composition (wt%)  
Literature 
Source 
Cr Al Y2O3 C W Ti 
ODS Steels        
MA956 





[from 34, 52-57] 
MA957 
13.7-14 - 0.5 <0.03 - 
0.9-
0.98 
[from 53, 55, 58] 
PM2000 
19.2-20 5.5-5.7 0.5 
0.01-
0.013 - <0.5 
[from 52, 53, 59-
61] 
PM1000 20 0.3 0.6 0.05 - 0.5 [from 62] 
12YWT 12 - 0.25 0.05 0.8 0.4 [from 53, 63] 
14YWT 14 - 0.25 0.05 0.6 0.3 [from 53, 64-68] 
9Cr-ODS 8.6-
9.01 - 0.36 
0.13-
0.14 1.95-2 0.21 
[from 69-74] 
12Cr-ODS 11.95 - 0.24 0.024 2.01 0.3 [from 70, 71, 74] 
K1 18.37 <0.01 0.368 0.05 0.29 0.28 [from 75] 
K2 13.64 4.12 0.381 0.04 1.65 0.28 [from 75] 
K3 16 4.59 0.368 0.08 1.82 0.28 [from 34, 75] 
K4 18.85 4.61 0.368 0.09 1.83 0.28 [from 75] 
K5 22.05 4.55 0.356 0.1 1.8 0.27 [from 34, 75, 76] 
K6 19.02 4.6 0.368 0.1 1.85 0.28 [from 34, 75] 
EUROFER97-ODS 9.1 - 0.3 - 1 - [from 77] 
J27 14 - 0.3 - 1 0.3 [from 78] 
EFPL-E 14 - 0.3 - 2 0.3 [from 79] 
SS316-ODS 16 - 0.3 - - 0.3 [from 80] 
FM Steels        
F82H 





[from 29, 81] 
JLF-1 8.85-







[from 29, 82-84] 
EUROFER97 8.82-
8.96 - - 0.12 1.15 - 
[from 8, 23, 31, 
81] 
HT-9 11.63 0.01 - 0.2 - - [from 85-88] 
T91 9 0.02 - 0.1 0.4 0.01 [from 54] 
EP-823 11.71 - - 0.16 0.58 - [from 89] 
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Table 1.3 shows some important similarities and differences in composition 
between ODS steels, and some common themes become apparent.  As mentioned 
previously, all of the ODS steels listed in Table 1.3 are iron based for the metal matrix.  
Carbon is intentionally maintained at a much lower concentration than typical steels since 
other elements act as solid solution strengtheners.  The minimization of carbon also 
prevents the formation of martensite which is undesirable in most applications.  As such 
all of the ODS steels listed, with the exception of SS316-ODS, are ferritic in nature vice 
FM although the specific annotation of ferritic is frequently not mentioned in most 
literature.3  The other FM steels listed in Table 1.3 are all advanced materials also being 
considered in advanced fission and fusion reactor designs and all include a significantly 
higher concentration of carbon.  Titanium is added to most ODS steels as a nitride former 
to scavenge nitrogen and also provides some solid solution strengthening.  Titanium’s 
more prominent role occurs in ODS steels that do not contain aluminum since in the 
absence of aluminum, yttrium will react with titanium and oxygen to form complex Y-Ti-
O particles.  Examples of this include MA957, 12/14YWT, and 9/12Cr-ODS.  Aluminum 
plays an important role in ODS steels because if aluminum is present, complex Y-Al-O 
particles form that become the basis for improved dispersion strengthening.  Aluminum 
also promotes a protective aluminum oxide layer on the surface of the steel which 
minimizes corrosion and oxidation.  These reactions are one of the principle differences 
between major subsets of ODS steels and will be discussed in more detail in subsequent 
chapters.  All of the ODS steels in Table 1.3 have relatively high concentrations of 
chromium compared to other FM steels.  Chromium is intentionally added to improve the 
general corrosion and oxidation resistance of the alloy, and the amount of chromium is 
another major differentiator between the various ODS steels.  Many of the ODS steels 
contain tungsten as a solid solution strengthening agent.  Impurity elements such as 
phosphorous, sulfur, and silicon are present in ODS steels at a much lower concentration 
(generally <0.01 wt% or less) and are maintained at a low level to prevent material 
3 The SS316-ODS steel listed in Table 1.3 is an austenitic stainless steel alloyed with similar Y203 
powder as seen in the other alloys.  Austenitic ODS alloys are far less prevalent in the literature but are 
provided here as a reference. 
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degradation due to these elements, and as such these elements are not included in  
Table 1.3. 
All of the ODS steels listed in Table 1.3 include Y2O3 powders which are blended 
with the remaining constituents of the steel during the PM process, and all have similar 
concentrations of Y2O3.  During manufacture and potentially during post-manufacture 
processing, the Y2O3 powder reacts with aluminum (preferentially if present) or titanium 
(in the absence of aluminum) to form complex Y-Al/Ti-O particles.  It is these particles 
that give ODS steels their high strength due to the Orowan particle dispersion 
strengthening mechanism.  Additionally these particles improve radiation performance as 
discussed previously.  Because of the significance of this difference, ODS steels can and 
should be appropriately subdivided into aluminum-containing ODS steels (MA956, 
PM2000, and K2-K6) and those that do not contain aluminum (MA957, 12/14YWT, and 
9/12Cr-ODS). 
The ODS steels listed in Table 1.3 also show the general evolution paths used by 
many research organizations.  As mentioned previously the PM and MA processes allows 
for customization of alloy concentrations free from many of the typical manufacturing 
limitations.  One of the most clear evolutionary chains is the development of ODS steels 
done by Kimura at Kyoto University where several iterations of ODS steels designated as 
“K” alloys have been developed and tested for use in advance fission and fusion based 
applications.  At the first iteration (i.e., the development of K2), aluminum was added 
and subsequent iterations included refinement on aluminum concentrations and 
progressive changes in chromium concentration.  A similar development path was 
followed by Plansee, Inc., in the manufacturing of PM1000 and PM2000.  The major 
alternate path is refinement of titanium and chromium concentrations with the absence of 
aluminum as has been done at ORNL with 12/14YWT and the Japan Nuclear Cycle 
Development Institute with 9/12Cr-ODS.  Of note, the developmental stages of all of the 
ODS steels listed in Table 1.3 includes refinement in manufacturing processes; however, 
they all used similar techniques as summarized in the block diagram of Figure 1.6. 
Research to date suggests that ODS steels have the material properties required 
for structural applications in advanced reactor designs.  The yield strengths as a function 
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of temperature for five different ODS alloys are shown in Figure 1.7 from Klueh [55].  
The corrosion resistance of ODS alloys in different extreme coolant conditions such as 
lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) [52, 53, 90, 91] and molten salts [34-36] has been evaluated 
and shows that ODS alloys are promising candidates in these environments.  The 
improved radiation damage resistance of ODS steels, achieved primarily by the dispersed 
particles, has also been established [17, 33]. 
 
Figure 1.7 Comparison plot of yield strength as a function of test temperature for five 
oxide dispersion strengthened steels from Klueh [from 55]. 
3. Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Steel MA956 
a. History 
MA956 is a ferritic ODS steel that was originally designed by Special 
Metals for use in the gas turbine engines designs of the F-22 Raptor aircraft in 1985 [92, 
93].  MA956 is produced by a MA process (the “MA” in MA956 stands for mechanical 
alloying) similar to that shown in Figure 1.6 with consolidation via HIP prior to final 
machining.  Similar in many ways to PM2000 and several K alloys (most notable K4-
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K6), MA956 contains approximately 4.5 wt% aluminum, primarily for corrosion and 
oxidation resistance.   Initial MA956 material design was based on a combination of the 
commercial alloy Kanthal (a Fe-Cr-Al steel) and the ODS nickel based alloy MA-754 in 
efforts to combine the hot corrosion resistance and excellent creep strength of the two 
separate alloys.  Upon manufacture, however, the ductile-brittle transition temperature 
(DBTT) of MA956 was unexpectedly found to be near ambient temperature (0-100°C 
from [93]) thus making it unsuitable for its original intended application and ending the 
majority of the production line for MA956. 
Because of creep concerns in fine grain (FG) alloys, MA956 was 
originally designed to be manufactured in a coarse grain (CG) form for gas turbine 
applications including potential single crystal turbine blade designs; however, other 
research on MA956 has shown that the creep behavior of FG MA956 may be sufficiently 
close to CG MA956 to allow for its use in high temperature applications while 
capitalizing on the improved strength and radiation damage resistance of the FG design 
[94, 95].  Specifically, Wilshire showed that MA956 with fine elongated grains had 
minimum creep rates that were comparable to MA956 with coarse elongated grains.  This 
creep evaluation of FG alloys is consistent with research on other FG ODS alloys such as 
12YWT that show promising creep performance when compared to traditional ferritic-
martensitic steels [55, 63].  The significance of starting grain size is significant both in 
the base mechanical properties and the evolved material properties following joining.  
For the purposes of this research, MA956 with an average grain size of less than 10 μm is 
denoted as FG, unrecrystallized material; whereas MA956 with an average grain size of 
greater than 10 μm is denoted as CG recrystallized material.  Although no absolute 
standard exists, this nomenclature is consistent with other literature and both FG and CG 
versions of MA956 are available depending on the intended application, although most 
research is based on CG materials (normally grain sizes of 100s of μm or more) including 
Special Metals published data [56, 92, 93, 96-99].  Little has been published on the 
microstructure-mechanical property relationships for FG MA956 although some 
theoretical and experimental comparison data exists which emphasizes the significance 
of grain size on base material performance [95, 100-102].  The line between FG and CG 
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material is intended to be broad division that is based on the desired application and is 
achieved by an intentional post-manufacture heat treatment.   
Although potentially not suitable for room temperature applications due to 
its low DBTT, research on potential use of MA956 in a variety of other applications 
continues including:  fusion based energy designs [34-36], advance fission based energy 
designs [103-106], conventional high temperature designs including use in a High 
Temperature Heat Exchanger (HTHX) [107-109], space-based energy applications [10], 
and biomaterial applications [98, 110-112].  Research on MA956 has established the 
excellent corrosion resistance in various environments [52, 53, 90, 91] as well as low 
creep rates of MA956 at high temperatures [94, 95, 113].  Based on these findings, this 
research will focus on MA956 as a candidate material for use in high temperature energy 
applications such as advanced fission and fusion based reactor systems.   
b. MA956 Used in this Research 
The material used in this study was MA956 steel plate.  Compositional 
data for MA956 used here is shown in Table 1.4 and was determined using inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry and LECO analysis by Anamet Inc.  MA956 was 
canned and extruded at 1100°C (2025°F) and subsequently hot-rolled in three passes at 
1100°C (2025°F) over 4 hours with reheating to 1100°C (2025°F) for 30 minutes before 
and after each rolling pass before final machining into 4 mm (0.157 inch) thick plate.  As 
will be demonstrated in this research, this manufacturing process produced a FG 
unrecrystallized MA956 base alloy.  Manufacturing processes for most other MA956 
research and applications includes a post-manufacture heat treatment that produces a CG 
recrystallized MA956 base material.  A total of 7 different plates of MA956 were used in 
this research although all came from the same base MA956 acquired by LLNL for this 
and related research.  A summary of each plate of MA956 used in this research is 
contained in Appendix A. 
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Table 1.4 Chemical Composition of MA956 (wt%) used in this research. 
C Cr Al Ti Y2O3 Mo Mn Ni S Si P Fe 
0.023 19.93 4.75 0.39 0.51 0.02 0.09 0.04 0.008 0.08 0.006 Bal. 
 
D. JOINING OF OXIDE DISPERSION STRENGTHENED STEELS 
As appealing as MA956 and other ODS steels are for nuclear applications, joining 
structural components comprised of ODS alloys is a key technology challenge limiting 
their use [4, 7, 9, 13, 33].  Retention of strength in welded joints and prevention of 
agglomeration of oxide particles in ODS steels resulting in degraded material 
performance in depleted areas are key problems that need to be addressed for joining of 
ODS steels.  Overcoming the obstacles in joining of ODS steels would further promote 
their utility in advanced fission and fusion based energy applications.  A variety of 
research has addressed these issues with combinations of traditional fusion welding and 
non-traditional joining techniques. 
1. Traditional Fusion Welding Techniques 
Traditional fusion welding techniques use heat input from a variety of sources 
(plasma arc, laser, electron beam, etc.) to melt two materials which subsequently become 
joined upon cooling and solidification.  Fusion welding can be performed with or without 
a filler material.  In general, traditional fusion welding techniques create heat affected 
zones (HAZ) dependent on the parameters used that often have inferior strength and 
degraded material properties.  A wide array of fusion joining techniques for ODS steels 
has been researched including traditional fusion welding using gas tungsten arc (GTA) or 
gas metal arc (GMA) processes [114], electron beam welding (EBW) [115], laser beam 
welding (LBW) [62], and electro-spark deposition (ESD) welding [39] with varying 
degrees of success and practicality.  Both GTA and GMA fusion welding were shown to 
cause melting which disrupted both the oxide distribution and grain structure in the 
material.  Additionally the dispersed oxides rapidly agglomerated and rose to the top of 
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the molten pool producing a non-homogenous distribution of particles resulting in 
degraded performance in depleted areas [114].  Using EBW on an ODS variant of 
EUROFER, Lindau concluded that EBW lead to weak weld seams, and deterioration of 
mechanical properties was related to the evolved microstructure in the weld zone.  Thus, 
EBW was not suitable as a joining technique for ODS alloys for highly loaded 
applications [115].  Similarly for LBW, the high temperatures developed lead to melting 
which caused clustering of the oxide particles in PM1000 leading to a reduction of 
strength in the weld [62].  Using ESD welding on MA957 (an aluminum-free ODS alloy), 
Miao demonstrated that ESD produced significant porosity in the weld region and the 
particles (Y-Ti-O particles vice Y-Al-O particles) were coarsened substantially leading to 
a significant degradation of strength in the weld region [39]. 
2. Non-traditional Joining Techniques 
Chosen primarily to prevent agglomeration of oxide particles, alternate joining 
techniques that do not produce melting, such as Transient Liquid Phase (TLP) bonding, 
solid-state diffusion bonding, and friction welding have been attempted on ODS steels 
with varying degrees of success.  TLP bonding was studied by Krishnardula, and 
although TLP bonding was demonstrated on ODS steels such as MA956 and PM2000, 
the boron vapor interlayer required as a deposit between the joined materials may not be 
practical in all applications [116]. In another attempt to prevent melting of the substrates 
in ODS materials, Krishnardula used solid-state diffusion bonding to join MA956 and 
PM2000 producing a bond strength of 70% of the base materials [117].  Unfortunately 
both of these methods may not be practical for all applications including pipe welding. 
Ambroziak used conventional friction welding to join MA956 pipe. Although the friction 
welding had little effect on the oxide particle distribution, the outward flow of material 
produced by the upset of weld metal produced transverse grain boundaries in the joined 
component.  This grain boundary reorientation reduced the creep resistance of the joints 
to that of traditional fusion welded assemblies [114, 118, 119].   
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3. Friction Stir Welding, a Solid-State Joining Technique 
a. Background 
Friction stir welding (FSW) was invented at TWI (formerly The Welding 
Institute, UK) in 1991 as a solid state joining technique [120].  A detailed review of 
process parameters, process modeling, microstructure evolution, material properties, and 
specific material issues for FSW has been completed by Mishra and has become the 
fundamental reference on FSW [121].  This review focuses primarily, although not 
exclusively, on aluminum alloys.  Due to early limitations on tool materials, FSW was 
initially constrained to aluminum and other lower melting point alloys. However, 
improvements in FSW tool materials, such as polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN) 
and W-Re, have expanded the use of FSW to more refractory alloys such as steels.  
Expanding the use of FSW to steels and polymers, Nandan provides a comprehensive 
review of heat generation, heat transfer and plastic flow, tool design, defect formation, 
and material properties for FSW applications [122].  Correspondingly, over the last few 
years the amount of research on FSW of steels has increased dramatically [123-128]. 
The work by Mishra and Nandan has formed the basis for the vast 
majority of research on FSW and key points will be briefly summarized here.  Mishra 
summarized the major advantages of FSW as: low distortion of the workpiece, good 
dimensional stability and repeatability, no loss of alloying elements, excellent material 
properties in the joint area, refinement of microstructure4, and absence of solidification 
and hot cracking [121].  The basis for the majority of these advantages arises from the 
fact that FSW is a solid-state joining process and does not cause melting of the workpiece 
such as that seen in the majority of other joining processes.  Elimination of melting and 
phase transformations preserves the majority of the workpiece’s original material 
properties and leads to better joint efficiency. 
4 Refinement of microstructure is a typical response during FSW; however, grain morphology is 
highly dependent on initial microstructure, and it will be demonstrated that in this research FSW causes 
significant grain coarsening.  This result is not considered to be in opposition to the general grain 
refinement benefit mentioned by Mishra. 
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Because of the advantageous material properties produced in alloys 
following FSW, the same process is often used on single piece alloys and is often referred 
to as Friction Stir Processing (FSP).  The FSW and FSP processes are identical except for 
the primary objective of the work.  In FSW the primary objective is joining of two 
materials while in FSP the primary objective is surface processing of an alloy.  In many 
research studies, including this one, the process of FSW is actually performed as a bead-
on-plate weld on a single sheet or tube of material.  For the sake of convenience and 
consistency, the term FSW will be used throughout this research although the terms FSW 
and FSP are considered synonymous. 
A schematic representation of FSW from Mishra is shown in Figure 1.8 
and depicts a typical FSW tool producing a bead-on-plate weld through a workpiece.  
The FSW tool is comprised of a tool shoulder and a tool pin.  The tool shoulder maintains 
contact with the planar surface of the workpiece at a small tilt angle (often zero) with a 
downward force referred to as the plunge force which forces the tool pin into the 
workpiece.  The tool pin is immersed in the alloy (z-direction on Figure 1.8 
corresponding to the normal direction (ND) of the weld) and traverses longitudinally 
along the workpiece in the direction of the desired weld (x-direction of Figure 1.8 
corresponding to the welding direction (WD) of the plate).  The transverse direction (TD) 
to the weld (y-direction of Figure 1.8) along with the z-direction defines a plane upon a 
weld nugget or stir zone (SZ) may be observed.  The edges of the SZ are referred to as 
the advancing side (AS), corresponding to the side where the rotation of the pin increases 
the relative motion between the tool pin and the workpiece, and the retreating side (RS), 
corresponding to the side where the rotation of the pin reduces the relative motion 
between the tool pin and the workpiece.  The SZ material has experienced severe plastic 
deformation.  Immediately adjacent to the SZ is a region that has experienced only small 
deformation as well as a welding thermal cycle.  This region is referred to as the thermo-
mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) although the appearance of this region is often 
indistinguishable from the base metal (BM).  
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Figure 1.8 Schematic drawing of friction stir welding from Mishra [from 121]. 
Together, the SZ, AS, RS, and BM represent the critical elements of the 
welded structure.  The SZ is essentially the center of the weld, and its size is determined 
primarily by the size and shape of the FSW tool but also the welding rotational speed and 
traverse speed to a lesser extent.  Microstructural and material properties in the SZ are 
generally homogenous and often differ significantly from the BM.  The AS and RS are 
areas of separation between the SZ and BM and correspond to the TMAZ of the weld.  
The HAZ for FSW is similar to the HAZ for fusion welding joining, but starts outside of 
the TMAZ where the deformation due to tool rotation is no longer felt.  The differences 
in the AS and RS are known to produce asymmetric material properties, in particular 
hardness.  A typical macrograph of a friction stir weld from Mishra is presented in Figure 
1.9 showing the major areas of the weld.  The shape of the SZ is dependent on several 
welding parameters including tool geometry, thermal conductivity of the workpiece, and 
both welding rotational and traverse speeds.  Two major SZ shapes are prevalent in most 
materials, a basin shaped SZ that widens near the upper surface of the weld (Figure 




Figure 1.9 Typical macrograph of friction stir weld from Mishra [from 121].  The 
alloy shown is AA7075. 
 
Figure 1.10 Different stir zone shapes from Mishra [from 121] showing: (a) basin 
shaped SZ and (b) elliptical shaped stir zone.  The alloy in both images is AA356 and the 
only difference between the two is differences in welding rotational and traverse speeds. 
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The temperature distribution during FSW is difficult to measure or predict 
although it has been shown that peak temperatures occur in the SZ and decrease moving 
outward from the SZ in both the AS and RS directions.  By embedding thermocouples in 
an AA7075 workpiece, Mahoney measured the temperature profile across the entire weld 
nugget and concluded that FSW did maintain temperatures below the melting 
temperature of AA7075 with peak temperatures being in the SZ [129].  This conclusion 
matches closely with thermal modeling results by Nandan which show a maximum 
temperature in the SZ decreasing outward to the BM [122, 130].  Although no exact 
value has been determined and conditions vary depending on the materials used, the 
maximum temperature in friction stir welds is generally thought to be approximately 80-
90% of the alloy’s melting temperature [121, 131].  Both experimental and theoretical 
work by Mishra and Nandan has shown that workpiece temperature is dependent 
primarily on the tool rotational speed, tool traverse speed, and plunge force. 
Although the majority of research on FSW focuses on or assumes defect-
free weld conditions, defects such as porosity, surface defects, and lack of consolidation 
can occur during FSW primarily due to insufficient flow of material around the pin.  
Wormhole or tunnel defects have been observed near the bottom (root) of the weld at the 
outer edge of the tool pin at high rotational speeds [122].  These defects normally occur 
on the RS of the weld.  Similarly, lack of consolidation defects have been observed when 
the heat input due to FSW is insufficient to fully consolidate the weld [132].  These 
results suggest that a balance of welding parameters specifically tool rotational speed, 
tool traverse speed, and plunge force is required to provide sufficient heat input to 
consolidate the weld while preventing wormhole defects due to excessive rotational 
speeds. 
b. Modeling 
Modeling of FSW is a complex process that requires analysis of heat 
generation, heat transfer, and plastic flow, and must include numerous variables such as 
welding parameters, tool shape, and material composition for both the tool and 
workpiece.  Modeling of FSW has been attempted by numerous authors including 
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Mishra, Nandan, and several others, and continues to be a very active research topic  for 
general FSW [121, 130, 131] as well as FSW on specific alloys such as aluminum [133-
136], steels [123, 124, 137], and copper [138].  For simplicity, tool design is predicated 
primarily on the nature of the workpiece.  FSW on high strength alloys such as steels 
requires high strength, refractory tools such as tools with PCBN or W-Re pins.  Selection 
of tool geometry is often an empirical process and the high cost and limited lifetime of 
FSW tools does not readily support multiple tool geometries.  For these reasons, tool 
selection is considered a variable dependent on the specific application.  Tool tilt angle 
and plunge force are also dependent on the strength and orientation of the workpiece and 
are similarly considered a constant in most applications since most FSW processes 
operate under a constant load condition.  This simplified approach leaves the major 
welding parameters of tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed as the major 
variables.  Intuitive reasoning suggests that the heat input during FSW (in terms of 
energy per unit length with units of kJ/mm) will increase as the tool rotational speed 
increases due to the increased friction between the tool and workpiece and that the heat 
input during FSW will decrease as the tool traverse speed is increased due to movement 
of the pin through the workpiece.  This intuitive hypothesis is supported by most research 
on FSW although the exact dependence on each term varies  
[121, 122, 133, 137, 139, 140]. 
The heat input during FSW is proportional to the tool rotational speed and 
inversely proportional to the tool traverse speed.  The microstructure and mechanical 
properties of the research herein support the hypotheses that peak temperature is 
dependent primarily on tool rotational speed and that overall heat input is proportional to 
the ratio of tool rotational speed to tool traverse speed.  For the purposes of the research 
reported herein, the ratio of tool rotational speed (ω), in revolutions per minute (RPM), to 
tool traverse speed (ν), in millimeters per minute (MMPM), is denoted as the heat index 
(HI) with units of revolutions per mm (Equation 1.2).  Although several methods exist to 
evaluate the heat input or temperature distribution in friction stir welds, the denotation of 
HI in Equation 1.2 is similar to work by Chimbli who researched the lack of 
consolidation in friction stir welded aluminum alloys by varying process parameters and 
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subsequent destructive evaluation [132].  Chimbli determined that the ratio of tool 
rotation rate to tool traverse rate was a good measure of the ability to form defect-free 
consolidated welds.  For comparison other research studies on FSW of ODS steels have 
used HI values ranging from 8 to 16 to achieve successful weld conditions [41, 141-146] 
with the exception of research by Etienne who used a very low heat input combination to 
analyze the redistribution of oxide particles following FSW without addressing weld 
consolidation [147].  This approach is also very similar to recent research by Biswas in a 
review of FSW parameters on an aluminum alloy [133].  Biswas concluded that the 
overall mechanical response of the welded alloy depended on the ratio of tool rotational 
speed to tool traverse speed similar to that proposed in this research.  For the aluminum 
alloy and tool material used, the suitable value of this ratio was between 15 to 16 
revolutions per mm.  In recent FSW research on high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels, 
Wei and Nelson demonstrated that heat input (also annotated HI) calculated from tool 
power (P) with units of kJ/mm (Equation 1.3) provided the best correlation with post-
friction stir weld microstructures and exhibited a linear relationship with ferrite grain size 
[137].  Wei and Nelson measured tool torque (τ) and tool rotational speed (ω) to calculate 
HI from tool power (Equation 1.4).  In the research herein, the value of tool torque was 
not recorded but was assumed constant with constant tool rotational speeds, and thus for 
a constant value of torque, Wei and Nelson’s approach (Equations 1.3 and 1.4) reduces to 
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The assumption that torque was constant was based on research by Peel 
and Nandan that showed that tool torque was primarily a function of tool rotational speed 
and that for constant tool rotational speeds, the tool torque was relatively constant [122, 
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148].  Tool torque as a function of weld pitch (WP), which is the inverse of the heat index 
term presented here in Equation 1.2, is shown in Figure 1.11 from [148] and shows for 
constant rotational speeds (dotted lines) tool torque is relatively constant.  Similarly, 
Figure 1.11 shows that for constant tool traverse speeds (solid lines) tool torque is nearly 
linear with increasing WP corresponding to a near linear correlation with tool rotational 
speed.  The observations by Peel and Nandan support the intuitive assumption that for 
quasi-steady state conditions, i.e. steady tool rotational and traverse speeds, the tool 
torque will be constant allowing the simplification of heat input discussed previously. 
 
Figure 1.11 Tool torque versus weld pitch during friction stir welding of aluminum 
[from 148]. 
The term presented here has been changed from heat input (Wei and 
Nelson) in units of kJ/mm to heat index in unites of revolutions/mm to indicate that it is 
not a quantitative calculation of heat input into the workpiece, but rather is a term that is 
illustrative of the heat input into the workpiece while preserving the relationships 
established by Wei and Nelson.  The term heat index is proposed vice heat input because 
the variables in the heat index term are fundamental processing parameters that are 
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normally and easily measured during FSW while preserving the fundamental 
relationships established by Wei and Nelson.  The units of defined terms are intentionally 
displayed in Equations 1.2-1.4, but for the remainder of this research the heat index term, 
denoted as HI, in units of revolutions/mm will be utilized.  Collectively, results suggest 
that the value of HI calculated by Equation 1.2 may be a suitable parameter to determine 
weld consolidation and other microstructural effects following FSW, and that a minimum 
value of HI may be required to achieve weld consolidation. 
The HI term used in this research has been proven to be related to 
maximum temperature in the weld nugget for typical tool rotational and traverse speeds 
[121] and has been related to the formation of defects in the weld as well as grain growth 
in the SZ [122].  In many cases, maximum temperature is monotonically related to HI, 
but some cases have shown a non-monotonic relationship [140].  Researching FSW with 
varying process parameters on three different aluminum alloys, Hashimoto found only 
two conditions where temperature did not monotonically increase with the ratio of 
increasing tool rotation rate to tool traverse speed (Figure 1.12).  Hashimoto used 
embedded thermocouples to directly measure temperature in various portions of the weld 
nugget using typical values of tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed for aluminum 
alloys.  The representation of tool rotational rate to tool traverse speed used by 
Hashimoto is identical to that presented here in Equation 1.2 although Hashimoto did 
qualify the collective terms as a single variable. 
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Figure 1.12 Effect of tool rotation rate/traverse speed ratio (defined as heat index in 
this research) on peak temperature for three different aluminum alloys from  
Hashimoto [from 140]. 
Although this research will not attempt to separate the dependence of 
evolved weld parameters with tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed individually, 
research by Arbegast and Hartley has shown that for a given tool geometry and depth of 
penetration, the maximum temperature is a strong function of tool rotational speed while 
the heating rate is a strong function of the tool traverse speed [139].  The dependence of 
maximum SZ temperature on tool rotational speed is widely accepted although the 
discussion of heating and/or cooling rates differs between sources.  Using embedded 
thermocouples in NiAl bronze plates, Swaminathan measured the rate of change of 
temperature at various points and under various FSW conditions (Figure 1.13) [149].  
These results showed that the heating rate (as the pin moved towards a thermocouple) 
was consistently greater in magnitude than the cooling rate (as the pin moved past a 
thermocouple); however, both the heating rate and the cooling rate, or more generally, the 
rate of change of temperature, increased as the tool traverse speed increased.  For the 
research herein, no separation of heating rates or cooling rates will be attempted although 
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the more general conclusion that rate of change of temperature increases with increasing 
tool traverse speed will be utilized. 
 
Figure 1.13 Typical heating and cooling rates during friction stir welding from [from 
149] during friction stir welding of NiAl bronze plates with embedded thermocouples 
(TC). 
It can be logically hypothesized that the evolved microstructure and 
material properties will be affected by both the maximum temperature and the rate of 
change of temperature although the mechanism behind each may differ.  This hypothesis 
and the overall approach of estimating heat input using Equation 1.2 is strongly supported 
by comparison to traditional fusion welding.  The fundamental reference for heat input 
and cooling rates for traditional fusion welding is work by Rosenthal in 1946 on the 
theory of moving heat sources and their application to metal treatments [150], and more 
recent textbooks on welding continue to use Rosenthal’s equations as a theoretical basis 
[151, 152].  A short comparative summary to FSW will be presented here.  The heat input 
due to fusion welding is typically expressed as heat input per unit length (HIfusionwelding) in 
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units of kJ/mm and is a function of the rate of heat transfer from the heat source to the 
workpiece (Q̇), typically calculated by multiplying the voltage and the current used 
during arc welding (Q̇=EI which is analogous to P=ωτ in Equation 1.5 for FSW), and the 
welding speed (ν) (Equation 1.5) [151].  In traditional fusion welding, the maximum 
temperature in the weld pool is strongly related to Q̇ (analogous to tool rotational rate in 
FSW) and the cooling rate is strongly related to ν (analogous to tool traverse rate in FSW) 
[151, 152].  Although fusion welding and FSW are vastly different processes, the 
similarity in relationships of heat input, maximum temperature, and rate of change of 
temperature strongly support the methodology presented in this research.  Additionally, 
the final equations for heat input for both methods (Equations 1.2 and 1.5) are 
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  Equation 1.5 
The HI term defined in Equation 1.2 is in units of revolutions per length 
and is not meant to be a useful dimensional analysis of FSW.  The dimensions of HI are 
the inverse of WP which is defined as the number of revolutions the pin accomplishes per 
unit length of traverse motion.  Other authors have attempted dimensional analysis of the 
FSW process to produce non-dimensional numbers corresponding to the heat input [131] 
as well as more fundamental energy balance methods to determine heat input [124, 137].  
These methods incorporate several additional variables including material properties of 
the tool and workpiece such as thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity, as well as 
additional welding parameters not typically measured such as tool torque and power.  
Removing the dependence on material properties and the constant value of plunge force 
normally used in the FSW process, these methods reduce to similar relationships as 
Equation 1.2 except the dependence on traverse speed (ν) in the denominator is often a 
squared relationship (typical for non-dimensional analyses) or the dependence on tool 
rotational speed (ω) is the numerator is often a squared relationship (typical for energy 
balance methods).  Because no set standard exists for FSW, the simple and easy to 
measure relationship of HI in Equation 1.2 will be used to correlate microstructure and 
material properties following FSW in this research. 
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c. Friction Stir Welding on Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Steels 
Based on the observed problems with traditional joining techniques on 
ODS steels and the promising capabilities of FSW, joining of ODS steels both in plate 
and tubular form by FSW has been tested on different ODS steels, and several authors 
have demonstrated the capability to join different ODS steels via FSW with good success 
[41, 56, 142, 144-147].  Initial investigation of FSW on ODS steel alloys began as early 
as 2007 when Feng at ORNL concluded that thin sheets of MA956 could be joined by 
FSW while preserving the oxide dispersion within the material and thereby preserving the 
materials high temperature mechanical properties [153].  Similarly, in an early 
investigation of FSW on MA957, Jashti showed MA957 could be friction stir welded 
successfully, albeit with a post weld decrease in hardness and potentially an increase in 
grain size in the weld nugget [144].   
Several authors have researched the effects of FSW on the oxide particles 
in aluminum-containing ODS alloys such as MA956 and PM2000, but the results are 
inconclusive and do not include analysis of a range of FSW parameter conditions.  Using 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and small angle neutron scattering (SANS), West 
concluded that FSW resulted in the dispersed oxides being slightly coarsened.  Similarly 
using high-spatial resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), Chen 
concluded that FSW did not appear to create a major change in size or distribution of 
oxides in PM2000 [60, 154].  Finally, in related work Legendre and Mathon used SANS 
to conclude that FSW using a single parameter condition of 600 RPM and 50 MMPM on 
PM2000 caused oxide particles to grow in vicinity of the SZ [142, 143]. 
In total, research on FSW of ODS steels has produced some common 
conclusions:  (1) fully consolidated defect-free welds can be achieved in ODS steels 
using FSW, (2) FSW has a minimal impact on the oxide dispersion in the SZ, (3) the SZ 
consists of coarsened and equiaxed grains, and (4) hardness in the SZ is reduced 
compared to the BM.  What is missing in published research is a systematic correlation of 
FSW parameters in concert with microstructural characteristics and evolved material 
properties.  Additionally, most current literature has focused on high heat input welding 
parameters (high rotational speeds and/or low traverse speeds), but a broader range of 
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heat inputs during FSW has not been explored.  The aim of this research is to correlate 
FSW parameters of tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed to the evolved 
microstructure and material properties for MA956 in plate form. 
d. Friction Stir Welding Techniques Used in this Research 
The FSW geometry used in this research was similar to that shown in 
Figure 1.8 and was accomplished by MegaStir Technologies using a tool fabricated from 
an MS 80 grade of PCBN and a convex scroll shoulder step spiral (CS4) tool design 
which requires no tool tilt (Figure 1.14).  FSW parameters of tool rotation rate in RPM 
and tool traverse speed in MMPM were varied to produce welds of differing quality and 
consolidation.  Plunge force was maintained constant at 17.8 kN (4000 lbf).  Four 
different friction stir welded plates were utilized in this research although the identical 
MA956 material was used in each (Table 1.4), and the FSW techniques were the same 
except for specific welding parameters of tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed.  
An example of a MA956 welded plate used is shown in Figure 1.15.  Due to limited 
availability of MA956 material and the expense of the FSW process, welded plates of 
MA956 usually consisted of a single bead-on-plate run with FSW conditions varied and 
annotated on the plate similar to that shown on Figure 1.15.  The workpiece was oriented 
such that the tool rotated in the x-y plane and traversed in the x direction with the z axis 
outward normal to the plate (Figure 1.16). 
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Figure 1.14 Friction stir welding tool used in this research.  The tool is fabricated 
using a MS80 grade polycrystalline cubic boron nitride and includes a convex scroll 
shoulder and step spiral pin. 
 
Figure 1.15 Example of a MA956 friction stir welded plate used in this research.  Due 
to limited availability of MA956, single bead-on-plate runs with varying welding 
conditions were performed on individual plates. 
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Figure 1.16 Weld orientation. 
E. RESEARCH TASKS AND HYPOTHESES 
The overall objective of this research is to evaluate FSW as an appropriate joining 
technique for MA956 steel to be used in high temperature applications including use in 
extreme coolant conditions such as molten lead and LBE for advanced reactor systems.  
This objective will be accomplished by establishing the processing, microstructure, and 
material property relationships following FSW of the ODS steel MA956.  As discussed 
previously, ODS steels such as MA956 are promising candidates for structural materials 
in advanced fission and fusion reactor designs with one of the few limitations being 
practical joining methods that preserve the high temperature strength of the welded alloy.  
FSW is a proven joining method for aluminum and steel that has also shown significant 
potential for ODS alloys based on maintaining the alloy below its melting temperature 
thereby preventing agglomeration of oxide particles.  While FSW has been successfully 
demonstrated on ODS steels in general and MA956 in particular, little is known on the 
effects of welding parameters most notably tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed, 
and most research to date has been on conditions with high thermal input.  
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The overall objective of this research is divided into three primary tasks:  (1) 
determine the base metal microstructure and material properties of MA956 as a function 
of temperature, (2) determine the evolution of the friction stir welded microstructure and 
resultant material properties as a function of both welding parameters and temperature, 
and (3) determine the susceptibility of MA956 to LME.  A flowchart break down of these 
three tasks is shown in Figure 1.17 that includes subtasks and a summary of hypotheses 
based on current literature for each task.  The three primary tasks are divided into sub-
tasks focused primarily on experiments required to determine the functional relationships 
between processing, microstructure, and material properties.  For tasks (1) and (2) above 
the final material properties are assumed to be a function of the evolved microstructure 
and thus establishing microstructural properties such as grain size and oxide particle size 
and distribution are critical to the understanding of evolved material properties.  
Established relationships such as the Hall-Petch grain size strengthening and Orowan 
particle strengthening mechanisms will be used to relate microstructure to material 
properties.  Additionally, material properties such as hardness, yield strength, and 
ultimate tensile strength will be compared to evaluate multiple techniques and prove 
existing relationships.  For task (3), emphasis will be on establishing an experimental 
setup that evaluates the tensile properties of MA956 in a molten lead and LBE 




Figure 1.17 Flowchart breakdown of tasks and hypotheses for this research. 
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Based on the literature already summarized, several hypotheses can be drawn for 
the objectives in this research.  Data on CG MA956 is readily available both from the 
vendor, Special Metals, and other research groups as previously cited.  Although less 
prevalent, data for FG MA956 is in the literature, and based on the manufacturing process 
used for the MA956 in this research, it is hypothesized that the MA956 in this study is a 
FG alloy that will have yield strength greater than the CG MA956.  It is also 
hypothesized that this MA956 will have limited ductility at low temperatures, similar to 
the CG material.  Sufficient data in the literature on ODS steels and specifically MA956 
exists to hypothesize that FSW will cause:  (1) grain coarsening in the SZ, (2) an 
asymmetric softening in the SZ, (3) some degree of oxide particle coarsening, and (4) an 
overall reduction in strength of the welded joint.  Comparison of grain size effects in the 
SZ following FSW must be coupled with the starting microstructure since both grain 
refinement and grain coarsening have been seen following FSW depending on the 
starting microstructure.  Current research on the effect of FSW on the oxide particles in 
ODS aluminum-containing steels (such as MA956 and PM2000) is inconclusive and only 
suggests that some oxide particle coarsening may occur, and data only exists for a limited 
range of welding conditions.  Therefore, the full effect of FSW on oxide particles in ODS 
aluminum-containing steels has yet to be established and is one of the sub-tasks of this 
research. 
The LME response of ODS steels or other advanced RAFM or FM steels is not 
well documented in current literature, and insufficient evidence exists to draw detailed 
hypotheses on if or how MA956 will undergo LME in a molten lead or LBE 
environment.  However, there is data from the late 1970s and early 1980s that addresses 
LME on previous generations of steels and gives some insight into what conditions might 
promote LME [155-158].  Similar to SCC and other EAC mechanisms, Shunk 
determined that some metal to embrittler5 couples produced a LME response while others 
did not [157].  Examples of material couples that cause LME include commercially 
5 In this context the term “embrittler” refers to the molten material to which the candidate material is 
exposed.  This convention in terminology is consistent with work by Shunk, Asher, Nicholas, and Old, all 
of whom did extensive research on LME in the late 1970s.  Examples of typical molten metal embrittlers 
are mercury, lithium, gallium, and lead. 
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available iron (i.e. low purity iron) in molten lead which underwent LME, while higher 
purity iron did not undergo LME.  The other primary factors that determined an LME 
response were temperature of the embrittler, and intimacy of contact between the metal 
and the embrittler.  For this research, the task of determining MA956 susceptibility to 
LME will be accomplished by establishing the most likely conditions for LME in a slow 
strain rate test and evaluating any potential change in percent elongation to determine if 
LME occurred.  This approach is consistent with guidelines in ASTM standards for slow 
strain rate testing to determine EAC [159]. 
F. CHAPTER OUTLINES 
Although each chapter in this dissertation is intentionally written to stand alone 
covering a specific aspect of the overall objective, Chapters II through IV are directly 
related in order to establish the processing, microstructure, and material property 
relationships that are the core of this research.  All chapters in this dissertation use the 
same baseline MA956 identified in Table 1.4 and the same FSW techniques outlined in 
paragraph D.3.d of this introduction, and for brevity these discussions are not repeated in 
subsequent chapters.  A summary of the specific FSW parameters used is presented in 
Chapter II during discussion on weld consolidation, and subsequent to that, the majority 
of the remaining discussion is on fully consolidated welds.  The insights gained in 
Chapter II and III on microstructure and oxide particle morphology following FSW are 
critical to the foundations of the material property relationships established in Chapter 
IV.  The LME analysis is mostly distinct from that causal chain and is discussed 
separately.  Similar to the task breakdown chart of Figure 1.17, an overall chapter outline 
of this dissertation is shown in Figure 1.18 and summarized below. 
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Figure 1.18 Block diagram outline of chapters in this dissertation. 
In Chapter II, the processing-microstructure relationships for successful FSW of 
MA956 are established.  This chapter details the MA956 ODS steel and the FSW process 
parameters used in this research.  Comprehensive microstructural characterization 
methods (optical microscopy (OM), SEM, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and 
microhardness analyses) were used to connect the evolution in weld microstructure (grain 
size and texture) with a variety of FSW conditions.  These results show that friction stir 
welds with low tool rotational speeds or high tool traverse speeds produce tunnel defects 
in the SZ, and that the value of HI can be used as a parameter for predicting defect-free 
weld consolidation.  Data from Chapter II will also show that grains are significantly 
coarsened in the SZ and the degree of coarsening can also be related to the heat input 
from FSW.  Finally, Chapter II will show a typical asymmetric hardness profile across 
the weld nugget consistent with other research and will begin an analysis of strengthening 
contributions using a hardness versus grain size version of the Hall-Petch relationship (as 
compared to a traditional Hall-Petch plot of yield strength versus grain size). 
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In Chapter III, a variety of analytical techniques (SEM, STEM, energy dispersive 
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)) are used to establish 
the fate of oxide particles following FSW.  These results show that FSW causes 
coarsening of existing Y-Al-O particles far greater than previously reported in open 
literature.  This coarsening is a strong function of the heat input during welding.  
Mechanisms for this coarsening are proposed and the significance of the coarsening is 
discussed. 
In Chapter IV, constant extension rate tensile testing is used to determine yield 
strength, ultimate tensile strength, and percent elongation of the BM and SZ as a function 
of temperature and welding parameters.  Material parameters of MA956 including an 
experimentally determined Hall-Petch constant and strain hardening exponent are 
provided.  The strengthening mechanisms behind the BM MA956 and friction stir welded 
MA956 are summarized, and using parameters from Chapters II and III, dominant 
strengthening mechanisms are discussed.  Of specific note, the coarsening of oxide 
particles during FSW is shown to remove essentially all strengthening contribution of the 
dispersed oxides. 
In Chapter V, two different LME experiments are developed to determine the 
susceptibility of MA956 to LME.  A static U-bend experiment is used to determine the 
long term exposure effects of MA956 under tensile stress to molten lead and a slow strain 
in situ tensile test is designed and discussed.  Using the slow strain rate tensile test, three 
different steels including MA956 are fractured in tension while exposed continuously to 
molten lead and LBE.  Results from these tests are not fully conclusive but suggest that 
MA956 is not susceptible to LME at the conditions tested. 
In Chapter VI, the relevance of this dissertation work, as a whole, is discussed and 
recommendations for future research as well the general use of ODS steels such as 
MA956 are made.  The effectiveness of FSW as a joining mechanism for MA956 is 
summarized, and comparative predictions for other ODS steels are made.  




II. PROCESSING-MICROSTRUCTURE RELATIONSHIPS 
FOLLOWING FRICTION STIR WELDING 
A. INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in Chapter I, traditional joining methods for ODS steels have proven 
to be unsuccessful or not viable for all applications while a number of investigations have 
demonstrated that ODS steels can be joined using FSW  [41, 60, 142–147, 153, 154], and 
even more specifically that MA956 can be successfully joined using FSW [56, 141].  
Several common conclusions are made from these investigations while some important 
differences and disparities can also be found.  The most important conclusion from all of 
the research is that FSW can successfully produce consolidated welds in ODS steels, 
including MA956.  Most of the research uses FSW conditions with high thermal input, 
and there are no research analyses on ODS steels that use a range of conditions within a 
single study.  A total of twelve references that researched FSW of ODS steels were 
reviewed.  Some of these references do not document welding parameters used and not 
all fully address or demonstrate weld consolidation. Across all of these references the 
range of HI, as defined in this research, is 8 to 20.  The research in this dissertation will 
extend the lower limit of HI to 2 and will address weld consolidation for each case 
individually.  Based on the theoretical foundations of FSW established by Mishra and 
Nandan and the large amount of experimental FSW work on aluminum and traditional 
steels, FSW is expected to have a significant effect on the microstructure in the SZ.  The 
majority of FSW research on ODS steels is on CG alloys and the microstructure effect of 
FSW is grain refinement as predicted by Mishra.  In the case of FG starting alloys, 
hardness is noted to be reduced in the stir zone and an overall reduction in strength of the 
weld has been found.   
The objective of this chapter is to determine the processing-microstructure-
property relationships and then to connect the microstructural changes to local variations 
in material properties.  This will be accomplished specifically by determining:  (1) weld 
consolidation, (2) grain size in the SZ, and (3) SZ hardness all as a function of the 
welding parameters tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed.  This chapter will 
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correlate these parameters to overall grain morphology and evolved material properties 
and will serve as the basis for strengthening mechanisms in Chapter IV.  The research in 
this chapter expands the current literature of FSW of ODS steels by conducting a 
systematic review of welding conditions, including low to high heat inputs, and by 
analyzing weld consolidation for each case.  Additionally, unlike some other research 
studies, the ODS alloy in this research is not subjected to heat treatments before or after 
FSW and thus changes in microstructure are isolated to effects from FSW and not the 
combined effects of FSW and heat treatments. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The MA956 and FSW techniques in this chapter are the same as discussed in 
Chapter I.  Two different plates of MA956 were utilized in this chapter (Figures 2.1 and 
2.2) for the majority of data acquisition.  A third plate of MA956 (Figure 2.3) from 
previous collaborative work with LLNL was also utilized to a lesser extent.  Figure 2.1 
pictures the MA956 plate used for initial trial FSW attempts by MegaStir and shows five 
different initial FSW conditions used.6  This initial plate was only used for weld 
consolidation analysis done by OM and was utilized to determine optimum welding 
conditions for subsequent welds.  The close proximity of weld passes in Figure 2.1 does 
not support independent analysis of FSW parameter effects outside of the SZ.  This was 
considered acceptable since the plate in Figure 2.1 was only intended to establish weld 
consolidation. 
6 The annotations in Figure 2.1 and other raw data sources from MegaStir list FSW conditions in 
English Engineering units of RPM and inches per minutes (IPM).  For consistency with other literature all 
discussion in this dissertation will utilize the International System of Units (SI).  Use of English 
Engineering units exists only in raw images where conversion to SI units would cause additional confusion.  
For simplicity in this research the only conversion necessary is in tool traverse rate where nominally 1 IPM 
= 25 MMPM. 
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Figure 2.1 Initial MA956 plate used for friction stir welding consolidation analysis.  
The white annotations in this image indicate the welding parameters used in English 
Engineering units of revolutions per minute and inches per minute.  The purple outlines 
indicate areas of optical microscopy samples used in other figures of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.2 Subsequent MA956 plate used for friction stir welding analysis.  
Annotations in this image indicate the welding parameters used in English Engineering 
units.  The transverse sections for optical microscopy specimens are visible from three 
different welding conditions.  This friction stir welded plate of MA956 is the basis for 
data in Chapters II, III, and IV of this dissertation. 
 
Figure 2.3 MA956 plate used from previous collaborative research.  This friction stir 
welded plate utilized the low heat input conditions of 275 RPM and 100 MMPM and was 
only used for microstructural analysis and hardness determination of that condition in this 
chapter. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the friction stir welded plate of MA956 used for most research 
in this dissertation.  Based on initial observations of weld consolidation using Figure 2.1, 
the FSW parameters of 500 RPM/25 MMPM, 300 RPM/50 MMPM, and 400 RPM/100 
MMPM were determined to be optimum selections for welding parameters likely to 
produce consolidated welds while varying the heat input from a low HI value (400 
RPM/100 MMPM) to a high HI value (500 RPM/25 MMPM).  The plate depicted in 
Figure 2.2 was utilized for all microstructure and hardness analysis in this chapter (with 
the exception of the welding parameter condition of 275 RPM/100 MMPM) as well as 
oxide particle analysis in Chapter III and all material property and strengthening 
mechanism analysis of Chapter IV. 
Figure 2.3 shows a friction stir welded plate of MA956 that was used in previous 
unpublished collaborative research with LLNL.  This research was conducted only to 
determine the possibility of using FSW on MA956 and offered no other significant 
conclusions; however, after initial review of data gathered from research on Figure 2.2, 
the additional FSW parameter condition of 275 RPM/100 MMPM (the conditions used in 
Figure 2.3) offered valuable insight into the hardness to grain size relationship following 
FSW.  For this reason data from this sample was gathered.  The MA956 material used in 
Figure 2.3 is identical to other MA956 used in this research, and FSW conditions other 
than tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed were also similar. 
Samples of the friction stir welded MA956 plates in Figures 2.1–2.3 were 
sectioned and analyzed by OM, SEM, EBSD, and micro-indentation.  Transverse cross 
sections perpendicular to the weld path were metallographically prepared for each 
welding condition.  These sections were prepared by standard metallographic preparation 
techniques using SiC papers, aluminum oxide polishing solutions, and 0.05 μm colloidal 
silica solution, followed by electropolishing at 20 V using an electrolyte containing 10% 
perchloric acid in ethanol maintained at 250°K (-23°C).  Microstructural 
examinations were conducted using a Zeiss Neon 40 field emission SEM operating at 20 
keV.  All EBSD analyses were carried out using the EDAX-TSL orientation imaging 
microscopy (OIM) 6.0 system with a Hikari camera at 20 keV using a 60 μm objective 
aperture with an approximate probe current of 1 nA.  EBSD data was de-noised using 
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TSL OIM software cleanup functions of grain dilation and grain confidence index 
standardization in accordance with recommended settings. To ensure an adequate number 
of grains were counted during analyses, all inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and all pole 
figures were calculated from areas with minimum dimensions of 150x300 μm equating to 
a minimum of 2000 grains for the most limiting case.  For areas of fine grain size, such as 
the BM, a step size of 0.25 μm was used equating to over 20,000 grains in the analysis 
area.  For other areas with a larger average grain size, a step size of 0.5 μm was used. 
Microhardness measurements were performed using a HVS-1000 microhardness 
tester (Figure 2.4a) with a diamond indenter using a 1 kg-force (2.2 lbf) load and a dwell 
time of 15 seconds.  The hardness tester calibration was verified before and after 
indentation using a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) certified 
specimen with a hardness of 726 HV and a certified error of 1.9%.  Micro-hardness 
measurements were taken across the weld nugget at the mid-plane of the  transverse 
section of the weld in a horizontal direction and at RS TMAZ, SZ center, and AS TMAZ 
in vertical directions.  Rectangular specimens from Figure 2.2 (the MA956 plate with 
weld conditions of 500 RPM/25 MMPM, 300 RPM/50 MMPM, and 400 RPM/100 
MMPM) were used for micro-indentation as well as other microstructure analyses and are 
shown in Figure 2.4b.  A typical hardness indentation as seen through the indenter is 
shown in Figure 2.4c. 
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Figure 2.4 (a) HVS-1000 microhardness tester used in this research, (b) specimens 
from Figure 2.2 used for micro-indentation, and (c) a typical indentation as seen through 
the indenter. 
Based on other research that showed large gradients in hardness across the TMAZ 
[141, 142, 145],  a method for spacing of indentations was developed to assess these 
gradients without compromising accuracy of the individual indentations.  This method 
included horizontal spacing of 500 μm and vertical spacing of 150 μm and is depicted in 
Figure 2.5 for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM sample.  In addition to showing the arrangement 
of indentations, Figure 2.5 was taken from the TMAZ of the highest heat input condition 
(which will be shown later to correlate to the most abrupt change in grain size) and shows 
a swirling pattern that correlates to the TMAZ.  The optical micrograph of Figure 2.5 was 
taken after metallographic preparation but prior to electropolishing, and was intentionally 
taken in this configuration to show optically the TMAZ.  Figure 2.6 is the indenter image 
of the inset area in Figure 2.5 and shows the large gradients that exist in the TMAZ, both 
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in the vertical and horizontal directions.  These gradients only exist in the TMAZ as will 
be shown later in this chapter.  To demonstrate that the close spacing used in the vertical 
direction (150 μm) did not adversely affect hardness values, a test area was performed in 
the SZ of the 500 RPM/25 MMPM sample (Figure 2.7).  At this time, it was known that 
there was little variation in hardness in the SZ, and thus it was anticipated that any 
variations in the test area of Figure 2.7 would be due to inaccuracies associated with 
indentations being too closely spaced.  In the horizontal lines of indentations of Figure 
2.7 (annotated A, B, and C and highlighted in yellow), the left most, right most, and 
center indentation of each line were all within the 1.9% accuracy of the indenter and thus 
it was concluded the close proximity spacing of 150 μm did not affect the indentations.  
In total each specimen in Figure 2.4b contained a horizontal line of indentations 
(consisting of 3 indentations in a vertical row as shown in Figure 5) and three vertical 
lines of indentations at the RS TMAZ, SZ center, and AS TMAZ.  In addition to the 
experimental value of these results, the indentations established visible markers that were 
very valuable later in subsequent analyses to determine location within the sample.7 
7 It is acknowledged that experimental results are not normally discussed in the experimental 
procedure sections of research; however, the initial results presented in this paragraph formed the basis for 
the experimental procedure and are not part of the core results from this chapter.  This approach is deemed 
acceptable and is summarized as follows:  an initial hypothesis is made, initial data is gathered, that initial 
data is used to develop an experimental procedure, and final data is gathered based on the developed 
procedure.  This methodology will be used in remaining chapters so at times initial results will be given in 
the experimental procedure section to support the procedure developed. 
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Figure 2.5 Optical micrograph of the thermo-mechanically affected zone for the 500 
RPM/25 MMPM condition showing the vertical and horizontal spacing used for 
indentation.  The inset area corresponds to Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.6 Optical micrograph taken through the HVS-1000 microhardness tester 
showing the large vertical and horizontal gradients in hardness in the vicinity of the 
thermo-mechanically affected zone.  This area correlates to the inset area on Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.7 Micro-indentation test area used to verify that the proximity of 
indentations did not adversely affect indentation accuracy.  The left most, right most, and 
center indentations in the lines A, B, and C all had hardness values within the accuracy of 
the indenter. 
C. RESULTS 
1. Base Metal Microstructure 
BM MA956 consisted of fine ferrite grains (average grain size of 0.89 μm) 
elongated in the rolling direction of the plate (Figure 2.8).  The BM texture contained a  γ 
fiber with a strong {110}<111> component, consistent with other rolled body centered 
cubic (BCC) materials (Figure 2.9) [160].  The pole figures of Figure 2.9 are oriented to 
show transverse views of the welded plate and the axis orientation matches the weld 
diagram of Figure 1.16, i.e. the y-z plane corresponds to the cross section of the weld.  
This is different than typical depictions of rolled plate textures since they would normally 
be oriented in planar views of the plate (x-y plane), but the transverse orientation is 
intentionally displayed to allow for direct comparison to the evolved texture following 
FSW which will be shown later.  The FG structure of the BM MA956 gave it a high 
uniform hardness of 346 Hv.   
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Figure 2.8 Inverse pole figure map for base metal MA956 showing sub-micron grains 
oriented in the rolling direction of the plate. 
 
Figure 2.9 Pole figures for base metal MA956 corresponding to rolled texture for a 
body centered cubic structure. 
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2. Weld Consolidation 
Full-penetration defect-free welds were observed for a range of FSW conditions 
with higher heat input (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.10 and 2.11).  For reference five different 
sources from the current literature that include FSW on ODS steels have been inserted on 
Figure 2.10 showing the typically high heat input conditions used in most other cases.  
Heat input was expressed using the ratio of the rotational speed to traverse speed as 
discussed in Chapter I (Equation 1.2).  Weld quality and penetration were determined by 
macrographs of the weld nugget as a function of RPM and MMPM combinations in order 
to establish the weld parameters necessary to achieve defect-free microstructures.  
Macroscopic metallographic observations are summarized in Table 2.2.  A higher heat 
input, i.e., increasing tool rotation rate or decreasing tool traverse speed, tended to result 
in a defect-free nugget.  Examples of weld consolidation macrographs are shown in 
Figure 2.11.  These macrographs correspond to the specimens taken from Figures 2.1 and 
2.2.  Defect-free welds were observed when HI was greater than 4 (Figures 2.11a and 
2.12b and shaded entries of Table 2.1).  For conditions with a HI less than 4, welds were 
observed to be defective with tunnel defects occurring at the bottom or edges of the SZ 
(Figures 2.11c and 2.11d).  Macrographs taken by MegaStir from all eight FSW 
parameter combinations are contained in Appendix B. 
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Table 2.1 Friction stir welding parameter summary.  Shaded entries indicate defect-













Weld Quality Weld Penetration 
200 50 4 Lack of Consolidation Incomplete 
300 50 6 Defect-free Full 
300 100 3 Lack of Consolidation Incomplete 
300 150 2 Lack of Consolidation Incomplete 
400 50 8 Defect-free Full 
400 100 4 Defect-free Full 
400 175 2.3 Lack of Consolidation Incomplete 






Figure 2.10 Friction stir welding parameter map illustrating weld parameters for 
defect-free welds.  The dotted line is illustrative of an estimated minimum process 
parameters achieve weld consolidation.  Green triangles represent typical high heat input 
conditions used during friction stir welding of similar oxide dispersion strengthened 
steels in the current literature. 
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Figure 2.11 Optical macrographs of transverse metallographic cross-sections for (a) 
400 RPM/100 MMPM and (b) 500 RPM/25 MMPM weld parameter combinations 
showing full penetration defect-free welds and (c) 300 RPM/100 MMPM and (d) 300 
RPM/150 MMPM combinations showing tunnel defects. 
A small amount of anvil material (a mild steel) was inadvertently extracted into 
the bottom of some welds as shown in Figure 2.11a due to variations in thickness of the 
as received MA956 plate (note the differences in plate thickness in Figure 2.11).  In an 
effort to achieve full penetration, the FSW tool penetrated through the plate thickness and 
contacted the support anvil.  This is not uncommon, especially with variations in the plate 
thickness, because the tool pin tip is in very close proximity to the bottom of the plate.  
The material drawn into the weld nugget is not considered to be a defect associated with 
weld parameters but could be a defect in service.  In addition to the defects shown for the 
300 RPM/100 MMPM and 300 RPM/150 MMPM conditions, similar tunnel defects were 
observed for RPM/MMPM combinations of 200 RPM/50 MMPM and 400 RPM/175 
MMPM leading to lack of consolidation in the weld nugget (Appendix B). 
The weld nugget zones formed during the welding accomplished in this research 
were basin-shaped as opposed to elliptical as defined by Mishra (Figure 2.11 compared to 
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Figure 1.10a).  Additionally, as already discussed by Mishra and several authors, the 
shape of the nugget zone is dependent on FSW parameters [121].  Clearly, for high heat 
inputs, Figures 2.11a and 2.11b, the weld nugget is very broad both at the weld crown 
and weld root. In comparison, for low heat input, Figures 2.11c and 2.11d, the width of 
the weld nugget is narrow at the weld root.  This is best visualized by looking at the weld 
nugget width at the centerline of the plate. 
3. Stir Zone Microstructure 
Each FSW parameter combination produced a SZ microstructure with coarsened 
and nearly equiaxed ferrite grains, a significantly lower average hardness value compared 
to the BM, and a BCC torsional texture.  No phase transformations occurred in any of the 
FSW conditions and the entirety of the weld remained a BCC ferritic structure.  Grain 
size in the SZ for all the different FSW parameter sets illustrate significant grain 
coarsening in the stir zone compared to the very fine average grain size of 0.89 μm in the 
BM (Figures 2.12 and 2.13). The data of Figure 2.13 indicates that grain size does not 
monotonically increase with HI.  Specifically, the grain size for HI=6 (300 RPM/50 
MMPM) is less than the grain size for HI=4 (400 RPM/100 MMPM); however, grain size 
did monotonically increase with increasing tool rotational speed suggesting tool 
rotational speed may be the dominant parameter for grain coarsening.  Further analysis 
using FSW conditions with singular changes in tool rotational speed and tool traverse 
speed would be required to fully determine this response.  For each FSW parameter 
combination, grain size was highest in the center of the SZ and decreased moving 
outward to the BM.  No abnormal grain growth was noted in any area of any sample.  
The grain size reduction, traversing from the SZ to the BM, was not symmetric.  For 
example, the grain size reduction was gradual moving from the SZ toward the RS.  
Similarly, the grain size reduction was gradual moving outward from the SZ to the AS 
but was sharply reduced at the TMAZ.  Similar gradients in grain size existed across all 
FSW weld parameter sets although the grain size reduction on the AS TMAZ was most 
dramatic for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM weld parameters corresponding to the highest HI.  
Grain size as a function of weld position for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM weld parameters 
along a mid-plane cross-section of the sample is shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.12 Inverse pole figure maps for (a) 275 RPM/100 MMPM (HI=2.75), (b) 400 
RPM/100 MMPM (HI=4), (c) 300 RPM/50 MMPM (HI=6), and (d) 500 RPM/25 
MMPM (HI=10) showing increase in grain size as HI is increased during friction stir 
welding. 
 




Figure 2.14 Average grain diameter for 500 RPM/25 MMPM weld parameter 
condition along the mid-plane of the weld. 
Closer examination of the high angle and low angle grain boundary (HAGB and 
LAGB, respectively) structures show that while the grain size defined by HAGBs 
increased systematically with increasing heat input (black lines in Figure 2.15), a 
persistent LAGB structure was present for all microstructures. LAGBs are defined here 
as grain boundaries with scalar misorientations between 1-10° (bold red lines in Figure 
2.15).  The grain boundary network for each microstructure was comprised of 
approximately 20% LAGBs (ranging from 17.0% to 23.8%), regardless of heat input.  In 
the 400 RPM/100 MMPM grain boundary map (Figure 2.15c), many of the larger oxide 
particles were incorrectly detected as grain boundaries and thus the 400 RPM/100 
MMPM condition showed an incorrectly high percentage of 38.2% LAGBs. 
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Figure 2.15 Stir zone grain size maps for (a) 275 RPM/100 MMPM, (b) 300 RPM/50 
MMPM, (c) 400 RPM/100 MMPM, and (d) 500 RPM/25 MMPM combinations.  
Bold/red lines indicate low angle grain boundaries (1<θ<10 degrees).  Black lines 
indicate high angle grain boundaries (θ>10 degrees). 
For each FSW combination, hardness decreased in the horizontal direction across 
the weld nugget (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.16). Each hardness data point in Figure 2.16 
represents the average of three hardness measurements to account for data scatter.  
Experimental error associated with hardness measurements was 1.9% for homogeneous 
areas such as the BM and SZ; however, variations up to 10% were seen in the TMAZ 
with as little as 300 μm spacing between indentations (Figure 2.17).  This data scatter was 
attributed to actual hardness variations due to the differences in locations of the 
indentations rather than experimental error on hardness measurements based on the very 
large gradients in grain size near the TMAZ.  Because of this, the hardness indentation 




Table 2.2 Stir zone hardness and stir zone grain size diameter for friction stir 








BM 0.89 346 ±6.6 
300/50 4.16 225 ± 4.3 
400/100 6.94 221 ± 4.2 
500/25 12.5 218 ± 4.2 
 
 




Figure 2.17 Inverse pole figure map and correlated micro-hardness indentation image 
showing large gradients in hardness in the thermo-mechanically affected zone. 
There is little change in hardness in the SZ through the depth of the weld (red 
lines of Figures 2.18–2.20); however, traversing across the TMAZ along a vertical line at 
a horizontal distance away from the center of the SZ, dramatic and rapid changes in 
hardness occur (green and blue lines of Figures 2.18–2.20).  This would be expected as 
the hardness trace crosses through a composite of microstructures, i.e., weld nugget, 




Figure 2.18 Hardness profile as a function of depth along each vertical line in the weld 
for 500 RPM/25 MMPM weld parameters for the retreating side (blue), stir zone (red), 
and advancing side (green). 
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Figure 2.19 Hardness profile as a function of depth along each vertical line in the weld 
for 300 RPM/50 MMPM weld parameters for the retreating side (blue), stir zone (red), 
and advancing side (green). 
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Figure 2.20 Hardness profile as a function of depth along each vertical line in the weld 
for 400 RPM/100 MMPM weld parameters for the retreating side (blue), stir zone (red), 
and advancing side (green). 
Pole figures from the stir zone for each FSW condition displayed a persistent, 
torsional texture (Figure 2.21), which is distinctly different from the rolling texture in the 
base material shown previously (Figure 2.9).  The pole figures in Figure 2.21 are oriented 
similarly to Figure 2.9, i.e. the y-z plane correlates to the cross sectional view of the 
weld.8  The SZ decrease as the heat input is increased suggesting a transition from a 
deformation based texture as the heat input is increased. Similar experimental results 
have been shown for both torsional steel textures and FSW SZ textures for other ODS 
steels [145, 146, 161]. 
8 The orientations of pole figures is intentionally emphasized for later comparison.  The orientations of 
pole figure to this point (Figures 2.9 and 2.21) were selected since they represent the logical cross sectional 
view of the weld structure; however, as will be discussed later,  the angle of the FSW tool causes the actual 
shear plane of the tool to workpiece to be different from this view.  This shear plane will be analyzed in the 
discussion section of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.21 Pole figures for (a) 275 RPM/100 MMPM, (b) 300 RPM/50 MMPM, (c) 
400 RPM/100 MMPM, and (d) 500 RPM/25 MMPM welding conditions showing a 
persistent BCC torsional texture following friction stir welding. 
4. Thermo-Mechanically Affected Zone 
The microstructure changed abruptly at the interface between the SZ and TMAZ. 
This change was most pronounced for high HI conditions and was consistently greater on 
the AS versus the RS of the tool for each FSW condition.  The most gradual grain size 
transition at the AS TMAZ occurred for the 400 RPM/100 MMPM combination, 
corresponding to the lowest HI.  The SZ-TMAZ interface for the 400 RPM/100 MMPM 
combination is shown in Figure 2.22a with contrastingly increasing gradients in grain 




Figure 2.22 Stir zone to thermo-mechanically affected zone interfaces on the 
advancing side of the weld for (a) 400 RPM/100 MMPM, (b) 300 RPM/50 MMPM, and 
(c) 500 RPM/25 MMPM conditions showing the increase in microstructural gradient as a  
function of HI. 
Grain size gradients were much lower on the RS for each FSW parameter 
combination and therefore were not visible on a single IPF map.  To compensate for this, 
a series of smaller IPF maps were analyzed along the RS of each weld.  The results show 
a gradual reduction in grain size across the RS.  Figure 2.23 is a representative example 





Figure 2.23 Representation of inverse pole figure maps across the weld nugget for 500 
RPM/25 MMPM.  The same 100 micron scale bar applies to all maps. 
D. DISCUSSION 
1. Weld Consolidation 
This work suggests that HI as expressed by the ratio of tool rotational speed to 
tool traverse speed (Equation 1.2) may be an effective way to estimate FSW conditions 
required for successful joining.  As shown in the macrographs of Figure 2.11, weld 
defects occur for low HI conditions.  This observed trend is similar to work by Chimbli 
who discussed the lack of consolidation in friction stir welded aluminum alloys by 
varying process parameters and subsequent destructive evaluation [132].  The ratio of 
tool rotation rate to tool traverse rate was found to be a good measure of the ability to 
form defect-free consolidated welds.  For MA956, a HI value between 4 and 6 produced 
consolidated, defect-free welds.  For comparison other research on FSW of ODS steels 
have used HI values greater than 4 (ranging from 8 to 20) to achieve successful weld 
conditions (see green triangles on Figure 2.10) [41, 141–146] with the exception of 
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research by Etienne who used a very low heat input combination to analyze the 
redistribution of oxide particles following FSW without addressing weld consolidation 
[147].  This concept is very similar to recent research by Biswas in a review of FSW 
parameters on an aluminum alloy [133].  In this research, the overall mechanical response 
of the welded alloy depended on the ratio of tool rotational speed to tool traverse speed.  
For the aluminum alloy and tool material used, the suitable value of this ratio was 
between 15 and 16 revolutions per mm.  An exact comparison between the values 
determined in this research and those determined by Biswas is not intended since many 
variables other than tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed were different (e.g. tool 
type, workpiece material, geometry, plunge force, etc.); however, the methods used in 
both studies are similar and suggest that this methodology can applied to other FSW 
combinations. 
2. Grain Growth in the Stir Zone 
The distinction between unrecrystallized FG MA956 and recrystallized CG 
MA956 is significant since FSW on the two differing conditions produces opposing 
results.  Some previous research utilizes a recrystallized CG MA956 (grain size ranging 
from hundreds of μm to cm) for both general material property determination [99, 162] 
and recently for the effects of FSW on microstructure and mechanical properties [56].  In 
these cases the heat input from FSW causes a refinement in grain size and a 
corresponding increase in hardness and strength.  In other research using unrecrystallized 
FG MA956 (grain size of μm or less), FSW causes grain coarsening and a corresponding 
reduction in hardness and strength [141].  Detailed investigations of the differences 
between CG and FG MA956 show that grain refinement is the dominant strengthening 
mechanism and the material properties of the opposing starting grain sizes are different in 
particular at elevated temperatures [101, 102]. 
Quantifying HI as the simple ratio between rotational and translation speed may 
not be sufficient for predicting the resultant friction stir weld microstructure.  In this 
work, two FSW conditions with the same HI (400 RPM/100 MMPM and 300 RPM/50 
MMPM) produced successful and defective welds, respectively.  In very recent research 
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by Wang et. al., recrystallized coarse grain MA956 was friction stir welded with a high 
heat input (1000 RPM/50 MMPM) [56].  Using HI, this welding condition should apply 
the same heat input as the 500 RPM/25 MMPM condition used in this work; however, the 
SZ grain size observed by Wang et al. is approximately 1–2 μm, compared with the 12 
μm grain size observed in this work.  These differences point out the importance of both 
the starting microstructure and the heat input model for predicting the SZ grain size.  
More elaborate heat input models have been developed and should be applied to 
systematic studies connecting FSW conditions with the starting and resultant  
microstructures [121, 122, 130]. 
The heat input due to FSW causes significant grain coarsening in the SZ and this 
degree of grain coarsening can be related to HI.  However, the analysis of LAGBs 
indicates that grain growth is not solely a function of heat input (in which case there 
should be no LAGBs).   A more robust analysis is that continuous dynamic 
recrystallization is occurring as grains are both growing due to heat input and are sheared 
by the FSW process.  In a review by Doherty et al. [163], the term recrystallization is 
defined as the formation of new grain structures in a deformed material by the formation 
and migration of high angle grain boundaries driven by the stored energy of deformation 
and the term dynamic recrystallization is defined as the occurrence of recrystallization 
during deformation.  This is different from the classical model of recrystallization as a 
seeded-nucleation and growth process.  Expanding further on this theory of 
recrystallization, Humphreys [164] differentiates between discontinuous processes where 
grain growth occurs heterogeneously throughout the material and continuous processes 
where grain growth occurs uniformly with no identifiable nucleation and growth stages.  
Based on this more descriptive definition, the term continuous dynamic recrystallization 
is appropriate to describe FSW as defined by Humphreys.  In several studies, the 
observed SZ grain morphology is discussed as equiaxed and coarsened grains due to heat 
input, but the severe plastic deformation occurring produces near-equiaxed grains that 
still retain a significant portion of LAGBs.  This observation is reinforced during analysis 
of texture in the SZ. 
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3. Texture Development in the Stir Zone 
The persistent, torsional texture observed, regardless of heat input, further 
suggests that the stir zone microstructure observed is the result of a continuous dynamic 
grain coarsening process during deformation.  Although it has already been reported that 
the FSW process produces a BCC torsional texture in the SZ for other ferritic ODS steels 
[145, 146], the evolved SZ texture in this research compares very closely to theoretical 
ideal orientations developed for texture developments during torsional testing of steels 
[165] as well as texture formation during equal angular extrusion of BCC materials [166].  
The SZ texture contains a {hkl}<111> fiber and a {110}<uvw> fiber as shown in Figure 
2.24 and matches closely to ideal orientation points as described by Baczynski [165].  
Unlike previous pole figures, the pole figure of Figure 2.24 has been rotated by the angle 
corresponding to the angle of the conical FSW tool (see Figure 1.14) such that the 
orientation of the pole figure in Figure 2.24 is in the shear plane between the tool and the 
workpiece.  Because of this, axis orientation is not shown on this pole figure.  This 
additional rotation was necessary for comparison to other theoretical and experimental 
torsional tests.  The experimental results in this work also correlate with the ideal shear 
texture in BCC materials identified in recent research of texture development in friction 
stir welds by Fonda [167].  The torsional texture is a deformation texture that does not 
require recrystallization to form.  No other, separate “recrystallization” texture was 
observed in this work or in the literature. Thus, nucleation and growth-based 






Figure 2.24 Stir zone texture shown with overlaid ideal BCC torsional texture from 
Baczynski [after 165].  Annotations from Baczynski:  D1-[1 1 2 ]<111> (triangles),  
D2-[ 1 1 2]<111> (squares), E1-[0 1 1 ]<111> (inverted triangles), and  
E2-[0 1 1]<111> (circles).  The orientation of this pole figure corresponds to the shear 
plane between the friction stir welding tool and the workpiece. 
4. Hardness Analysis 
Micro-indentation results show that FSW reduces the hardness of the BM by 
approximately 37% compared to the SZ and that the hardness profile across the weld 
nugget is asymmetric.  The average values of hardness within each stir zone show a 
small, but measurable, difference in hardness between the FSW conditions that may be 
relatable to grain size.  The asymmetry trend in SZ hardness has been observed and 
commented on by several authors [41, 142, 145]; however, the analysis here also shows 
that the asymmetry is also a function of HI.  The significance of this observation is not 
immediately apparent, but this research shows that lower values of HI will produce welds 
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with relatively smaller and more balanced gradients in grain size and hardness on both 
sides of the weld.   
In addition to differences in hardness from the BM to the SZ, large gradients in 
micro-hardness exist across the weld in particular across the AS TMAZ in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  This is shown in Figure 2.25 for FSW parameters of 
500 RPM/25 MMPM (the highest heat input condition) corresponding to the most abrupt 
change in both grain size and hardness encountered.   Similar processes were conducted 
for other FSW conditions, and in all cases, the gradients in hardness are higher on the AS 
vice RS, and the relative gradients are reduced as HI reduced (i.e. lower HI conditions 
produce smaller gradients in hardness throughout the weld). 
 
Figure 2.25  (a) Horizontal and (b) vertical gradients in hardness at the advancing side 
thermo-mechanically affected zone for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM welding combination. 
Grain size variations cross the weld, shown in Figures 2.12–2.15 and hardness 
variations across the weld, shown in Figure 2.16, are directly related for all FSW 
parameter combinations.  The relationship between grain size and hardness can be 
summarized as follows:  (1) traversing from the SZ to the RS, grain size gradually 
decreases and hardness gradually increases, (2) traversing from the SZ to the AS, grain 
size and hardness are nearly constant until reaching the TMAZ at which point a very 
sharp decrease in grain size and increase in hardness occurs, and (3) these effects are 
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enhanced as HI increases, i.e., the SZ grain size increases for higher HI values and the 
abruptness of the transitions both on the RS and most noticeably on the AS is more 
distinct for higher HI values.  The change in grain size across the weld explains the 
asymmetric nature of the hardness profiles and at lower HI values the asymmetry is less 
noticeable.    
The large gradient in grain size may have significant consequence for weld 
reliability.  The large grain size in the stir zone adjacent to the advancing side TMAZ 
boundary may experience a large amount of strain localization which could lead to crack 
nucleation at this location during tensile deformation.  FSW parameters with high HI may 
need to be avoided to reduce this large grain size gradient.  An assessment of this 
potential failure location is discussed in Chapter IV during material property evaluation. 
The similarity in increase in grain size and reduction in hardness from the BM to 
the SZ suggests that a relationship such as the Hall-Petch relationship exists across the 
weld nugget.  It is recognized that hardness is a measure of a material’s plastic flow 
resistance and therefore is a function of both yield strength and strain hardening; 
however, the direct correlation of hardness to inverse square root of grain size shown in 
Figure 2.26 for the four successful FSW conditions tested in this research suggests that 
application of the Hall-Petch equation adequately describes the correlation between 
microstructural evolution and macrostructural material properties during FSW.  A more 
robust support of this hypothesis is conducted in Chapter IV during tensile testing of 
specimens from the BM and SZ of each FSW condition.  For now, however, the hardness 
results clearly indicate a Hall-Petch relationship exists amongst the FSW specimens even 
though the data is based on hardness data vice yield strength data.  It is worth noting that 
the BM condition (a much lower grain size and much higher hardness condition) does not 
fall on the line presented in Figure 2.26.  This significance of this fact was not 
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immediately apparent, but will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV and leads to a critical 
conclusion on the effect of FSW on the oxide particles in MA956.9 
 
Figure 2.26 Application of the Hall-Petch equation using hardness and grain size 
following friction stir welding. The base metal condition (red) does not correlate with the 
Hall-Petch line.  The y-axis is broken to show the base metal condition without vertical 
compression of the remaining data.  
After conversion from hardness to stress using the acceleration due to gravity and 
unit conversion, the hardness data allows for calculation of the Hall-Petch constant (k) 
which corresponds to the slope of line in Figure 2.26.  This conversion is shown in 
9 The methodology of hardness/strength to grain size relationships presented in this chapter is 
presented chronologically as it was experimentally determined, and is not intended to be redundantly 
repeated in later chapters, but the initial insight into material property evolution following FSW achieved 
by micro-indentation became the basis for hypotheses on oxide particle morphology and overall 
strengthening mechanisms during FSW.  Because of this important fact, the results are presented in this 
chapter and correlated to final material properties in Chapter IV. 
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Equations 2.1 and 2.2 and yields a value of k of 0.57MPam-1/2 which is consistent with 
published values of k for typical steels [168].  This value of k is also consistent with 
values used in strengthening contribution calculations of MA956 specifically [56, 100, 
101].  A more detailed analysis of the Hall-Petch plot as well as appropriate values of k 
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E. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has provided a systematic study of the processing-microstructure 
relationships for the friction stir welding of MA956 ODS steel.  The heat input during 
FSW was controlled and described by a heat index, which was a simple ratio of the 
rotational speed in RPM to the traverse speed in MMPM.  Four of eight welding 
conditions produced defect-free full penetration welds.  Conditions with high thermal 
input produced defect-free welds that were then analyzed by OM, SEM, EBSD, and 
micro-indentation to determine the resulting microstructure-mechanical property 
relationships.  The following conclusions were drawn: 
(1)  Welds with low tool rotational speeds or high tool traverse speeds 
produced tunnel defects on either the retreating edge or weld root.  The ratio of tool 
rotation speed to tool traverse speed, denoted here as HI, can be used as a parameter for 
predicting defect-free weld consolidation. 
(2) Grains in the SZ are substantially coarsened by higher heat input 
conditions.  Although grain growth in the SZ is directly related to heat input, near-
equiaxed grains with a non-negligible constituency of LAGBs still exist in the SZ 
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indicating continuous dynamic recrystallization of grains due to the combined effects of 
heat input and intense shearing plastic deformation. 
(3) A persistent, simple torsional texture in the SZ was observed for all FSW 
conditions.  The intensity of this texture decreases as heat input is increased. 
(4) An abrupt change in grain size and hardness exists across the TMAZ to SZ 
interface.  This change is systematically more pronounced on the advancing side of the 
tool for each welding condition.  Higher heat input conditions produce a more abrupt 
change in both grain size and hardness equating to a smaller but steeper TMAZ.  
Although the weakest area of each weld is in the center of the SZ, the interface between 
the SZ and TMAZ is hypothesized as a potential failure location due to possible strain 
localization at the TMAZ to SZ interface.   
(5) Hardness decreases from the BM to the SZ by 37% for each welding 
condition and may be correlated to observed grain growth in the SZ using the Hall-Petch 
relationship.  This result suggests that grain coarsening is the dominant, low-temperature 
strengthening mechanism of the welded material.   
(6) The asymmetric hardness profile in the weld nugget from the RS to the AS 
is also attributed to grain growth in the SZ and is a function of HI.  Lower heat input 




III. OXIDE PARTICLE COARSENING DURING FRICTION STIR 
WELDING 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The category, ODS steels, gets its name from the homogenous distribution of 
small oxide particles that exist in the base metal matrix.  This dispersion of particles is 
the core feature of these materials and is one of the primary reasons for the high 
temperature strength and radiation damage resistance of these alloys.  The dispersed 
oxides give these materials exceptional high-temperature strength due to the pinning of 
dislocations while also providing sites for the accumulation of hydrogen and helium 
atoms to mitigate radiation swelling in nuclear applications.  The improved strength of 
ODS steels relative to traditional steels has been well established [55, 63], as has the 
improved radiation damage resistance of these steels [17, 33].  As discussed in Chapter I, 
the primary disadvantage of traditional joining techniques for ODS steels is the 
agglomeration of oxide particles which results in degraded material performance in 
depleted areas.  Preserving the uniform distribution of oxide particles following joining is 
necessary to ensure that welded ODS steels can be used in high temperature applications.  
The formation of oxide particles during manufacture of ODS alloys that contain 
aluminum such as MA956, PM2000, and various K-alloys developed by Kimura at Kyoto 
University has been studied by several authors, and the evolution of complex Y-Al-O 
particles from the base Y2O3 powder during the PM process is well documented [37, 103, 
169–172].  In an early study of oxide particles in MA956, Cama concluded that the 
original Y2O3 powder used during the PM processing reacts with oxidized aluminum in 
the metal matrix producing various Y-Al-O particles, including yttrium aluminum 
perovskite (YAP), yttrium aluminate (YAT), and yttrium aluminum hexagonal (YAH) 
and that these particles coarsen as a function of both temperature and exposure time over 
thousands of hours without further chemical change [169].  Further research on MA956 
has shown that other potential Y-Al-O particles may form including yttrium aluminum 
garnet (YAG) and yttrium aluminum monoclinic (YAM), and each specific oxide 
formation is dependent on temperature during manufacture and processing [103, 171, 
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172].  In a very recent study of oxide phases in PM2000, Shen used TEM, electron 
micro-diffraction, and EDS to identify YAP particles as well as two additional Al-Fe-O 
particle phases in PM2000 [173].  These phases have not been previously reported in any 
ODS steel, and the significance of this finding as well as its existence in other alloys is 
not immediately evident.  In a comprehensive analysis of oxide formation in aluminum-
containing ODS steels, Hsiung at LLNL used high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) to document the crystal structure, density population, size 
distribution, and interfacial structure of oxide particles in MA956 and in a similar 
aluminum-containing ODS alloy, K3 [37].  Hsiung proposed a three-stage formation 
mechanism of oxide particles in both alloys:  (1) fragmentation of starting Y2O3 particles 
during the early stages of ball milling, (2) agglomeration and solid-state amorphization of 
Y2O3 fragments mixing with oxidized aluminum during later stages of ball milling, and 
finally (3) crystallization of the agglomerates to form oxide particles during 
consolidation.  Furthermore Hsiung delineates three specific formation reactions 
dependent on temperature that determine which Y-Al-O particle is formed (Table 3.1).  
The ODS alloys used in Hsiung’s research were consolidated at temperatures far below 
the formation temperature range of 1400°C to 1600°C for YAG (consolidation 
temperatures of 1100°C for MA956 and 1150°C for K3), and during HRTEM all oxide 
particles were determined to be YAM or YAP, and specifically not YAG.  Of particular 
note, the progression of oxides from YAM to YAP to YAG (Table 3.1) occurs for 
increasing temperature and decreasing yttrium to aluminum concentrations.  This 
important fact is utilized to differentiate between the oxides following FSW.  
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Table 3.1 Proposed oxide formation reactions from Hsiung [after 37]. 












3Y2O3 + 5Al2O3 → 2Y3Al5O12 1400°C-1600°C 
 
Although researched in far less detail, TiCN particles also exist in MA956 and 
other ODS alloys, but are of less importance in aluminum-containing alloys since Y-Al-O 
particles preferentially form over Y-Ti-O particles [105, 106].  It is notable that several 
other ODS alloys such as MA957 and 12/14YWT do not contain aluminum, and in these 
cases Y-Ti-O particles that form by different mechanisms potentially evolve differently 
during FSW [58, 78, 174].  Because of the known significance of aluminum in oxidation 
and corrosion prevention of ODS alloys in a wide variety of environments including air 
[170], super-critical water (SCW) [75], molten lead [158], and LBE [90], the research 
herein focuses on aluminum-containing ODS alloys.  
Several authors have researched the effects of FSW on oxide particles in 
aluminum-containing ODS alloys such as MA956 and PM2000, but the results across this 
literature are inconclusive and do not include an analysis of a range of FSW parameter 
conditions.  Using SEM and SANS, West concluded that FSW resulted in the dispersed 
oxides being slightly coarsened [141].  Similarly, using high-spatial resolution STEM, 
Chen concluded that FSW did not appear to create a major change in size or distribution 
of oxides in PM2000 [60, 154].  Finally in related work Legendre and Mathon used 
SANS to conclude that FSW on PM2000 caused oxide particles to grow in vicinity of the  
SZ [142, 143]. 
Because of the nm size of oxide particles present in MA956 as well as other ODS 
steels, most research on oxide particle morphology has focused on nano-scale techniques 
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including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), SANS, and atom probe tomography 
(APT) appropriate for nano-scale measurements while neglecting micro-scale level 
effects.  Due to the hypothesized coarsening effects of FSW on ODS materials, the 
research herein utilizes both nano-scale and micro-scale measurements.  For this research 
the term nano-scale is used to denote measurements of less than 100 nm (typical of BM 
MA956 oxide particles), and the term micro-scale is used to denote measurements greater 
than 100 nm.  This denotation is not intended to classify MA956 as a nanostructured 
ferritic alloy (NFA) as that term is typically reserved for more refined particle sized 
alloys such as MA957 [147]. 
The objective of this chapter is to determine both qualitatively and quantitatively 
the fate of both Y-Al-O particles and TiCN particles in MA956 following FSW for a 
range of parameter conditions from low heat input to high heat input.  Additionally this 
research will analyze particle response at both a nano and micro-scale.  The results from 
this chapter combined with the microstructural data from Chapter II will be used to 
determine the active strengthening mechanisms following FSW in Chapter IV to help 
determine suitability of FSW as a joining mechanism for MA956 and other aluminum-
containing ODS steels. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The MA956 and FSW techniques in this chapter are the same as discussed in 
Chapters I and II.  The MA956 plate shown in Figure 2.2, which included the three fully 
consolidated weld conditions, was utilized for all analyses in this chapter.  Additionally 
the BM MA956 used throughout this research came from the same lot of MA956 used by 
Hsiung in his review of nanoparticles in Fe-Cr steels.10  In this chapter only fully 
consolidated welds were analyzed.  The three defect-free FSW parameter conditions 
analyzed in this chapter were:  (1) 400 RPM/100 MMPM (the lowest heat input 
10 The similarity between the MA956 used in this research and that used by Hsiung is important for 
later comparison.  Prior to 2010, LLNL acquired MA956 from Special Metals in a variety of forms 
including plate form and U-bend configurations.  The plate form MA956 was used by Hsiung in his 
research as well as initial unpublished research on FSW of MA956 (Figure 2.3).  Starting in 2011, MA956 
in both plate and U-bend configurations began to be used for this research.  Because of these similarities, 
the material composition and manufacturing processes are considered identical and therefore the base 
microstructure including initial oxide particle size and distribution are also considered identical. 
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condition), (2) 300 RPM/50 MMPM (slightly higher heat input condition), and (3) 500 
RPM/25 MMPM (the highest heat input condition). 
1. Microscopy techniques 
Samples of the friction stir welded MA956 plate shown in Figure 2.2 were 
sectioned and analyzed by SEM, EBSD, EDS, STEM, and SAXS.  Cross sections across 
the weld path were metallographically prepared for each welding condition by standard 
metallographic preparation as discussed in Chapter II.  Microstructural 
examinations were conducted using a Zeiss Neon 40 field emission SEM at 20 keV. All 
EBSD analyses were carried out using the TSL orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) 
6.0 system with a Hikari camera at 20 kV using a 60 μm objective aperture with an 
approximate probe current of 1 nA.   
Quantification of oxide particle growth was accomplished by digital stereology 
using SEM imaging.  Software counting was conducted on 67 μm by 67 μm square 
sections (corresponding to a SEM analysis area at 1000x magnification) representative of 
the SZ for each FSW parameter combination.  SZ SEM images containing visible oxide 
particles were counted using two different digital stereology software packages: (1) 
ImageJ, a public domain image processing solution developed by National Institute of 
Health and previously used in a variety of microscopy techniques [175], and (2) a 
MATLAB code designed by Woertz specifically for measuring particle distribution and 
homogeneity in FSW of two-phase alloys containing non-deformable particles in a soft 
matrix [176].11  For both methods no image adjustments other than small changes in 
brightness or contrast were made.   Baseline settings as discussed in reference material 
for both methods were used and identical images were used in both techniques for each 
FSW parameter combination.  The MATLAB code written by Woertz was in particular 
11 The research by Woertz was also done at the Naval Postgraduate School overlapping the period of 
this research.  Good collaboration between the two works was achieved and the strong theoretical basis 
established by Woertz was valuable to this research.  Additionally, the code by Woertz was designed to 
analyze non-deforming silicon particles in an aluminum matrix following FSW.  This strong similarity to 
the non-deforming oxide particles in the Fe-Cr matrix following FSW in this research made Woertz’s 
approach easily adaptable.  The additional data from Woertz’s code is considered to be a significant 
improvement to the data provided by ImageJ and the similarity in results between the two helps validate 
Woertz’s code. 
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effective, and the only reason for using ImageJ was to provide a well-established 
reference for comparison.  Woertz discusses the methodology behind his code in detail in 
his research, but important aspects are summarized here.  Woertz’s code takes any image 
(ideally an image with high contrast particles) such as the SEM image in Figure 3.1a, 
converts that image into a purely binary image (Figure 3.1b), and then conducts a series 
of calculations based on subdivisions within that image.  The results produced by 
Woertz’s code used in this research are population (i.e. number of particles), average 
particle size, and particle spacing (particle spacing is not calculated by ImageJ and this 
was a parameter of significant interest in this research.)  Woertz’s code also calculates 
area fraction, aspect ratio, orientation, and a newly defined homogeneity index.  While of 
interest in the theoretical aspects of FSW as discussed by Woertz, these parameters were 
not of significant concern in this research. 
 
Figure 3.1  (a) Secondary electron microscopy image showing Y-Al-O particles 
distributed homogenously in MA956 following friction stir welding and (b) subsequent 
image created by Woertz’s MATLAB code for optical counting techniques [after 176]. 
STEM images were obtained using the same Zeiss Neon 40 field emission SEM 
at 30 keV, a 60 μm objective aperture, and an approximate probe current of 1.4 nA on 
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thin foil samples prepared by twin jet electropolishing of 3 mm discs thinned to less than 
100 mm.  Electropolishing was accomplished using a Struers Tenupol-5 with 10% 
perchloric in ethanol solution maintained at a temperature below 250°K (-23°C) and  
20 VDC.  Although high magnification imaging techniques such as STEM and TEM are 
required to view nano-scale features, the sample preparation techniques for these methods 
often cause larger particles to fall out during preparation, and thus STEM or TEM alone 
are not recommended as sole techniques to evaluate particle distribution of various scales 
such as those encountered in this research.  The use of multiple techniques is considered 
to be one of the primary advantages of the methods used in this research.  The nano-scale 
preparation techniques (primarily TEM) used by most authors on friction stir welded 
specimens cause large oxide particles to fall out of the matrix, and thus the presence of 
large particles, even though acknowledged, is not fully included in some studies [142, 
143].  This same process was seen in this research during preparation of TEM and STEM 
samples in this research, and thus these techniques were primarily used as qualitative 
assessments.   
Specimens for SAXS were sectioned and analyzed across the weld path in a 
similar manner as discussed above.  Specimens were cut perpendicular to the weld 
direction so as to include cross sections of the base and weld material for both the AS and 
RS of the weld.  The specimens were then metallographically thinned and polished on 
both sides down to a final thickness of approximately 50 μm using a Southbay Labs TEM 
polishing jig.  Polishing was performed by sequentially grinding using SiC papers 
followed by a 6 μm and 1 μm diamond slurry polish on a nylon cloth, and a final polish 
using 0.05 μm colloidal silica on a neoprene cloth. 
SAXS analysis was conducted at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne 
National Laboratory (ANL) using the USAXS beamline (15-ID).  This beamline allowed 
for an extremely large q range to be examined (10-4 to 0.3 inverse angstroms), thereby 
allowing the collection of scattering data from angstroms to tens of microns.  Specimens 
were loaded into a multi-specimen paddle and scattering data was collected using a beam 
energy of 16.9 keV, with the precise location of data collection determined using the 
USAXS in radiography mode.  This energy choice maximizes the transmitted signal 
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without approaching the absorption edge of yttrium (17.04 keV), while at the same time 
satisfying the q-range needs.  Data analysis was performed using the Indra and Irena 
SAXS analysis data packages for IgorPro [177].  Blank (air scattering) data was 
subtracted from the scattering data obtained for each specimen location, and the scatterer 
size distribution was obtained by iteratively fitting a spheroid scatterer model (assuming 
an aspect ratio of 1) using the maximum entropy approach. 
2. X-ray Energy dispersive spectroscopy techniques 
EDS analysis was conducted at 12 keV for both individual particles, map areas, 
and line scans.  All EDS maps were taken from representative areas of either the BM or 
SZ areas and were 23 μm by 17 μm rectangular sections (corresponding to a SEM 
analysis area at 5000x magnification.)  All EDS point, map, and line spectra were 
counted for 200 seconds and had a dead time of approximately 6% equating to a live 
count time of approximately 188 seconds.  This resulted in typical peaks of 10000 counts 
or more for elements of interest.  Initial EDS results were used to establish experimental 
techniques.  Three different spectra were typically observed:  (1) the base metal matrix 
(Figure 3.2) which was typical of non-particle areas, (2) complex Y-Al-O particles 
(Figure 3.3) corresponding to bright white areas on SEM images, and (3) TiCN particles 
(Figure 3.4) corresponding to dark areas on SEM images.  Based on these initial results 
the following energies were analyzed for all EDS analyses:  O-K (0.523 keV), Fe-L 
(0.705 keV), Al-K (1.486 keV), Y-L (1.922 keV), Ti-K (4.510 keV), Cr-K (5.414 keV), 
and Fe-K (6.403 keV).  Low energy values for C-K (0.277 keV) and N-K (0.392 keV) 
were attempted and can qualitatively be seen in the TiCN particle of Figure 3.3, but 
resolution did not fully support conclusive use of these low energies.  Additionally the 
low energy for O-K (0.523 keV) and its proximity to the large Fe-L peak (0.705 keV) 
prevented quantitative use of oxygen results.  The separation between the energies of 
interest (most notably Al-K and Y-L) allowed for good qualitative and quantitative 
comparison at 12 keV.  Lower beam voltages of 10 keV and 5 keV were attempted but 
did not offer improved spatial resolution (5 keV resulted in an insufficient count rate).  
For this reason a beam voltage of 12 keV was established and used throughout this 
chapter for EDS analysis.   
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Figure 3.2 Energy spectrum typical of the base matrix for MA956. 
 
Figure 3.3 Energy spectrum typical of a complex Y-Al-O particle (white on inset) 
within MA956 following FSW. 
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Figure 3.4 Energy spectrum typical of a TiCN particle (black on inset) within 
MA956. 
The phase of Y-Al-O particles following FSW was determined by quantitative 
raw intensity data comparison to simulations using the DTSA-II x-ray microanalysis 
software written by Ritchie at NIST [178] and quantitative EDS analysis using EDAX 
Genesis software.  YAM, YAP, and YAG are all line compounds on the Al2O3-Y2O3 
phase diagram so the transition between each phase was readily identifiable.  The phase 
diagram of the alumina-rich portion of the Al2O3-Y2O3 system is shown in Figure 3.5 and 
depicts the phase lines for YAP and YAG [179].  This phase diagram was selected since 
the transformation of interest in this research was to YAG.  Research that shows the full 
phase diagram is available elsewhere [180].  The EDAX Genesis software package uses 
measured intensity and applies ZAF corrections for atomic number (Z), x-ray absorption 
(A), and x-ray fluorescence (F) which vary by element to calculate atomic or weight 
percent of measured areas.  The quantitative analysis procedure used including the ZAF 
corrections are discussed in detail by Goldstein [181].  The EDAX Genesis software was 
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selected to analyze for oxides Y2O3 and Al2O3 vice individual elements yttrium and 
aluminum.  Because of this, final calculations do not include the low O-K energy (0.523 
keV), but rather are based on the higher Al-K (1.486 keV) and Y-L (1.922 keV) energies 
which were deemed more accurate and discrete.  For line scans across particle a step size 
of 0.02 μm was used.  To prevent reliance on these software corrections alone, a 
comparative method between raw measured intensity and simulated intensity using 
DTSA-II was utilized.  The DTSA-II software is a robust microanalysis software package 
that was used to simulate the spectra that would be generated by different Y-Al-O 
particles (YAM, YAP, and YAG) on a Fe-Cr-Al substrate matching that of MA956.  In 
particular, DTSAS-II allows for simulations including complex surface topologies such 
as oxide particles sitting on top of a flat substrate, a rough description for the geometry of 
the current samples.  For the DTSA-II simulations, a Monte Carlo model of a 250 nm 
diameter sphere (corresponding to a typical particle found during the high heat input 
conditions) on a bulk homogenous substrate (Fe-Cr-Al) was used.  Microscopy settings 
such as beam voltage, approximate beam current, exposure time, and geometry were 
applied to simulate the spectra from the welded samples.  Parameters used to perform 
simulations in DTSA-II are listed in Table 3.2.  Simulation results from DTSA-II were 
used to calculate total intensity of yttrium and aluminum for three different potential 
particles:  YAM, YAP, and YAG.   
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Figure 3.5 Phase diagram of the alumina-rich portion of the Al2O3-Y2O3 system from 
Caslavsky [from 179]. 
Table 3.2 Parameters used for DTSA-II simulation 
Parameter Value/Condition 
Simulation Mode Monte Carol model of a sphere on a bulk 
homogenous substrate 
Number of Simulations 10 
Substrate Fe (75.5%), Cr (20%), and Al (4.5%)  
Sphere Material YAM, YAP, and YAG separately 
Sphere Diameter 250 nm 
Beam Energy 12.0 keV 
Probe Dose 188 nAsec 
Incident Angle 0° 
Take-Off Angle 30° 
Working Distance 5.0 mm 
Specimen-to-detector Distance 50 mm 
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Two parameters were utilized to distinguish between phases of the Y-Al-O 
particles:  (1) yttrium to aluminum integrated intensity ratio (IRY/Al) and (2) yttrium to 
aluminum atom ratio (ARY/Al).  Theoretical values for IRY/Al were determined using 
DTSA-II simulations.  Exact values for ARY/Al were determined by stoichiometric 
relationships of the different oxides (Table 3.1).  Theoretical results for these values are 
summarized in Table 3.3 and experimental measurements were compared to these results 
for phase determination. 
Table 3.3 Theoretical yttrium to aluminum intensity ratio (IRY/Al) and yttrium to 
aluminum atom ratio (ARY/Al) values for Yttrium Aluminum Monoclinic (YAM), 
Yttrium Aluminum Perovskite (YAP), and Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (YAG) as 
determined by DTSA-II software and stoichiometric relationships respectively. 
Oxide Particle Phase IRY/Al ARY/Al 
YAM 1.671 2 
YAP 1.208 1 
YAG 0.814 0.6 
 
C. RESULTS 
1. Base Metal Particle Distribution 
BM MA956 has a uniform distribution of nano-scale Y-Al-O particles as well as a 
uniform distribution of micro-scale TiCN particles that are often not discussed in 
literature.  BM MA956 contained YAM and YAP particles with a range of particle 
diameters from 2–80 nm, an average particle diameter of 8 nm, and a particle density of 
1.0x1020 particles/m3 [37].  This distribution is similar to other reported research on BM 
MA956 [103, 171, 172].  On similar fine grain MA956, Regle reported a range of TiCN 
particle sizes from 100–200 nm [106].  In this chapter, quantification of particle size was 
only attempted for Y-Al-O particles and only at the micro-scale using analysis of SEM 
imaging although SEM (Figure 3.6) and STEM (Figure 3.7) imaging suggests nano-scale 
initial Y-Al-O particles as well as larger micro-scale TiCN particles in the BM consistent 
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with results from Hsiung and Regle respectively.  In the micro-scale SEM imaging of 
Figure 3.6, there are no Y-Al-O particles visible in the BM.  All of the visible white 
particles in Figure 3.6 are Al-O particles (Al2O3) with negligible yttrium or other 
elements, whereas the dark particles are TiCN particles barely visible at the micro-scale.  
STEM imaging of MA956 (Figure 3.7) shows a fine BM grain size, nano-scale particle 
distribution, and large dislocation density in the BM due to the hot rolling fabrication 
prior to FSW.  SAXS results for the BM (Figure 3.8) show similar results in that two 
peaks are visible, one at 6.4 nm and a second at 17.9 nm both correlating to Y-Al-O 
particles. 
 
Figure 3.6 Scanning electron microscopy imagery of base metal MA956 with energy 
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy spectra showing (a) Al-O particles (white) and (b) TiCN 
particles (dark) uniformly distributed in the base metal. 
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Figure 3.7 Scanning transmission electron microscopy image of base metal MA956 
showing fine grains, nano-scale particles (small dark particles), and large dislocation 




Figure 3.8 Small angle x-ray scattering data for base metal MA956.   
2. Stir Zone Particle Distribution 
In sharp contrast to the BM, the SZ sections of each FSW parameter combination 
contain a uniform distribution of visible, micro-scale Y-Al-O particles and a similar size 
distribution of TiCN particles to that of the BM (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).  In the SZ of each 
FSW parameter combination micro-scale Y-Al-O particles are clearly visible with 
average particle sizes ranging from 160 nm (low heat input conditions) to 343 nm (high 
heat input condition).  STEM imaging of the SZ for each FSW parameter combination 
(Figure 3.10) also showed significant grain growth in the SZ, oxide particle coarsening, 
and significant reduction in dislocation density due to the continuous dynamic 
recrystallization during FSW. 
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Figure 3.9 Scanning electron microscopy imagery of the stir zone for 500 RPM/25 
MMPM friction stir welding combination with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
spectra showing (a) coarsened Y-Al-O particles (white) and (b) similar sized TiCN 
particles (dark) uniformly distributed in the base metal. 
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Figure 3.10 Scanning transmission electron microscopy imagery of the stir zone for 
300 RPM/50 MMPM friction stir welding combination showing grain growth, oxide 
particle coarsening, and reduction in dislocation density following friction stir welding. 
In addition to the comparison possible using SEM imaging alone (Figure 3.11), 
EDS analysis of the SZ of each FSW combination showed a clear spectral difference 
indicating Y-Al-O particle coarsening following FSW (Figure 3.12) that increased as the 
heat input increased.  For EDS analysis a higher magnification image was utilized to 
allow for better discrimination of spectral maps whereas a lower magnification image 
was utilized for optical analysis to ensure a sufficient number of particles were present.  
In addition to the coarsening of Y-Al-O particles, Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show a 





Figure 3.11 Scanning electron microscopy image comparison of (a) BM, (b) 400 RPM/100 MMPM, (c) 300 RPM/50 MMPM, and 
(d) 500 RPM/25 MMPM showing oxide particle coarsening following friction stir welding. 
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Figure 3.12 Scanning electron microscopy imagery and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy spectral maps for yttrium (left side-
yellow), aluminum (center-blue), and titanium (right side-purple) for (a) base metal, (b) 400 RPM/100 MMPM (low heat input), and 
(c) 500 RPM/25 MMPM (high heat input) showing increasing oxide particle coarsening as heat input was increased during friction stir 
welding.
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SAXS analysis of the SZ for each welding condition shows both a reduction in 
volume distribution and an increase in particle diameter from the BM to the SZ for each 
FSW combination corroborating the particle coarsening evidence seen in the SEM 
imaging and EDS mapping (Figure 3.13).  The SAXS data from Figures 3.13 strongly 
substantiates the SEM and EDS analyses of Figures 3.11 and 3.12.  The SAXS data alone 
suggests that the number of nm sized particles is nearly eliminated in all friction stir 
welded specimens regardless of heat input, and the overall particle size is increased 
traversing from the BM to the SZ which serves as an independent display of particle 
coarsening from the SEM and EDS data in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
 
Figure 3.13 Small angle x-ray scattering data from the stir zone material for friction 
stir welding conditions.   
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3. Thermo-Mechanically Affected Zone Distribution 
In Chapter II large gradients in grain size and hardness were observed across the 
TMAZ in particular on the AS of the weld nugget for high heat input conditions.  
Consistent with that analysis a small but noticeable change in particle size was evident 
across the TMAZ on the AS for each parameter combination (Figure 3.14).  On the RS of 
each parameter combination, no such gradient in particle size, grain size, or hardness is 
evident (Figure 3.15). 
 
Figure 3.14 Gradients in (a) oxide particle size, (b) grain size, and (c) hardness at the 
advancing side thermo-mechanically affected zone (top left) for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM 
parameter combination.  Dotted lines on (a) and (b) are illustrative of the separation that 
exists at the thermo-mechanically affected zone.  The annotation on the hardness graph 
(c) indicates the approximate area for the images in (a) and (b).  
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Figure 3.15  (a) Oxide particle size, (b) grain size, and (c) hardness at the retreating 
side thermo-mechanically affected zone (bottom right) for the 500 RPM/25 MMPM 
parameter combination.  The annotation on the hardness graph (c) indicates the 
approximate area for the images in (a) and (b).  
4. Oxide Particle Phase Determination 
Using raw intensity comparisons to DTSA-II simulated spectra and quantitative 
EDS analysis, oxide particles in MA956 were determined to be predominantly YAG for 
high heat input conditions and a mixture of YAG and other lower yttrium concentration 
particles for low heat input conditions.  BM oxide particle phase determination was not 
attempted; however, since the results by Hsiung were based on the same MA956 as used 
in this research with no additional heat treatments or processing, the oxides existing in 
the BM are assumed to be YAM, YAP, and specifically not YAG as previously  
discussed [37]. 
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For the high heat input welding condition, 500 RPM/25 MMPM, a total of 10 
particles in the SZ were analyzed by EDS (Figure 3.16) including a range of particle sizes 
from large particles (longest axis approximately 500 nm or greater) and small particles 
(longest axis less than 500 nm).12  Of these 10 particles, 9 were determined to be YAG 
with the remaining particle determined to be YAM (Table 3.4).  This conclusion was 
based on both quantitative EDS analysis and DTSA-II simulation comparison.  The 
maximum error of the 9 particles determined to be YAG was 16.5% with an average of 
error of 8.1% using ARY/Al and 23.0% maximum error and 10.9% average error using 
IRY/Al.   
 
Figure 3.16 Scanning electron microscopy image of the stir zone from the high heat 
input condition (500 RPM/25 MMPM) showing particles analyzed by energy dispersive 
x-ray spectroscopy.  Particle numbering refers to Table 3.3. 
12 Although the scales in Figure 3.16 (and subsequent Figure 3.21) are accurate, the discussion of 
particle size in this section dealing with oxide particle phase determination is considered to be less accurate 
and very different in approach than the particle size determination in paragraph C.2 and Figures 3.11 and 
3.12.  The most accurate particle size calculation is achieved by measuring the area of the particle and 
determining the equivalent diameter of a circle of the same area.  The particle size approach mentioned in 
this section is based on a single line estimate across the largest axis of the particle, and thus is in most all 
cases an overestimate of the true particle size. 
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Table 3.4 Parameters used to identify phase of complex Y-Al-O particles in friction 

















1 0.535 0.672 YAG 
2 0.570 0.720 YAG 
3 0.551 0.694 YAG 
4 0.592 0.750 YAG 
5 0.501 0.627 YAG 
6 0.525 0.659 YAG 
7 0.626 0.796 YAG 
8 0.635 0.808 YAG 
9 2.057 2.803 YAM 
10 0.648 0.826 YAG 
 
EDS line scans were conducted across both YAG (Figure 3.17) and YAM (Figure 
3.18) particles in the high heat input condition.  Inset areas of both of these Figures show 
the corresponding particle to the overall particle map of Figure 3.16 as well as the line 
profile used for the measurement.  Both of these line scans show the good spatial 
resolution achieved using the field-emission SEM combined with EDS.  The y-axis of 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 were intentionally converted to weight percent to allow for direct 
comparison to the known weight percentages of MA956 (Table 1.4).  This depiction 
shows that YAM forms at an aluminum weight percent that was consistent with the 
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uniform distribution of aluminum within MA956 (4.75%) while YAG requires a 
concentration of aluminum well above that seen in the base alloy.   
 
Figure 3.17 Energy dispersive line scan across an yttrium aluminum garnet particle in 
the stir zone of the high heat input condition.  The inset area corresponds to Figure 3.16 
and depicts the orientation of the scan. 
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Figure 3.18 Energy dispersive line scan across an yttrium aluminum monoclinic 
particle in the stir zone of the high heat input condition.  The inset area corresponds to 
Figure 3.16 and depicts the orientation of the scan. 
Reasonable agreement was noted between the theoretical and experimental data of 
the DTSA-II simulated spectra and EDAX Genesis spectra.  Comparison spectra for the 
EDAX Genesis and DTSA-II data are shown in Figure 3.19 for YAG and Figure 3.20 for 
YAM.  The intensities used for the ratios in Table 3.3 come from these spectra (although 
only shown for particles 1 and 9 in Figure 3.19 and 3.20 respectively.)  To allow for 
comparison between the theoretical predictions and experimental results, the data for 
Figure 3.19 and 3.20 is normalized to the maximum intensity for each.  As discussed 
previously, the low energies associated with C-K and N-K visible on the experimental 
results are below the minimum energy considered accurate and are thus neglected.  These 
C-K and N-K peaks do not exist on the DTSA-II theoretical predictions because C and N 
were intentionally not included in the substrate. 
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Figure 3.19 Energy spectrum for a yttrium aluminum garnet particle from 




Figure 3.20 Energy spectrum for a yttrium aluminum monoclinic particle from 
experimental data from the EDAX Genesis software and theoretical simulations using 
DTSA-II. 
For the low heat input welding condition, 400 RPM/100 MMPM, a total of 10 
particles in the SZ were analyzed by EDS (Figure 3.21) including a range of particle sizes 
similar to that of the high heat input condition.   As can be clearly seen between the 
Figures 3.16 and 3.21, the particles in the low heat input condition are in general much 
smaller than the high heat input condition.  Of these 10 particles, 7 were determined to by 
YAG and the remaining 3 (all of which corresponded to larger particles) could not be 
conclusively be determined to be YAM, YAP, or YAG (Table 3.5).  The maximum error 
of the 7 particles determined to be YAG was 32.7% with an average of error of 16.0% 




Figure 3.21 Scanning electron microscopy image of the stir zone from the low heat 
input condition (400 RPM/100 MMPM) showing particles analyzed by energy dispersive 
x-ray spectroscopy.  Particle numbering refers to Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.5 Parameters used to identify phase of complex Y-Al-O particles in friction 

















1 0.075 0.084 Indeterminate 
2 0.156 0.181 Indeterminate 
3 0.231 0.274 Indeterminate 
4 0.716 0.920 YAG 
5 0.490 0.613 YAG 
6 0.497 0.622 YAG 
7 0.404 0.499 YAG 
8 0.626 0.798 YAG 
9 0.538 0.678 YAG 
10 0.658 0.839 YAG 
 
Similar to the EDS line scans done for the high heat input condition, line scans 
across particles in the low heat input condition were conducted and produced mixed 
results.  Smaller particles in the low heat input condition were determined to be YAG and 
had EDS line profiles very similar to YAG particles seen in the high heat input condition 
(Figure 3.22 compared to Figure 3.17).  Larger particles in the low heat input condition, 
however, had inconsistent EDS line profiles as shown in Figures 3.23 and 3.24.  The line 
profiles, atom ratios, and intensity ratios of these particles did not conclusively match to 
YAM, YAP, or YAG and seem to suggest a non-uniform distribution of yttrium within 
the particles that was not seen in any of the particles from the high heat input condition. 
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Figure 3.22 Energy dispersive line scan across a yttrium aluminum garnet particle in 
the stir zone of the low heat input condition.  The inset area corresponds to Figure 3.21 
and depicts the orientation of the scan. 
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Figure 3.23 Energy dispersive line scan across an indeterminate particle in the stir 
zone of the low heat input condition.  The inset area corresponds to Figure 3.21 and 
depicts the orientation of the scan. 
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Figure 3.24 Energy dispersive line scan across an indeterminate particle in the stir 
zone of the low heat input condition.  The inset area corresponds to Figure 3.22 and 
depicts the orientation of the scan. 
D. DISCUSSION 
1. Oxide Particle Coarsening 
Using nano and micro-scale techniques, oxide particle coarsening clearly occurs 
following FSW over a range of heat input conditions.  At the nano-scale, STEM images 
show oxide particle growth from the BM to the SZ during FSW (Figure 3.7 compared to 
Figure 3.10).  Similarly, micro-scale SEM imaging shows only Al-O particles visible 
prior to FSW, while subsequent SZ areas for all conditions show Y-Al-O particles clearly 
visible at this scale (Figure 3.11).  Similarly, the reduction in number of small particles 
and corresponding increase in number of larger particles following FSW seen in SAXS 
analysis (Figures 3.13) clearly indicate oxide particle coarsening.  Results show a 
significant reduction in the population of nano-scale particles and a corresponding 
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increase in micro-scale particles.  Combining SEM imaging with EDS analysis (Figure 
3.12), the spectral maps clearly show a coarsening of yttrium and aluminum that becomes 
more pronounced as the heat input is increased.   
To quantify this coarsening, two independent optical counting techniques were 
used on the SEM images of Figure 3.11 (Table 3.6).  Data for Table 3.6 is presented in 
terms of oxide particle density in the analysis area in particles/m2 (N), average particle 
diameter (davg) in nm, and inter-particle centroid to centroid spacing (S) in μm for 
different values of HI with FSW parameter conditions listed for reference.  The data for 
the BM is taken from results by Hsiung [37].  For clarity Hsiung’s particle counting 
includes nano-scale particles that are well below the size that can be counted using the 
techniques in this research, and thus a direct comparison of the absolute particle density 
between the BM and the SZ is not intended; however, the order of magnitude difference 
between the two and the SAXS results herein suggest oxide particle coarsening following 
FSW.  The similarity in welding conditions of 400 RPM/100 MMPM and 300 RPM/50 
RPM cause the data distribution between these two low heat input conditions to be 
indistinguishable, but the difference between the low heat input conditions and the high 
heat input condition of 500 RPM/25 MMPM is significant as is the disparity between the 
BM and any of the FSW conditions.  The results from Woertz’s code and ImageJ are 
comparable and the trends between the two methods are consistent.  Overall the data 
from Table 3.6 combined with the qualitative results of Figures 3.11 and 3.12, i.e. particle 
population density decreasing and average particle diameter increasing, clearly 
demonstrate that Y-Al-O particles are coarsened during FSW and that this coarsening is 
dependent on welding parameters, specifically that higher heat input conditions cause 
greater particle coarsening.  
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Table 3.6 Oxide particle density (N), average particle diameter (davg), and inter-






N (particles/m2) davg (nm) 
S (μm) 
Woertz ImageJ Woertz ImageJ 
400/100 4 4.32x1011 4.02x1011 166 226 3.23 
300/50 6 4.39x1011 4.13x1011 163 202 3.19 
500/25 20 1.75x1011 1.44x1011 343 410 3.41 
BM[37] - 1x1013 8.1 - 
 
The oxide particle coarsening during FSW presented here is similar to particle 
coarsening shown by both Cama and Kruk during extended high temperature exposure of 
MA956 at temperatures below its melting temperature [169, 171].  Using quantitative 
EDS, Cama observed a three times increase in average particle size (from 15 nm to 50 
nm) during exposure at 1300°C (88% of the melting temperature for MA956) over 1000 
hours and, using electron tomography, Kruk observed in excess of a two times increase in 
particle size (from 3–60 nm to 92–192 nm) during exposure at 1350°C over 1000 hours.  
Both of these results show particle increases of roughly the same magnitude seen in this 
research and are both at temperatures at or near the top of the expected temperature range 
of typical metal FSW conditions with the primary difference being the time in which the 
coarsening occurs [121, 122, 130].  As opposed to the 1000 hours of exposure time of 
Cama and Kruk, the coarsening during FSW occurs during the short term welding 
process.  The cause of this difference in coarsening rate is attributed to the proposed 
coarsening mechanism presented later in this chapter. 
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2. Titanium Particle Effects 
Dispersed TiCN particles appear to be unaffected by FSW up to the HI values 
used here (Figures 3.11 and 3.12).  Research similar to that completed herein for MA957 
(an ODS alloy without aluminum) with a singular FSW condition has shown that FSW 
had relatively little effect on the number density and size distribution of Y-Ti-O particles 
[58, 147].  Whether or not Y-Ti-O particles are stable during all FSW conditions is 
unknown, but the difference in response of Y-Al-O ODS alloys and Y-Ti-O ODS alloys 
may give additional options when considering various alloys for design applications. 
3. Proposed Coarsening Mechanisms 
Before discussing possible mechanisms behind the oxide particle coarsening seen 
in this research, a more detailed summary of current literature on oxide particle 
coarsening in aluminum-containing ODS steels will be presented in order to establish 
hypotheses for the effects of FSW on the oxide particles.  This review includes research 
on FSW of the ODS steels PM2000 and MA956 which are very similar in composition 
(Table 1.3) and initial processing.  Using SANS and SEM, West analyzed the change in 
microstructure of MA956 following FSW with conditions of 400 RPM/50 MMPM (a 
comparatively low heat input condition) and 600 RPM/13 MMPM (a comparatively high 
heat input condition) and concluded that “dispersoids were slightly coarsened during 
welding” without any quantification of the degree of coarsening or any attempts to 
determine the phase of the particles either before or after FSW [141].  Using comparisons 
of grain size and hardness to analyze the change of oxide particle size and distribution, 
West suggests that oxide particles may have dissolved and re-precipitated during FSW 
leading to the slight coarsening effect observed.   
Using TEM and STEM, Wang researched the change in microstructure and 
mechanical properties of MA956 following FSW with the comparatively very high heat 
input condition of 1000 RPM/50 MMPM [56].  Although oxide particle phase 
composition determination was not attempted, Wang observed dispersoid coarsening and 
commented “fine dispersoids were noticed to attach to coarse ones, and typical diameter 
was about 140 nm, which was not observed in the as-received material under TEM [sic]” 
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[56].  In his conclusions, Wang describes this effect as particle-coalescence induced 
coarsening.  Although he does not state it as such, Wang’s theory for coarsening can also 
be described as Ostwald ripening. 
Using TEM, high resolution STEM, and EBSD, Chen concluded that FSW 
“appears to make only a small difference to the size and distribution of the oxide 
dispersion in PM2000,” but he did not include the FSW conditions used and also did not 
address weld consolidation so a full analysis of the effect of heat input from FSW cannot 
be ascertained [60, 154].  Chen measured the size, composition, and microstructure of the 
oxide particles by extraction replication of particles onto a carbon support film.  While an 
accurate method of measuring individual particles, this approach may bias measurements 
to smaller particles.  Similar TEM and STEM foil preparation techniques were utilized in 
this research and it was noted that often large particles fell out of the samples during 
preparation and thus would not be included in this nano-scale analysis.  Additionally 
Chen analyzed phases of Y-Al-O particles during initial heat treatments after 
consolidation prior to FSW.  This analysis showed transformations within the Al2O3-
Y2O3 system (Figure 3.5) that were similar to those presented by Hsiung [37].  In this 
analysis Chen concluded that the high temperatures during consolidation and post 
manufacture heat treatment caused continued phase transformations between Y2O3 
powders, YAG, and YAP, but due to the aggregate response of FSW and heat treatments, 
changes in particle phase or composition cannot be directly attributed to either condition 
separately. 
In related work Mathon and Legendre analyzed the effects of FSW on the 
microstructure of PM2000 using SANS and concluded that oxide particles “grow larger 
as one approaches the SZ.  In the nugget of the weld joint, the size of the particles is too 
large to allow quantifying their size and volume fraction” [142, 143].  For this research 
Mathon and Legendre used a singular high heat input condition (600 RPM/50 MMPM) 
comparatively similar to the high heat input condition used in this research (500 RPM/25 
MMPM).  Similar to the work by Chen, the methods used by Mathon and Legendre are 
biased to particles of smaller size so a complete analysis of both nano-scale and micro-
scale particles cannot be accomplished.  Mathon even notes this fact stating “only the 
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smallest particles are detected [by SANS] corresponding to a volume fraction of 0.5%” 
[143].  Unlike the EDS analysis used in this research, the SANS techniques by Mathon 
do not support the direct identification of different elements or phases within the alloy, 
and thus, although Mathon concludes that oxide chemical composition is different than in 
the BM, he concludes the particles in the SZ may be Y-Ti-Al-O without definitive data to 
support this suggestion.  None of the EDS data in this research has shown a change in 
titanium distribution following FSW that supports the formation of a Y-Ti-Al-O phase.  
Although neither Mathon nor Legendre propose a mechanism behind the effect of FSW 
on the oxide particles in PM2000, both of their results suggest a change in the chemical 
composition of particles following FSW. 
From this literature review three mechanisms are proposed for the coarsening of 
Y-Al-O particles seen in this research:  (1) particle coarsening due to the dissolution and 
subsequent re-precipitation of Y-Al-O particles, (2) particle coarsening due to Ostwald 
ripening, and (3) particle coarsening due to the continued phase transformation within the 
Al2O3-Y2O3 system similar to that seen during initial alloy consolidation and processing.  
The first coarsening mechanism proposed is that Y-Al-O particles are dissolved and 
subsequently re-precipitated during FSW as proposed by West.  Although temperature 
was not measured during the FSW of this research as previously discussed, theoretical 
and other experimental research has shown that FSW raises an alloy to approximately 
80–90% of its melting temperature (equating to a temperature range of 1178°C to 1326°C 
for MA956) [121, 122, 129–131].  This temperature is insufficient to cause dissolution of 
any phase in the Al2O3-Y2O3 system (Figure 3.5), and other experimental work has even 
shown the ability to melt the base metal alloy while preserving the oxides intact for 
analysis [101].  Additionally the enthalpies of formation for YAG (-7,197 kJ/mol), YAM 
(-5,545 kJ/mol), and YAP (-1,827 kJ/mol) are sufficiently low to suggest that dissolution 
of any of these phases is unlikely even during FSW [182].  Additional research on the 
phase stability of YAG, YAM, and YAP also suggests these phases would not undergo 
dissolution at the temperatures typically seen during FSW [183].  For these reasons, 
dissolution and re-precipitation is not considered to be viable mechanism for the oxide 
particle coarsening seen in this research. 
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The second proposed mechanism, Ostwald ripening, proposes that smaller 
particles dissolve, and through solid state mass transport, large particles grow which is 
slightly different than the particle-coalescence theory proposed by Wang.  The theory of 
Ostwald ripening is discussed in detail by Voorhees [184] but can be summarized as the 
reduction in total energy of a two-phase system (base matrix and a Y-Al-O particle) by an 
increase in the size of the second phase (the Y-Al-O particle) which causes a decrease in 
total interfacial area.  This reduction in total energy is thermodynamically favorable 
leading to the coarsening effect.  Taken on their own, the SAXS results in this research 
(Figure 3.13), or any method that does not include an analysis of phase, suggest Ostwald 
ripening as a mechanism for oxide particle coarsening.  These methods show a reduction 
in population of smaller particles and an increase in population of larger particles and 
inherently assume a constant volume fraction process of the second phase, i.e. the  
Y-Al-O particles. 
The volume fraction (f) of a precipitate is directly related to the diameter of the 
precipitate (d) and the inter-particle spacing (S) of the precipitates (Equation 3.1) [168].  
Using this relationship and assuming a constant volume fraction process, any increase in 
particle size (d), such as due to Ostwald ripening, must cause a directly proportional 
change in inter-particle spacing (S).  This criterion was evaluated for two different sets of 
conditions (Tables 3.6 and 3.7) and in both conditions the constant volume fraction 
process assumption is not supported.  Data in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 is presented with the 
first condition being an initial condition from which coarsening occurs.  From this initial 
condition the change in average particle size is used to calculate a constant volume 
fraction theoretical inter-particle spacing which can then be compared to the measure 
inter-particle spacing for the second condition.  Table 3.6 shows this comparison for the 
BM to the SZ of the high heat input condition (500 RPM/25 MMPM).  For this 
comparison, if the particles from the BM were coarsened as shown (from 0.008 μm to 
0.343 μm) the inter-particle spacing should be 1.59 μm; however, this value was 
measured to be 3.41 μm indicating that the transition from the BM to the SZ was not a 
constant volume fraction process.  Similarly, Table 3.7 shows a comparison of the low 
heat input condition (400 RPM/100 MMPM) to the same high heat input condition.  This 
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comparison is even more dramatic and shows that if particles were coarsened as shown 
(from 0.166 μm to 0.343 μm) the corresponding final inter-particle spacing should 
increase to 6.67 μm; however, the inter-particle spacing was found to be only 3.41 μm 
and changed very little from the low heat input condition.  These comparisons shows two 
very important details:  (1) particle coarsening during FSW does not follow a constant 
volume fraction process and (2) the inter-particle spacing amongst vastly different FSW 
conditions is unchanged.  A visualization of the particle coarsening mechanism by 
Ostwald ripening is shown in Figure 3.25 that is similar to the data presented in Tables 
3.7 and 3.8.  Figure 3.25 shows that for both the high and low heat input conditions, the 
theoretical predictions based on Ostwald ripening alone do not match the experimental 







=    Equation 3.1       
Table 3.7 Evaluation of Ostwald ripening by comparison of oxide particle 
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spacing (S) (μm) 
BM 0.008 0.037 - 
Stir zone high heat 
input condition 
0.343 3.41 1.42 
Table 3.8 Evaluation of Ostwald ripening by comparison of oxide particle 
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spacing (S) (μm) 
Stir zone low heat 
input condition 
0.166 3.19 - 
Stir zone high heat 
input condition 




Figure 3.25 Visualization of (a) oxide particle distribution in the base metal, (b) 
theoretical oxide particle coarsening predicted by Ostwald ripening alone, and (c) 
experimental oxide particle coarsening seen in this research.  Grain and oxide particle 
sizes are not to scale and are meant to be an approximation of data previously reported. 
The SAXS data in this chapter strongly suggests a reduction in the number of nm 
scale particles and an increase in the number of larger (100s of nm) particles following 
FSW that is entirely independent of the EDS data also presented here.  The SAXS data 
alone suggests an Ostwald ripening mechanism as previously discussed; however, SEM 
imagery such as that seen in Figure 3.11, 3.12, 3.16, and 3.21 and summarized in Table 
3.5 shows a near uniform distribution of particles regardless of the particle size.  If 
Ostwald ripening was the only active mechanism, the inter particle spacing would be 
expected to increase at the same rate as the particle size to achieve a consistent volume 
fraction of the same phase.  Similar to the homogeneity discussion by Woertz [176], it is 
suggested that the FSW process establishes the uniform spatial distribution of particles 
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regardless of size, and the change in particle size is due to other proposed mechanisms 
discussed below. 
Although FSW is a highly non-equilibrium process, reasonable estimates of time 
at temperature and time of exposure to the intense plastic deformation can be made which 
help establish the feasibility of diffusion and mass transport necessary to cause the 
particle coarsening seen herein.  From the work previously cited by Swaminathan (Figure 
1.13) on nickel aluminum bronze, the time at elevated temperature can be estimated 
conservatively high as 200 seconds with a similar conservatively high estimate of time at 
peak temperature of 10 seconds [149].  Using an adjustment to account for the 
differences in thermal conductivity of MA956 (kMA956=10.9 W/m°C) and nickel 
aluminum bronze (kNiAlBronze=39.1 W/m°C), it can be reasonably estimated that during 
FSW, MA956 is exposed to a thermal cycle lasting approximately 12 minutes with a 
sustained peak temperature time of approximately 1 minute.  Using the size of the SZ and 
the welding speed, a particle is exposed to plastic deformation and the motion of the tool 
for approximately 1 minute for low tool traverse speeds (25 MMPM) or for 15 seconds 
for high tool traverse speeds (100 MMPM).  The combined effects of elevated 
temperature and plastic deformation make accurate calculations of diffusivity or mass 
transport problematic, but the estimation of thermal cycle and plastic deformation 
exposure times suggest that particle motion during FSW would be sufficient to cause the 
particle coarsening seen in this research. 
The third proposed coarsening mechanism, particle coarsening due to the 
continued phase transformation within the Al2O3-Y2O3 system, by itself does not explain 
the specific reasoning behind the coarsening and also does not fully address whether the 
YAG particles are formed from existing YAM and YAP particles or whether they 
originate from the original Y2O3 and Al2O3 reactants; however, the EDS data from this 
chapter does conclusively demonstrate that a new Y-Al-O phase (i.e. YAG) has formed 
that did not formerly exist in the BM.  It is proposed that during the thermal and plastic 
deformation cycles of FSW, aluminum and oxygen in the metal matrix diffuse to form 
the new YAG phase thus increasing the size of the particle.  Because of these effects, the 
coarsening of oxides in MA956 is concluded to be from a combination of Ostwald 
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ripening and a continuance of phase transformations within the Al2O3-Y2O3 system.  A 
summary of the oxide particle coarsening observed with delineation of phases as 
determined by the quantitative EDS analyses of Figures 3.16–3.24 is shown in Figure 
3.26.  The phase transformation chronology is shown in Table 3.1 and was observed by 
Hsiung on the same MA956 as used in this research although the manufacturing 
treatments used (1100°C maximum) did not expose the MA956 to temperatures in the 
range of YAG formation (approximately 1400°C); however, the same MA956, now 
friction stir welded, can be expected to have reached temperatures up to 90% of the 
melting temperature and thus very close to the range of YAG formation.  Although the 
exact temperature in the high heat input condition or the low heat input condition is not 
known, it is expected that the higher heat input condition would reach a higher stir zone 
temperature and thus may be expected to achieve a more full transformation to YAG as 
was seen in Table 3.3.  Although not conclusively proven, the mixed phase results of the 
low heat input condition (Table 3.4) as well as the non-uniform yttrium distribution seen 
in the EDS line profiles of Figure 3.23 and 3.24, suggest that in the low heat input 
condition, the phase transformation to YAG may not be complete. 
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Figure 3.26 Summary of oxide particle coarsening observed in this research. 
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E. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has provided a systematic analysis of oxide particle coarsening 
during FSW of the ODS steel MA956.  Oxide particle transformation begins during PM 
manufacture of the base alloy and subsequently these particles are coarsened by further 
phase transformation as a function of the heat input during FSW.  The degree of 
coarsening is expected to have a significant effect on the strengthening contribution of 
the oxide particles and will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.  The following 
conclusions were drawn: 
(1) FSW causes coarsening of existing Y-Al-O particles within the base alloy.  
The coarsening is evident both at the nano-scale by a reduction in nano-sized particles 
and at the micro-scale by an observed increased in micro-sized particles.  This oxide 
particle coarsening is attributed to a combination of Ostwald ripening and a continuance 
of phase transformations within the Al2O3-Y2O3 system. 
(2) The degree of oxide particle coarsening is a function of welding 
conditions.  FSW conditions with high thermal input can cause up to a two times increase 
in average particle size as compared to low heat input conditions.  Increased heat input 
did not change the inter particle spacing of particles suggesting that a constant volume 
fraction process assumption is not appropriate. 
 (3) TiCN particles in ODS alloys containing aluminum are unaffected by 
FSW and qualitatively do not change in size nor form Y-Ti-O particles due to the 








IV. MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND STRENGTHENING 
MECHANISMS FOLLOWING FRICTION STIR WELDING 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Chapters II and III have shown that the MA956 used in this research is a FG alloy 
with a hardness of approximately 346 HV which undergoes significant grain and particle 
coarsening in the SZ as well as significant softening in the SZ following FSW.  It can 
logically be hypothesized that these effects will cause a reduction in both yield and 
ultimate tensile strength in the SZ; however, the exact relationship between the 
microstructure and final evolved material properties has yet to be determined since the 
final macroscopic material properties are dependent on several factors including grain 
size, oxide particle distribution, and strain hardening.  Additionally, previous chapters 
have focused only on room temperature response since the techniques used were all 
conducted at room temperature only.  This chapter will utilize the foundations set in 
Chapters II and III and expand on that data to determine the overall tensile behavior of 
MA956 both before and after FSW for a range of temperatures up to 600°C.  This 
methodology will help determine the suitability of friction stir welded MA956 in high 
temperature applications such as those proposed in Chapter I. 
Although it is well established that MA956 has limited ductility at room 
temperature [93, 96, 98], the tensile behavior of FG MA956 at room temperature or 
elevated temperatures is not as well established.  The tensile behavior of friction stir 
welded MA956 at room temperature or elevated temperatures is also not known.  Based 
on Special Metals published data [93], it is expected that the strength of MA956, both 
BM and following FSW, will decrease with increasing temperature; however, as 
previously discussed MA956 was originally designed as a CG alloy and the alloy used in 
this research is a FG alloy, and therefore the MA956 in this research is expected to have 
an increased strength compared to Special Metals published data.  Based on the grain and 
particle coarsening seen in Chapters II and III, it is hypothesized that FSW will cause a 
reduction in strength in the SZ.  The degree of this reduction is unknown although based 
on hardness changes seen following FSW, it is hypothesized that strength will be reduced 
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by approximately 37%.   The relationships between hardness, yield strength, and ultimate 
tensile strength will also be analyzed in this chapter to help determine the utility of using 
hardness to determine material properties of alloys without having to conduct full tensile 
testing. 
Although the hardness measurements in Chapter II strongly suggest a Hall-Petch 
relationship in the SZ, these measurements have not fully established what strengthening 
mechanisms are responsible for the reduction in hardness following FSW.  The research 
in this chapter will not only help establish the corresponding reduction in strength, but 
will also establish the mechanism(s) behind this expected reduction.  Research by other 
authors has analyzed the strengthening contributions from solid solution strengthening, 
grain boundary strengthening, oxide particle dispersion strengthening, and dislocation 
strengthening in MA956 and has shown that grain boundary strengthening is the 
dominant strengthening mechanism with oxide particle dispersion strengthening being 
the second most dominant strengthening mechanism [56, 100, 101].  Based on the results 
of Chapters II and III, both the grain and particle coarsening caused by FSW are expected 
to have large effects on the yield strength of MA956. 
The overall objective of this chapter is to characterize the tensile deformation 
properties of FG MA956 as a function of mechanical testing temperature for both the BM 
and the SZ following FSW.  As the welded microstructure evolves significantly from the 
base plate material, special attention is given to the role of welding conditions on the 
resultant tensile properties and their temperature dependence. Using the data from 
Chapters II and III, the overall processing, microstructure, and tensile deformation 
relationships following FSW are presented.  The results show that FG MA956 is a useful 
high strength alloy for elevated temperature applications and that FSW is a viable joining 
technique for MA956 that maintains most of the alloy’s high temperature strength, while 
sacrificing a significant amount of the lower temperature strength of the joint. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The most important experimental consideration throughout this chapter is the 
limited amount of MA956 both in BM form and even more importantly in welded form 
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available for destructive tensile testing analysis as opposed to the non-destructive 
microscopy and hardness techniques used in preceding chapters.  Of the seven plates of 
MA956 available (Appendix A) only five were suitable for tensile testing analysis, and of 
these, one was reserved for related research on residual stress formation during FSW.  
This left four available plates of relatively limited size (plates 2, 4, 6, and 7 of Appendix 
B) that were available to create tensile specimens for the BM condition and the three 
primary defect-free FSW conditions (500 RPM/25 MMPM, 300 RPM/50 MMPM, and 
400 RPM/100 MMPM) all as a function of temperature.  Because of the limited amount 
of MA956 available, the methodology and experimental techniques used during tensile 
testing were critical, and an extensive preparation program was planned and executed 
prior to any MA956 tensile testing.  The details of this preparation program are discussed 
in detail in this section to help establish the validity of MA956 data presented later in this 
chapter.   
Prior to any MA956 tensile testing the following steps were completed: (1) a 
specific tensile specimen design was established, (2) a finite element model of that 
specimen designed was constructed and analyzed using the expected experimental 
conditions, (3) an experimental setup and procedure was developed, and (4) an 
experimental verification of the entire process was conducted on a similar non-ODS alloy 
(SS316).  In order to establish the baseline conditions for MA956 testing, both methods 
and results related to establishing final testing conditions for MA956 are discussed in 
detail in this section; however, the remaining portions of this chapter (results, discussion, 
and conclusions) contain data only from MA956 testing.13  The preparations for MA956 
testing were deemed as very successful.  No tensile test of MA956 was evaluated as an 
unsatisfactory result due to experimental setup or procedural errors, and thus, all MA956 
material was effectively utilized. 
 
13 There is one exception to this statement that will be discussed later.  Due to the limited amount of 
MA956, an insufficient number of MA956 specimens were available for error calculation.  Because of this 
an experimental error routine was established using SS316 of the exact same geometry and experimental 
conditions.  The variance in these SS316 tests was utilized as experimental error for MA956. 
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1. Tensile Specimen Design 
A total of five different specimen geometries and five different alloys were used 
during initial preparation and final MA956 testing.  A summary of these geometries and 
alloys is contained in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 with detailed manufacturing specifications 
listed in Appendix C.  Two aluminum alloy (AA1100 and AA5052) specimens were used 
from available stock material at Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and represent a typical 
large tensile specimen (Figure 4.1d and e).  These specimens were utilized for initial 
experimental setup and final experimental verification.  The remaining three geometries 
(Figure 4.1a-c) are miniature tensile specimens and were constructed from a range of 
alloys including MA956 as shown in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1.  The miniature specimen 
forms were selected primarily for material conservation reasons. 
 
Figure 4.1 Summary of materials and geometries used in this research with 
corresponding description of use discussed in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of materials and geometries of tensile specimens used in this 
research. 





This was the standard tensile specimen used 
in this research.  All MA956 stress-strain 
curves were generated from this specimen.  
For FSW specimens, the gage section of this 





This specimen geometry was made based on 
initial concerns with the radius of curvature of 
the grip to gage section of the standard 
geometry.  Further evaluation determined this 
adjustment was not necessary.  This geometry 
was only used in the experimental procedure 




This geometry was designed to evaluate 
tensile behavior across the entire weld.  This 






This specimen was generated to evaluate the 
experimental methods of this chapter prior to 




This specimen was generated as a control for 





This specimen was generated to evaluate the 
experimental methods of this chapter prior to 




This specimen was generated as a control for 
the LME analysis of Chapter V. 
AA5052 NPS custom geometry (Figure 4.1e) 
This specimen was used for initial testing and 
strain gage experimental analysis. 
AA1100 NPS custom geometry (Figure 4.1d) 
This specimen was used for initial testing and 
verification of system operation.  No data 




Miniature geometry tensile specimens (Figure 4.1a-c) were machined via wire 
electrical discharge machining (EDM) by Full Spectrum Machining, Gilroy, CA with 
manufacturing tolerances of 0.0508 mm (0.002 inches).  The advantages of EDM in 
general [185] and specifically for tensile sample preparation [186, 187] are discussed in 
other literature.  For this research EDM was selected based on the small tolerances 
desired, the smooth surfaces produced that required no additional treatment, and the lack 
of distortion during specimen fabrication.   
The three miniature tensile geometries (Figure 4.1a-c) all have identical 
geometries in the grip regions so that they each may fit into the same tensile grips.  The 
three geometries vary in their gage section dimensions and purpose.  The final geometry 
selected for MA956 tensile specimens (Figure 4.1b) is shown at a larger scale in Figure 
4.3a.  Unless specifically noted otherwise, this sample geometry was used for all tensile 
results.  Samples of this geometry from 1018 steel and SS316 were also utilized for 
preparation and comparison.  During initial evaluation of this geometry on MA956, there 
was concern that the radius of curvature from the grip to gage section may be insufficient 
and may a cause stress concentration outside of the gage section sufficient to cause 
fracture near the grip which could lead to erroneous results.14  Because of this concern, a 
new geometry with an increased radius of curvature from the grip to the gage section 
(and correspondingly narrower and shorter gage section) was designed (Figure 4.1a).  
This new design was intentionally planned to be a machinable derivative of the original 
design that could still mate with the grips of the experimental setup (Figure 4.2b).  
During verification of the experimental setup it was determined that this modification to 
curvature of the grip to gage section was not required since all failures for both 
geometries occurred within the gage section (Figure 4.3).  Because of this, results from 
the narrow gage section specimens do not factor into the results of this chapter and are no 
longer discussed.  The long gage section geometry (Figure 4.2c) was designed for two 
reasons: (1) to evaluate across the entire weld section which will be discussed in this 
chapter and (2) to conduct LME testing in Chapter V.   
14 The basis for this concern is discussed later in the finite element modeling of paragraph B.3.  
Despite the final conclusion that this new geometry was not required, the discussion of this alternate 
geometry is intentionally left in this section to show the depth of analysis conducted. 
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Figure 4.2  (a) Miniature tensile specimen geometry used for all MA956 tensile test 
data in this research and (b) SolidWorks image to scale of the same geometry overlaid 
with a machinable new geometry with an increased radius of curvature and narrower 
gage section. 
 
Figure 4.3 Tensile specimens fractured from the original miniature tensile geometry 
(left) and increased radius of curvature tensile geometry (right) all showing proper 
fracture in the gage section.  Based on these results, the increased radius of curvature 
sample (right) was deemed not required. 
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2. Finite Element Verification of Design 
In order to help ensure proper specimen performance during tensile testing, finite 
element modeling of all geometries was accomplished prior to the performance of any 
testing.  The goal of this modeling was to ensure uniform stress distribution through the 
sample which would lead to failure in the gage section.  Finite element modeling was 
conducted using ANSYS 14.0 on models built with SolidWorks 2012–2013.  The same 
SolidWorks models were used to create the manufacturing drawings (Appendix C) for all 
miniature tensile specimens.15  Finite element modeling was only attempted in the elastic 
region and was not intended to be used to determine or estimate any plastic response.  All 
ANSYS images presented in this research are shown at conditions that are approximate to 
yield conditions for the given material, and all stress values are equivalent (Von Mises) 
stress.  Additional details of ANSYS modeling including meshing used and application of 
forces and restraints is contained in Appendix D. 
The results of ANSYS modeling are presented in terms of a stress concentration 
factor (kt) which is the ratio of the maximum stress anywhere in the specimen to the 
stress in the gage section (Equation 4.1).  This presentation of kt is identical to that 
presented in textbooks [168, 188] and has been applied to tensile testing specimens as 
well [186] although most tensile testing research does not report this factor.  The intent of 
modeling to determine kt is to determine if there are local areas of high stress, such as the 
junctions between the specimen grip and gage sections, that may cause fracture and to 
determine if the testing conditions are establishing a uniform stress in the gage section 






=    Equation 4.1       
The significance of stress concentration can be shown in the extreme condition of 
no fillet from the grip to gage section of a tensile specimen.  Although certainly not 
15 The AA1100 and AA5052 specimens (Figure 4.1d and e) had already been manufactured and 
therefore the corresponding SolidWorks models for these specimens were made after specimen 
manufacture.  This statement is only made for clarity of presentation and does not affect any result in this 
research. 
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appropriate for a tensile specimen, this condition is shown in Figure 4.4.  The specimen 
show in Figure 4.4 is identical to the miniature tensile specimen used in this research 
(Figure 4.2a) except there is no fillet between the grip and gage section.  At first glance 
the uniform distribution of stress in the gage section of this specimen looks encouraging, 
but as expected the sharp transition from the grip to the gage section produces a very high 
localized stress (Figure 4.5).   This results in the extreme condition of kt=6.4 and is 
indicative of a worst possible geometry case.   
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Contrastingly, an ANSYS model was created from the geometry of a commonly 
used miniature rectangular tensile specimen used to evaluate nanostructured metals and 
alloys (Figure 4.6) [189].  In this model, the very gradual transition from the grip to the 
gage section produces a uniform distribution of stress throughout the gage section and a 
low value of kt=1.3.  Using a similar approach, the kt values of three of the specimen 
geometries used in this research are shown in Figures 4.7–4.9.16  The modeling results 
from Figures 4.7–4.9 show that all three of these geometries have stress profiles that 
would be expected to produce good tensile results comparable to those used in other 
research [189].  Although the increased radius of curvature of the narrow miniature 
tensile design did produce a lower value of kt, the fracture results in Figure 4.3 show this 
further reduction was not required. 
16 The geometry used for the AA1100 was not modeled in ANSYS since this specimen was only used 
for initial testing evaluation.  The long mini tensile specimen (Figure 4.1c) has an identical distribution of 
stress and kt since it is identical in geometry to the normal mini tensile specimen except that it has a longer 
gage length which is in the line of the applied force. 
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Figure 4.6 ANSYS modeling results of a miniature rectangular tensile specimen used to evaluate nanostructured metals and alloys 















Figure 4.9 ANSYS modeling results for the new increased radius of curvature miniature tensile sample analyzed in this research 
(Figure 4.1a). 
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Restraint of tensile specimens during tensile testing is a critical and well 
established factor during tensile testing.  Specimen restraint is accomplished by a variety 
of grips including screw action grips, wedge type grips, pneumatic action grips, and bolt 
action grips.  Advantages and disadvantages of each of these types of grips are discussed 
in other literature [190] and the process of grip selection is described as trial and error.  
To eliminate this trial and error process, specific attention was applied to the restraints 
used in the actual experimental setup and the finite element modeling done in ANSYS.  
The ANSYS results confirm the importance of proper grip restraint and demonstrate how 
this could be accomplished in this specific experimental setup.  The restraint process 
utilized during this research includes three restraint surfaces (Figure 4.10):  (1) a bolt 
restraint, (2) a seating restraint, and (3) a grip compression restraint.  The tensile 
specimen fits within the grip in a recessed surface and the specimen seats on the grip on 
the flat portion of the tensile specimen, i.e. the grip does not contact the fillet between the 






Figure 4.10  (a) Cutaway SolidWorks model showing bolt restraint and seating 
restraint and (b) photograph of a tensile specimen fully assembled in its grips showing 
grip compression restraint. 
Finite elements results with all three restraint mechanisms analyzed individually 
and collectively show that the seating restraint (Figure 4.10a) is the most critical restraint, 
and fortunately this is easily achieved with proper specimen insertion.  The grip 
compression restraint (Figure 4.10b) was found to negligibly contribute to response 
during ANSYS modeling and experimental data by varying the value of the compressive 
force of the grips on the specimen.  Values of grip compression forces up to 500 N did 
not result in any changes in response during finite element analysis.  Based on this 
theoretical result, the torque applied to the bolts of the grips was not measured.  The 
lower grip bolts that clamp the grips together were hand tightened only.  The upper grip 
bolts were also only hand tightened.  Over-tightening of the upper grip bolts must be 
specifically avoided to allow the grips to align with the tensile axis.  ANSYS modeling 
using bolt restraint only (Figure 4.11) showed a largely non-uniform distribution of stress 
in the gage section as opposed to the uniform distribution of stress when both the bolt 
restraint and seating restraint were applied (Figure 4.12).  With proper specimen insertion 










Figure 4.12 ANSYS finite element models showing uniform stress distribution in the gage section when using both bolt and 
seating restraint.
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3. Initial Tensile Testing Setup 
The standard tensile testing setup (Figure 4.13) consisted of:  (1) load cell, (2) 
furnace, (3) specimen area, (4) grips and (5) crosshead.  Tensile testing on the larger 
AA1100 and AA5052 specimen geometries required a different grip setup and larger load 
cell (Figure 4.14).  The physical nature of the grips used for the miniature tensile 
specimens requires care during testing to avoid grip slippage which can lead to poor 
experimental performance.  This poor performance would normally occur in the elastic 
region as load is increased in the entire machine, grip, and specimen line of axis, but 
could also occur in the plastic region if relative motion occurs anywhere in this axis after 
specimen yielding not due to actual deformation of the specimen.  Relative motion 
between components in the tensile line of axis is most likely to occur in the seating 
surfaces inherent in the grips (Figure 4.15).  Slippage between the specimen and grips 
was minimized by the restraints mentioned in B.2.  Grip slippage leads to load drops in 
experimental data which can be corrected by applying a foot correction but should be 
avoided (Figure 4.16) [190].  In addition to proper restraint, preloading of samples was 
utilized to prevent grip slippage.  Preloading consisted of applying a small load (<10% of 
the load at yield) at a fixed rate (equating to a strain rate of approximately 1x10-3 sec-1) 
prior to recording data.  This preload placed the entire line of axis in tension and is 
normally sufficient to fully seat all surfaces in the load line.  Grip slippage, restraint, foot 
corrections, use of preload, and other tensile testing techniques are discussed in detail by 
the American Society for Metals (ASM) [190]. 
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Figure 4.13  (a) Standard tensile testing setup used for miniature tensile specimens and 
(b) close up view of the specimen area. 
 
Figure 4.14 Tensile testing setup used for AA1100 and AA5052 specimens. 
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Figure 4.15  (a) Standard miniature tensile setup, (b) upper section grip slippage 
locations (red circles), and (c) lower section grip slippage locations (red circles). 
 
Figure 4.16 Raw MA956 data showing (a) load drops due to grip slippage in the 
elastic region and (b) smooth elastic region for the sample alloy and geometry with 
preload applied to prevent grip slippage. 
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Because of the small specimen size and the elevated temperature testing, an 
extensometer was not used and strain was calculated using crosshead displacement.  The 
potential errors in strain measurement using crosshead displacement alone are discussed 
in detail elsewhere in the literature [189, 190]; however, key aspects are summarized 
here.  The lack of ability to measure specimen elongation directly leads to the inability to 
accurately measure specimen modulus of elasticity (E) accurately as well as inherent 
errors in strain at failure (also called percent elongation) since the displacement of the 
machine is also included in the overall displacement calculated via crosshead speed.  The 
compliance of the machine (which includes the grips and essentially everything but the 
specimen) was significant, and a procedure was developed that included experimental 
calculation of machine compliance in order to produce final results that removed the 
machine response.  This process significantly improves accuracy in the elastic region, 
gives a more accurate measure of E (although not needed and never utilized in this 
research) and gives a more accurate measure of strain at failure.  The process developed 
produces negligible change on yield strength measurements and has no effect on ultimate 
tensile strength measurements. 
To compensate for machine compliance, instrumented testing at room temperature 
using strain gages was conducted initially on AA5052 samples (Figure 4.17) to prove the 
validity of the approach and then on SS316 samples of identical geometry as planned 
MA956 samples (Figure 4.18).  General purpose linear pattern strain gages (gage 
length=1.57 mm, grid width=1.57 mm, strain range=+-1.5%, 350 ohm) were used for 
measuring strain.  Data from the instrumented AA5052 testing shows the improved 
accuracy of the strain gage in the elastic region (Figure 4.19) and calculation of E from 
this data was within 5% of the published value.  The strain gages used in this research all 
fell off the specimen shortly after the yield point (hence the abrupt stop in strain gage 
data such as in Figure 4.19) due to elongation of the specimen, but this was deemed 
acceptable since only the elastic response was used.  Yield strength calculations using the 
0.2% offset method from both the strain gage data (Figure 4.20a) and INSTRON data 
(which uses crosshead speed to calculate strain) (Figure 4.20b) show that although the 
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calculation method may look more accurate using the strain gage, the actual difference in 
measured yield strength is less than 10%.   
 
Figure 4.17 AA5052 specimen instrumented with a strain gage to measure strain vice 
using crosshead speed. 
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Figure 4.18  (a) Front and (b) side views of a SS316 specimen instrumented with a 
strain gage to measure strain vice using crosshead speed. 
 
Figure 4.19 Data from AA5052 tensile test showing the improved response in the 
elastic region when using a strain gage.  The strain gage fell of the sample shortly after 
the yield point due to specimen elongation.  The difference in the slopes of these two 
lines is due to machine compliance. 
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Figure 4.20 Comparison plots of AA5052 yield strength calculation using (a) a strain 
gage to measure strain and (b) crosshead speed to measure strain that show a negligible 
difference in measured yield strength. 
The primary purpose of the strain gage experiments in this research was to 
remove machine compliance as a source of error as discussed in [190] and is summarized 
in Figure 4.21.  This approach assumes that the entire system consists of two springs in 
series with one spring representing the specimen and the second spring representing 
everything outside of the specimen to include the aggregate response of the machine and 
grips (Figure 4.21a).  By calculating strain using crosshead speed, the INSTRON data 
represents an equivalent response, whereas a strain gage (or any extensometer) measures 
strain from the specimen response alone.  From both of these values the machine 
compliance can be calculated (Figure 4.21b).  With this machine compliance, further 
non-instrumented samples can be adjusted using the method previously in reverse.  This 
adjustment corrects the elastic response as shown in Figure 4.21c.  It is acknowledged 
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that this process is highly setup specific, i.e. any difference in machine setup such as 
different grips will cause machine compliance to be altered.  Once this process was 
successfully proven on the AA5052 geometry, it was repeated on the miniature tensile 
geometry using a SS316 specimen.  Results comparable to the AA5052 results of Figures 
4.19 and 4.20 are shown for SS316 in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. 
 
Figure 4.21 Use of a strain gage to calculate and adjust for machine compliance that 
includes: (a) simple modeling as a two spring system, (b) calculation of machine modulus 




Figure 4.22 Data from SS316 tensile test showing the improved response in the elastic 
region when using a strain gage.  The strain gage fell of the sample shortly after the yield 
point due to specimen elongation.  The difference in the slopes of these two lines is due 
to machine compliance. 
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Figure 4.23 Comparison plots of SS316 yield strength calculation using (a) a strain 
gage to measure strain and (b) crosshead speed to measure strain that show a negligible 
difference in measured yield strength. 
Based on the initial results reported so far, a final experimental method was 
developed and utilized for all remaining tensile testing in this chapter which includes all 
tensile testing for MA956.  These preparations lead to consistently good results for 
MA956.  A summary of major points is shown in Figure 4.24, which is representative of 
all of the tensile results on MA956.  The non-zero starting point of Figure 4.24 is due to 
preloading of the specimens.  No significant grip slippages were noted during any 
MA956 testing, but small variations in the elastic regions such as shown in Figure 4.24 
were corrected with a foot correction which also establishes a zero stress/strain starting 
point as discussed in [190].  Good tensile performance was noted in the elastic and plastic 
regions as shown in Figure 4.24.  A low end of test threshold was intentionally 
established to ensure proper fracture and excess data beyond fracture such as that shown 
in Figure 4.24 was removed. 
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Figure 4.24 Typical raw data from a MA956 tensile test using the experimental methods developed.   
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As discussed previously, raw data such as that shown in Figure 4.24 was 
corrected using a foot correction, and machine compliance was removed using the 
previously described method.  This process was done consistently for all SS316 and 
MA956 tensile testing in this chapter.  This experimental process is shown in 
chronological order in Figure 4.25 and consisted of: (a) recording of raw data, (b) 
determination of the slope of the elastic region (this is the equivalent response and 
therefore includes machine compliance), (c) application of a foot correction and 
elimination of data beyond fracture, (d) calculation of the 0.2% offset yield strength, and 
finally (e) removal of machine compliance in the elastic region. 
 
Figure 4.25 Summary of data reduction steps for all SS316 and MA956 tensile tests in 
this chapter.  These steps included:  (a) recording of raw data, (b) determination of the 
slope of the elastic region (note: this is the equivalent response), (c) application of a foot 
correction and elimination of data beyond fracture, (d) calculation of the 0.2% offset 
yield strength, and finally (e) removal of machine compliance in the elastic region.  All 
vertical axis shown are Engineering Stress in MPa and all horizontal axis are Engineering 
Strain in mm/mm. 
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4. Experimental Verification of Design 
To verify the tensile procedures described above, tensile testing was conducted on 
a series of SS316 samples of identical geometry prior to testing on MA956.  A work-
hardened SS316 was selected as a candidate test material based on its similarity to 
MA956, availability, and abundance of data in the open literature.  Appropriate tensile 
property values and trends in performance were observed for SS316 at temperatures up to 
600°C including yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, percent elongation, work 
hardening, ductility minima, and serrated flow regimes.  Since insufficient MA956 
material was available for multiple specimen testing at each condition, the variations in 
experimental data for SS316 at room temperature were applied as experimental error for 
MA956.  The variations in yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and percent 




Figure 4.26 Stress strain curves for five identically tested SS316 specimens showing 
limited variation in experimental results. 
Table 4.2 Variability of SS316 tensile testing at room temperature showing less than 










SS316-1 502 735 56.8 
SS316-2 499 737 56.1 
SS316-3 522 742 54.4 
SS316-4 501 732 54.9 
SS316-5 501 737 54.5 
 
5. Final Tensile Setup 
The previous discussion has included tensile testing setup and results from a 
variety of materials and geometries (Table 4.1).  With the experimental methodology 
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fully described, the remainder of this chapter will discuss MA956 tensile testing results 
exclusively.  Unless specifically noted otherwise, the tensile specimen geometry used 
was the standard miniature tensile geometry (Figure 4.2a). 
MA956 tensile specimens (gage section dimensions: length=12.7 mm, width=5.08 
mm, and thickness=1.09 mm) were manufactured from BM and SZ sections of MA956 
plate via EDM.  Friction stir welded specimens were oriented such that the specimen 
gage length was perpendicular to both the welding and rolling direction and the entire 
gage length consisted of SZ material (Figure 4.27).  BM specimens were similarly 
oriented from non-welded plates.  To maximize material usage, two tensile specimens 
were machined from each location indicated in Figure 4.27 (i.e. one specimen on top of 
the other through the thickness of the plate).  This decision was based on previous 
hardness research on the same plate that showed that there was minimal vertical hardness 
variation in the center of the SZ corresponding to the gage section of the tensile 
specimen. 
 
Figure 4.27 Tensile specimen geometry (gage section measurements: length=12.7 mm, 
width=5.08 mm, and thickness=1.09 mm) shown with corresponding location with 
respect to welded MA956 plate. 
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Tensile tests were conducted using an INSTRON 4507 load frame with a 10 kN 
load cell.  Constant extension rate tests were conducted at a crosshead speed of 0.762 
mm/min equating to a maximum tensile strain rate of 10-3 sec-1 for the specimen 
geometry.  Although considered, insufficient material existed to conduct strain rate 
sensitivity tests; therefore, all tensile tests were conducted at the same crosshead speed.  
Additionally research by Salomon on MA956 concluded that strain rate sensitivity began 
at temperatures around 600°C which was the upper end of the temperature range for this 
research [102].  Tests were conducted at room temperature (20°C) and at temperatures up 
to 600°C (+-5°C) using a 4800 Watt, Applied Test Systems five-zone tubular furnace that 
enclosed the entire specimen and grip connections of the load frame.  For tests at 
temperatures above room temperature, specimens were manually maintained at a small 
tensile load (<50 N equating to less than 5% of the yield stress) for 1 hour to allow for 
thermal equilibration prior to testing.  Specimens were preloaded to <10% of the yield 
point at 250 N/min (corresponding to a strain rate of approximately 1x10-3 sec-1) to 
minimize grip slippage.  BM specimens were tested at room temperature, 400°C, 500°C, 
and 600°C.  Due to limited availability of friction stir welded specimens and the relative 
consistency of the BM response between 400°C and 600°C, the three FSW conditions 
were tested at room temperature, 400°C and 600°C.   
6. Fractography 
Fractography of specimens was conducted using a Zeiss Neon 40 field emission 
SEM operating at 20 keV.  High magnification imaging was conducted with no specimen 
tilt and at a low working distance (5 mm) to allow for improved resolution.  High 
magnification imaging was taken in representative areas of the fracture surface near the 
center of the specimen.  Low magnification imaging was conducted with specimens tilted 
at 10 degrees and at a larger working distance (approximately 15 mm) to allow for full 
visualization of the fractured sample.     
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C. RESULTS 
1. Base Metal Tensile Behavior 
Similar to the CG results published by Special Metals [93], FG MA956 at room 
temperature had limited ductility (εf=0.118 mm/mm), but a significantly higher strength 
(σy=909 MPa and σuts=991 MPa) due to grain refinement (Figure 4.28).  At 400°C FG 
MA956 exhibited little change in ductility but a significant reduction in strength.  
Increasing the test temperature to 600°C caused an increase in ductility (εf=0.485 
mm/mm) and further reduction in strength (σy=292 MPa and σuts=309 MPa) (Figure 
4.24).  Unlike SS316, no serrated flow regimes were observed in FG MA956 at any 
temperature up to 600°C.   
 
Figure 4.28 Engineering stress-strain curves for base metal MA956 at various 
temperatures. 
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Fractography of BM specimens was consistent with observations during tensile 
testing at all temperatures.  At room temperature, MA956 exhibited very limited 
reduction in area and the fracture surface was characterized by large faceted transgranular 
fracture surfaces indicative of brittle failure (Figure 4.29a).  For comparison, SS316 was 
much more ductile at room temperature and showed a noticeable reduction in cross-
sectional area and dimpled fracture surfaces indicative of microvoid coalescence and 
ductile failure (Figure 4.29b).  The brittle behavior of MA956 at room temperature was 
consistent with other reported results and is one of the primary disadvantages for its use 
in room temperature applications [93, 96, 98].  At elevated temperatures, MA956 
exhibited noticeable reduction in cross-sectional area and very fine microvoid 
coalescence indicating a more ductile fracture than that observed at room temperature, a 
result consistent with the improved ductility observed during tensile testing (Figure 4.30). 
 
Figure 4.29 Fractography of (a) base metal MA956 and (b) SS316 at room 
temperatures showing the brittle behavior of MA956 at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.30 Fractography of base metal MA956 at (a) 400C and (b) 600C showing the 
change in fracture mode from brittle to ductile of MA956 at elevated temperatures 
compared to the brittle fracture at room temperature in Figure 4.29. 
As shown in the stress strain curves of Figure 4.28 and the fractography of Figure 
4.29, FG BM MA956 has limited ductility and exhibits moderate strain hardening at 
room temperature.  True stress and true strain were calculated from the engineering stress 
and engineering strain curves in Figure 4.28 up to the onset of necking for all 
temperatures tested (Figure 4.31).  Using the Holloman relationship (Equation 4.1) [168], 
values for the strain hardening coefficient (k) and strain hardening exponent (n) were 
calculated as a function of temperature (Figure 4.32).  The results demonstrate that, as 
temperature is increased, MA956 undergoes significantly less strain hardening, and at the 




Figure 4.31 True stress-strain curves for base metal MA956 at various temperatures.  
True stress-strain values were calculated from the engineering stress-strain values (Figure 
4.28) to the onset of necking allowing for calculation of strain hardening exponent (n). 
n
true truekσ ε=   Equation 4.1 
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Figure 4.32 Strain hardening exponent (n) and strain hardening coefficient (k) as a 
function of temperature for base metal MA956 using the Holloman equation (Equation 
4.1). 
2. Tensile Behavior of the Stir Zone in Friction Stir Welded Material 
At room temperature, all FSW specimens showed a significant reduction in 
strength and an increase in ductility compared to BM specimens (Figure 4.33).  It should 
be noted that the gage section was comprised of only stir zone material, and thus, this 
result reflects the change in the tensile behavior of the stir zone material, not the entire 
weld structure.  The maximum reduction in strength was 42% compared to the BM and 
occurred for the highest heat input condition (500 RPM/25 MMPM).  This value 
compared very closely to the observed 37% reduction in hardness for the same conditions 
reported in Chapter II.  The differences in strength at room temperature between the FSW 
conditions were small but support the overall conclusion presented previously that higher 
heat input conditions produce softer SZ microstructures based predominantly on the 
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increased grain size as heat input is increased; however, these previous conclusions did 
not fully address changes from the BM to the stir zones of the friction stir welded 
conditions which will be analyzed in this research. 
 
Figure 4.33 Room temperature engineering stress-strain curves for base metal MA956 
and friction stir welded MA956 showing a reduction in strength and increase in ductility 
following friction stir welding. 
The results for the elevated temperature tests at 400°C and 600°C both showed 
that FSW reduces the strength of the BM at each temperature; however, the lowest heat 
input condition (400 RPM/100 MMPM) resulted in only a 19% reduction in strength at 
600°C compared to a 33% reduction in strength for the highest heat input condition (500 
RPM/25 MMPM) at the same temperature.  This trend is consistent with results in 
Chapters II and III which demonstrated that lower heat input conditions produce more 
favorable SZ conditions (less grain coarsening, less oxide particle coarsening, and a 
harder SZ profile).  The trend in ductility following FSW is less consistent at elevated 
temperatures than at room temperatures.  The consistency of yield and ultimate tensile 
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strength measurements and relative inconsistency of percent elongation measurements for 
miniature tensile specimens is discussed in other literature [191].  For brevity, the results 
of FSW samples at the maximum temperature of 600°C are shown in Figure 4.34 
although the trends were similar for 400°C. 
 
Figure 4.34 Engineering stress strain curves of friction stir welded MA956 at 600°C. 
Fractography of FSW specimens was consistent with observations during tensile 
testing at all temperatures including the change in ductility seen on the stress-strain 
curves from the BM condition.  At room temperature, friction stir welded MA956 
displayed a noticeable reduction in cross-sectional area, and fracture surfaces were no 
longer dominated by the faceted transgranular appearance seen in the BM, but rather 
showed very fine microvoid coalescence throughout most of the fracture surface, 
indicating a predominance of ductile failure.  This type of fracture surface occurred for 
all FSW conditions and is shown in Figure 4.35.  At elevated temperatures, all FSW 
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specimens showed ductile behavior with the most marked change occurring for the 
highest heat input condition at the highest test temperature (Figure 4.36) which also 
corresponds to the largest elongation measured in Figure 4.28.  As shown in Figure 4.33 
and Figure 4.35, FSW caused an increase in ductility at room temperature; similarly the 
degree of strain hardening increased following FSW.  The effect of FSW on ductility is 
less pronounced at elevated temperatures and thus the strain hardening behavior of FSW 
MA956 is similar to BM MA956 above room temperature. 
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Figure 4.35 Fractography of MA956 at room temperature for (a) base metal, (b) low heat input condition (400 RPM/100 MMPM) 
and (c) high heat input condition (500 RPM/25 MMPM). 
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Figure 4.36 Fractography of MA956 friction stir welded with high heat input 
conditions (500 RPM/25 MMPM) fractured in tension at 600C showing the largest 
amount of ductility corresponding to the highest test temperature and highest heat input 
condition. 
3. Thermo-Mechanically Affected Zone 
The large gradients in grain size seen on the AS of the high heat input condition 
did not appear to cause strain localization and systematic failure on the AS during tensile 
loading as hypothesized in Chapter II (paragraph E conclusion (4)).  This was evaluated 
using the long miniature tensile specimen (Figure 4.1c) which had a gage section that 
encompassed the entire weld nugget.  Tensile testing of this specimen evaluated the entire 
weld structure from BM, RS, SZ center, and AS and produced failure near the center of 
the SZ consistent with the area of lowest hardness (Figure 4.37).  Based on this result, the 
large gradients at the AS are not considered to be potential failure location in the tensile 
conditions tested; however, other failure mechanisms that depend on grain boundaries 
could still be exacerbated by these gradients. 
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Figure 4.37  (a) Failure in the stir zone for the high heat input condition (500 RPM/25 
MMPM) as opposed to failure at the advancing side as hypothesized in Chapter II with 
(b) corresponding inverse pole figure maps at each location from Chapter II for reference. 
D. DISCUSSION 
Simple but reasonable qualitative conclusions on ductility can be drawn solely by 
looking at comparison images of the fractured specimens for the various conditions with 
no magnification (Figure 4.38).  This comparison shows a negligible change in ductility 
of the BM at 400°C and an increase in BM ductility at 600°C when compared to room 
temperature.  Similarly FSW with high heat input conditions at 600°C caused an increase 
in ductility and a pronounced degree of necking not seen in other samples.  These simple 
conclusions are expanded upon during full analysis of tensile results. 
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Figure 4.38 MA956 tensile specimens after fracture showing qualitative changes in 
ductility for different conditions. 
The grain size of MA956 is a dominant factor in controlling the tensile properties 
at room temperature.  As mentioned previously, the MA956 used in this research is 
significantly finer in grain size (1–10 μm) than that normally supplied by Special Metals 
(>100 μm).  Comparative plots of strength (Figure 4.39) and percent elongation (Figure 
4.40) show the differences between the FG alloy used in this research and the nominal 
CG alloy produced by Special Metals.  The limited ductility at room temperature of both 
FG and CG MA956 shown in Figure 4.40 and the fractography of Figure 4.29a is due to 
the low DBTT of MA956 which is stated as in the range of 0–100°C by Special Metals 
[93] and corroborated by other sources [96, 97, 104].   
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Figure 4.39 Yield and ultimate strengths of fine grain unrecrystallized MA956 with 
comparison to manufacture’s specifications for coarse grain recrystallized MA956 [after 
93] (error bars show 5% variation based on SS316 test results). 
 
Figure 4.40 Percent elongation of fine grain unrecrystallized MA956 with comparison 
Special Metals manufacture specifications of coarse grain recrystallized MA956 [after 
93] (error bars show 5% variation based on SS316 test results). 
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1. Temperature Effects 
FG MA956 is considerably stronger at lower temperatures than CG MA956, but 
this difference disappears as the temperature approaches 600°C (Figure 4.39). This 
difference in yield behavior can be entirely attributed to grain boundary strengthening 
described by the Hall-Petch relationship.  Both FG and CG MA956 have limited ductility 
at room temperature (Figure 4.40); however, FG MA956 shows improved ductility as the 
temperature increases.  These trends combined with the improved radiation damage 
resistance of FG materials and comparable creep performance in some situations suggests 
that FG ODS alloys such as MA956 could be of benefit in nuclear material applications.  
Overcoming the obstacles in joining of these alloys would further promote their utility in 
these applications. 
2. Friction Stir Welding Effects 
While FSW has already been demonstrated as a successful joining mechanism for 
MA956 and other ODS alloys, this research shows that FSW reduces the room 
temperature strength of MA956 significantly but improves the room temperature ductility 
of MA956 over a range of FSW heat inputs (Figure 4.33).  The overall strength 
comparison of BM to friction stir welded MA956 at elevated temperatures is shown in 
Figure 4.41 and shows that at elevated temperature the effect of FSW on the yield 
strength of MA956 is much less noticeable.  This initial observation suggests that the 
mechanisms behind the reduction in strength of friction stir welded MA956 are more 
complex than Hall-Petch grain boundary strengthening alone; however, these initial 
results are encouraging and support the use of both BM and friction stir welded FG 
MA956 at the elevated temperatures required for nuclear applications due to the 
relatively high retained strength of the weld. 
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Figure 4.41 Yield strength versus temperature for consolidated friction stir welded 
conditions.  The softening effect of FSW is less evident at high temperature. 
The reduction in yield strength of the friction stir welded material compared to the 
base plate material can be explained primarily through a loss of dispersion strengthening 
and secondarily by grain coarsening.  In Chapter II, the grain size of the stir zone material 
was shown to increase systematically with increasing FSW heat input, most notably 
increasing tool rotational speed. Using SEM backscatter electron imaging (Figure 4.42) 
and the results of Chapter III, the Y-Al-O particles increase in size in the SZ.  In addition, 
the dislocation density was qualitatively much less in the stir zone material following 
FSW (Figure 4.43).  These results are presented here again because oxide particle 
coarsening is paramount to the understanding of changes in tensile behavior following 
FSW. Table 4.3 contains a consolidated list of material and microstructural data on 
MA956 at room temperature as a function of FSW conditions with values of HI included 
for reference. The BM value of average particle size was obtained from research by 
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Hsiung on identical FG MA956 during research on nanoparticles in MA956 [37] as 
discussed in Chapter III.  Table 4.3 shows several important room temperature results 
that occur following FSW:  (1) yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and hardness all 
decrease, (2) percent elongation increases, (3) ferrite grains are significantly coarsened, 
and (4) yttrium aluminum oxide particles are significantly coarsened.  All of these 
effects, with the exception of percent elongation, are enhanced as the heat input during 
FSW is increased from a low heat input condition to a high heat input condition.  Similar 
to the discussion on grain coarsening in Chapter II, the parameters in Table 1.3 do not all 
monotonically change with HI, but they all do monotonically change with tool rotational 
speed suggesting that tool rotational speed is the governing parameter in the range of 
conditions tested.  Insufficient data – such as changes in tool rotational speed for a 
singular tool traverse speed – exists to prove that tool traverse rate is the dominant 
parameter for all conditions; however, what remains clear is the distinct difference 
between high heat input conditions (500 RPM/25 MMPM) and low heat input conditions 
(400 RPM/100 MMPM and 300 RPM/50 MMPM). 
 
Figure 4.42 Scanning electron microscopy backscatter images of (a) base metal 
MA956 and (b) friction stir welded MA956 with high heat input (500 RPM/25 MMPM) 
showing grain and oxide particle coarsening following friction stir welding. 
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Figure 4.43 Scanning transmission electron microscopy images of (a) base metal 
MA956 and (b) friction stir welded MA956 with low heat input (300 RPM/50 MMPM) 
showing a qualitative increase in grain size and reduction in dislocation density following 
friction stir welding. 
Table 4.3 Summary of processing, microstructure, and material property 







































(-) (MPa) (MPa) (HV) (%) (μm) (nm) (μm) 
BM - 909 991 346 12 0.890 8.07 [51] - 
400-100 4 539 696 221 20 6.94 166 3.23 
300-50 6 563 740 225 18 4.16 163 3.19 
500-25 20 530 698 218 20 12.5 343 3.41 
 
3. Strengthening Mechanisms 
The change in yield strength of the SZ material following FSW can be explained 
in terms of its microstructural evolution.  The yield strength of a material can be 
estimated as its intrinsic material yield strength summed with contributions by various 
strengthening mechanisms.  This approach has been utilized by Badmos and Wang 
independently on both FG and CG MA956 to compare theoretical estimates to 
experimental processes [56, 100, 101].  For the research herein, the approach of 
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approximating the overall strengthening response as a linear superposition of 
strengthening terms (Equation 4.2) is used, although a root mean-square method has been 
proposed by Kocks [192] and used on MA956 [56] as well as other dispersion 
strengthened alloys such as 14YWT [65]. 
y O SS GB P Dσ σ σ σ σ σ= + + + +  Equation 4.2 
The strengthening contribution method proposed in Equation 4.2 is defined as 
follows:  the yield strength of a given material (σy) is equal to the sum of Peierls-Nabarro 
stress representing the stress due to resistance of dislocation motion within the crystal 
lattice (σO), the strengthening contribution from solid solution strengthening (σSS), the 
strengthening contribution from grain boundary strengthening in accordance with the 
Hall-Petch relationship (σGB) (Equation 4.3), the strengthening contribution from oxide 
particle dispersion strengthening (σP), and the strengthening contribution from dislocation 
strengthening (σD).  Because FSW is a solid state joining mechanism and MA956 
maintains its single ferritic phase, BCC structure, and average composition throughout 
the welding process, both σO and σSS are assumed not to change significantly during 
FSW.  The remaining terms σGB, σP, and σD all vary following FSW as suggested by data 





=   Equation 4.3 
The change in yield strength as the grain size changes is well-described by the 
Hall-Petch relationship.  Using the data from Table 4.3, a Hall-Petch plot of MA956 was 
generated and the value of the Hall-Petch constant (k) in Equation 4.3 was calculated to 
be 0.164 MPam1/2.  Other research by Badmos and Wang both used estimated values of k 
(0.5 MPam1/2) based on MA956 being a ferritic stainless steel [56, 101].  Figure 4.44 
shows that the yield strength for stir zone material from all three FSW conditions falls on 
the Hall-Petch line; however, the yield strength of the BM condition does not fall on this 
line, but is instead 255 MPa higher in yield strength than its corresponding location on 
the Hall-Petch line for its grain size.  This difference indicates that the reduction in 
strength from the BM to any of the FSW conditions is due primarily to changes in oxide 
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particle dispersion strengthening and dislocation strengthening which combined should 
be approximately 255 MPa. 
 
Figure 4.44 Hall Petch plot of MA956 with varying grain size achieved by friction stir 
welding.  The difference in strength of the base metal compared to the Hall Petch line is 
attributed to changes in particle and dislocation strengthening mechanisms.17 
This estimate for strength loss is remarkably close to previous work examining 
strengthening mechanisms in MA956.  Table 4.4 contains summary data from both 
Badmos and Wang for strengthening terms in Equation 4.2 [56, 101].  These papers 
estimate the yield strength contribution due to oxide particle strengthening to be between 
248 and 258 MPa respectively, quite similar to the value of 255 MPa presented here.  
Research by Badmos was based on BM MA956, and the method used to calculate the 248 
17 As mentioned previously, the MA956 specimen with FSW conditions of 275 RPM/100 MMPM 
(Figure 2.3) was not suitable for tensile specimen fabrication, and thus there is no corresponding point for 
that condition exists on the Hall Petch plot for MA956. 
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MPa contribution of particle strengthening was achieved by arc melting MA956 in argon 
causing the oxides to float off producing a resulting alloy that was no longer particle 
strengthened.  The yield strength contribution due to oxide particle dispersion was 
estimated by Wang using an Orowan-type relation (Equation 4.4 [56]), where the Taylor 
factor, M, was 2.7, the shear modulus, G, was 60 GPa, the Burgers vector, b, was 0.25 
nm, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν, was 0.3.  The oxide particle dispersion strengthening 
component can be estimated from the present data using Equation 4.4 and values from 
Table 4.3 for average particle radius (r) and inter-particle spacing (λ).  The present results 
show σP for stir zone material is only 13.2 MPa for the low heat input condition (400 
RPM/100 MMPM) and 13.9 MPa for the high heat input condition (500 RPM/25 
MMPM).  This estimate compares very favorably to the data in Figure 4.44 which 
suggests that FSW causes the complete loss of particle strengthening even for the low 
heat input condition.  This overall conclusion is also strongly supported by research by 
Kim on 14YWT which concluded that oxide particles greater than 100 nm in size 
(comparable to all oxide particles following FSW in this research) would result in σP 
being less than 50 MPa [64, 65].  It is worth noting that particles in 14YWT are Y-Ti-O 
particles as opposed to the Y-Al-O particles in MA956 and the work by Kim did not 
include any conditions that would cause a comparable degree of particle coarsening as 
that seen here, but the calculation method used by Kim is very similar to that presented 
by Wang and used here in Equation 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Theoretical strengthening contributions used by other authors for MA956 
prior to FSW (σO–Peierls-Nabarro stress, σSS-strengthening contribution from solid 
solution strengthening, σP-strengthening contribution from particle strengthening, and σD- 
strengthening contribution from dislocation strengthening).  Contribution from grain 
boundary strengthening (σGB) was calculated by each author using an assumed value of 











Badmos[101] 36 116 248 31 











  Equation 4.4 
4. Relationship to Hardness 
The tensile response data in this research compares favorably with the previous 
Vickers hardness measurements reported in Chapter II, suggesting that Vickers hardness 
is a reliable method for estimating the tensile properties in friction stir welded steels.  The 
most striking comparison of hardness and yield strength is the comparison of the Hall-
Petch plot presented in Chapter II (Figure 2.26) and the plot presented in this chapter 
(Figure 4.44).  For direct comparison, the hardness data from Chapter II and the yield 
strength data from this chapter are plotted in a single Hall-Petch plot in Figure 4.45.18  
The data and trends from these two sources are virtually indistinguishable substantiating 
the hardness analysis in Chapter II and clearly establishing a relationship between 
hardness, yield strength, and grain size.   
18 As discussed in Chapter II, the MA956 material used for the 275 RPM/100 MMPM condition 
(Figure 2.3) was not suitable for tensile specimen fabrication, and thus no tensile data exists for this 
condition while grain size and hardness data was available. 
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Figure 4.45 Comparison of hardness Hall-Petch data from Chapter II (Figure 2.26) and 
yield strength Hall-Petch data from Chapter IV (Figure 4.44). 
In Chapter II, the Hall-Petch plot was comprised of hardness data only and was 
therefore not a true Hall-Petch plot.  Additionally the only microstructure information 
known at that point was grain morphology.  The reasons behind the hardness BM 
condition not correlating to the Hall-Petch line for its grain size were not immediately 
apparent, but lead to the in depth analysis of oxide particle morphology since it appeared 
that a strengthening mechanism other than solely grain boundary strengthening was 
significant.  Now with the full yield strength data available from this chapter, it is clearly 
seen that both oxide particle dispersion strengthening and grain boundary strengthening 
are significant, and the contribution of oxide particle dispersion strengthening was able to 
be calculated using the Hall-Petch data.  This entire process was predicated on the 
knowledge and insight gained during hardness analysis which was possible with far less 
effort and expense than the full tensile testing analyses conducted in this chapter. 
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Although hardness is a measure of a material’s plastic flow resistance and 
therefore a function of both yield strength and strain hardening, it can be used as an 
effective metric for changes in material performance following FSW.  The maximum 
reduction in strength and hardness following FSW occurred for the highest heat input 
condition used (500 RPM/25 MMPM) which was consistent with hypotheses based on 
evolved microstructure.  For the highest heat input condition (500 RPM/25 MMPM) 
room temperature yield strength was reduced by 42% with a corresponding 37% 
reduction in hardness reported previously.   
The data from Figure 4.45 clearly suggests a relationship between hardness and 
yield strength, but before defining this relationship, a review of units and unit conversion 
is necessary to ensure correct values are being compared.19   The most commonly used 
relationship between hardness (H) and yield strength (σy) is the Tabor relationship 
(Equation 4.5); however, the Tabor relationship is normally written with H in equivalent 
units as σy which for SI units would be MPa.  For Vickers hardness measurements (HV), 
this is not the case since the true units for HV are kgf/mm2 which comes directly from the 
force divided by area measurement of the Vickers hardness procedure.  The conversion 
from HV to MPa requires the multiplication by the acceleration due to gravity and 
conversion from mm to m (Equation 4.6).  To allow for correct comparison to this and 
other research, the Tabor relationship is converted to the ratio of HV to σy (Equation 4.7). 
For comparison to the Tabor relationship, the hardness and yield strength values 
experimentally determined in this research (tabulated in Table 4.3 and shown graphically 
on Figure 4.45) can be used to determine the same ratio directly.  As can be readily seen 
by the ratio of the axes in Figure 4.45, the ratio of HV to σy for MA956 in this research is 
0.4 (Equation 4.8) which is comparable to the 0.31 value calculated from the Tabor 
relationship when converted to appropriate units.  It is known, however, that differences 
19 The distinction between units on hardness and yield strength is critical.  Throughout this and most 
other research that analyzes and reports hardness data specifically, hardness values are typically reported in 
Vickers Hardness (HV); however, many literature sources that analyze the ratio of hardness to yield strength 
such as Tabor and Jung typically use hardness in units of MPa annotating hardness as H without fully 
establishing this conversion.  For consistency throughout this research the term HV is utilized to indicate 
units of Vickers Hardness (with true units of kgf/mm2), the term H is used to indicate units of MPa,  and the 
ratio of yield strength to hardness (σy /HV) will be used even though the true units of this ratio are 
MPa/Vickers Hardness. 
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in strain hardening can cause deviation from the Tabor relationship, so Jung developed 
best fit relationships between yield strength, hardness (H) and the strain hardening 
exponent (n) for several metallic materials including aluminum, iron, stainless steel, and 
copper in a variety cold worked and annealed conditions [191].  Using these relationships 
and the value of n for MA956 experimentally determined at room temperature in this 
research (n=0.27 from Figures 4.31 and 4.32), Jung’s methods result in overestimates of 
the ratio of HV to σy (Equation 4.9) whereas the Tabor relationship was shown to be an 
underestimate.  The reason for these disparities is the low (but non-zero) strain hardening 
of MA956 (Figure 4.31).  The Tabor relationship is best suited for materials with 
negligible strain hardening while Jung’s methods were established to account for typical 
strain hardening in metals.  In summary, the Tabor relationship (Equation 4.7) is based on 
a theoretical relationship, Jung’s relationship (Equation 4.9) is based on experimental 
evidence of typical metals, and the relationship presented herein (Equation 4.8) is based 
on experimental data for MA956 specifically.  The relationship in Equation 4.8 is 
considered to be the most accurate relationship with deviation from the other methods 
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The tensile properties of FG MA956 as function of temperature and FSW 
conditions were investigated.  The following conclusions were drawn: 
(1) Finite element modeling of tensile specimens was effective to ensure 
specimen geometry created uniform loading conditions.  Specimen geometries with a 
stress concentration factor of 2.0 or less produced failures in the gage section of the 
specimen. 
(2) Similar to CG MA956, FG MA956 has limited ductility at room 
temperature, but FG MA956 has a higher yield and ultimate tensile strength than CG 
MA956 primarily due to grain refinement.  At room temperature FG MA956 undergoes 
moderate strain hardening (n=0.27). Above 400°C FG MA956 shows improved ductility 
over CG MA956 up to the maximum temperature tested of 600°C.  At elevated 
temperatures FG MA956 exhibits very limited strain hardening and demonstrates nearly 
perfectly plastic behavior at 600°C. 
(3) FSW on FG MA956 results in up to a 42% reduction in yield strength of 
the stir zone material for high heat input conditions.  Reducing the heat input during FSW 
lessens this reduction in strength and at higher testing temperatures, the reduction in 
strength is less severe.  FSW also causes an increase in ductility that is predominantly 
apparent at lower temperatures.  When combined with microstructural data on the same 
FG MA956, the following effects are observed following FSW:  yield and ultimate 
tensile strength at all temperatures are reduced, room temperature ductility is increased, 
hardness in the SZ is reduced (by approximately the same percent as strength), 
dislocation density in the SZ is reduced, grains in the SZ are significantly coarsened, and 
oxide particles in the SZ are significantly coarsened.  All of these effects are enhanced as 
the heat input due to FSW is increased. 
(4) Reduction in yield strength due to FSW is due to the combined effects 
mentioned above; however, the majority of the loss of strength when comparing the BM 
to the welded condition stems from the complete loss of oxide particle strengthening due 
to oxide particle coarsening following FSW.  The differences in yield strength and 
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hardness in stir zone material amongst FSW conditions are well described by the Hall-
Petch relationship. 
(5) Material property evaluation by hardness measurements can be an 
accurate assessment method without having to conduct full tensile testing.  Using 
established relationships of hardness to strength can produce accurate results while also 
showing correct trends following FSW. 
(6) MA956 can be manufactured in a FG or CG form.  FSW can produce 
consolidated welds in FG MA956 that can maintain up to 80% of the base material’s 
strength at 600°C.  Control of grain size during manufacture and the welding conditions 
during joining by FSW may produce a final welded material condition sufficient to meet 
high temperature material specifications. 
(7) The strong gradients at the AS TMAZ for the high heat input conditions 
did not cause a change in tensile behavior of friction stir welded MA956.  In all cases, 
welded specimens failed in the SZ corresponding to the area of lowest hardness and 





V. LIQUID METAL EMBRITTLEMENT OF MA956 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Like most corrosion resistant steels, MA956 and other ODS steels get their 
corrosion and oxidation resistance due to passive protective oxide layers that form 
between the metal and corrosive environments.  The general corrosion resistance of 
MA956 and other similar aluminum-containing ODS alloys (PM2000 and various K-
alloys) has been demonstrated to be good in a wide variety of environments including air 
[111], SCW [75], LBE [52, 53, 90, 91], and molten salts [34–36].  In each of these 
environments, a thin, tightly adherent Al2O3 protective oxide layer formed on the metal 
that protects the alloy from corrosion and oxidation.  Although important in many other 
material properties of ODS alloys, the yttrium in the original Y2O3 powders and 
subsequent Y-Al-O particles does not play a significant role in the corrosion resistance of 
ODS steels [75] and the aluminum concentration in these alloys (nominally 4.5–5.5 wt%)  
is sufficient to form both the Y-Al-O particles in the metal matrix and the protective 
Al2O3 outer layer.  In ODS steels without aluminum (MA957, 12/14 YWT, and 9/12 Cr-
ODS), chromium reacts with oxygen to form a similar Cr2O3 protective oxide layer; 
however, in comparative studies the corrosion resistance of these alloys has been shown 
to be inferior to that of aluminum-containing ODS alloys [53, 70, 75, 90, 91].  This 
improved general corrosion and oxidation resistance is the primary reason for aluminum 
addition in some ODS alloys although as shown in Chapter III, aluminum also plays a 
significant role in oxide particle formation. 
In addition to the importance of aluminum in corrosion resistance of ODS steels, 
oxygen concentration is also a critical component in the formation of the protective oxide 
layers, and oxygen has been found to be an effective non-metallic corrosion inhibitor in 
liquid lead and LBE systems.  In these systems, oxygen reacts with major constituents of 
the steel (Fe, Cr, and Al) to form stable protective oxide layers.  Research studies have 
shown that there is a balance between enhanced liquid metal corrosion at low oxygen 
concentrations and enhanced oxidation that occurs at high oxygen concentrations.  The 
optimal range for oxygen concentration has been shown to be between 0.1–1 ppm oxygen 
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concentration for lead or LBE systems (Figure 5.1) [193].  In depth reviews of general 
corrosion of metals in lead and LBE systems have been done at LANL and are available 
in other sources [193–195]. 
 
Figure 5.1 Oxygen concentration effect on corrosion of steels in molten lead from 
Zhang [from 193]. 
Although the general corrosion and oxidation behavior of ODS steels is well 
documented, there is limited research into environmental effects on these steels under 
tensile loading.  For consistency and clarity, the following definitions are provided from 
standard terminology and acronyms relating to corrosion [196]: 
Environmentally assisted cracking:  cracking of a material wherein an 
interaction with its environment is a causative factor in conjunction with 




Liquid metal cracking: environmental cracking caused by contact with a 
liquid metal.20 
 
Stress corrosion cracking: cracking of a material produced by the 
combined action of corrosion and sustained tensile stress (residual or 
applied). 
For the research herein, the preceding definitions are considered synonymous when 
referring to the effect of liquid metals on other metals, and the more prevalent current 
term, LME, will be used in this research.  Although research on the effects and 
mechanisms behind LME is not as prevalent in current literature, research in the late 
1970s and early 1980s has helped establish the foundations of what is known about LME, 
particularly for reactor steels.  That research has established the following common 
principles about LME: (1) similar to SCC in other systems, certain embrittler-to-metal 
couples are susceptible while others are immune, (2) LME requires dislocation motion 
and thus only occurs following plastic deformation, (3) LME does not occur under 
compression loading conditions, (4) the presence of a notch (or crack) is often an 
exacerbating condition for LME, (5) LME usually results in intergranular fracture, and 
(6) although the exact mechanism is still unknown, the same theories behind brittle 
fracture of reactor steels have been applied to LME [155–158, 197].  Additionally, the 
same research has established the following major criteria necessary to show 
experimentally a LME response: (1) a susceptible embrittler to metal couple, (2) 
operating temperature near the melting temperature of the embrittler, and (3) intimate 
contact between the embrittler and the affected metal.  The nominal effect of temperature 
is shown in Figure 5.2 from Nicholas [155].   
20 NACE/ASTM G193-11a does not list a definition for LME, but the definition provided for liquid 
metal cracking is consistent with definition of LME.  Most research sources use the term LME or liquid 
metal induced embrittlement and not liquid metal cracking.   
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Figure 5.2 Typical ductility trough for a liquid metal embrittlement couple from 
Nicholas [from 155].  TE is defined as the temperature corresponding to the onset of the 
reduction in ductility and TR is defined as the temperature corresponding to the recovery 
of ductility. 
The effect of temperature on ductility in Figure 5.2 has been observed in all LME 
couples and is described as a “ductility trough.”  Citing several different embrittler to 
metal couples, Nicholas concluded that the onset of the ductility trough (TE) never 
occurred above the melting temperature of the embrittler and similarly, the recovery of 
the ductility trough (TR) never occurred below the melting temperature of the embrittler.  
This observation supports a very important hypothesis: operation at the melting point of 
the embrittler should place the couple within the ductility trough and should cause a 
notable LME effect as long as other conditions are met. In similar LME research, Old 
makes an analogous observation and conclusion: “Embrittlement is often restricted to a 
limited temperature range.  This has important technological implications because it 
prevents the identification of susceptible systems by simple high temperature screening 
tests carried out on the assumption that higher temperatures are likely to exacerbate any 
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detrimental effects” [156].  This temperature effect has significant implications for this 
research and for potential operation of alloys susceptible to LME.  For this research, the 
intent is to determine the susceptibility of MA956 to LME, and thus operation within a 
potential ductility trough is desired; however, for applications where MA956 or other 
ODS steels are likely to be used, the operating temperature is likely to be significantly 
above the melting temperature of a potential embrittler and thus potentially outside of the 
ductility trough.  While encouraging for operating conditions, strong consideration must 
be given to transition stages (e.g., plant heat-up and plant cool-down) to ensure that 
material limitations are not exceeded during these transitions.  Research by Nicholas and 
Old also determined that some other experimental factors did not factor into LME results.  
The applied strain rate was found to not affect the occurrence of LME.  Although most 
LME failures were due to intergranular fracture, some cases of transgranular fracture 
have been observed, and the overall effect of grain size variation for the metal was  
inconsistent [155, 156]. 
With the development of advanced FM steels over the last two decades, there has 
been renewed interest in SCC and LME of structural steels for reactor designs with 
alternate coolants.  This has included research on FM steels in a variety of environments 
including oxygenated or hydrogenated water [198], aqueous environments with a range 
of pH [89], SCW [86], liquid lead [199], and LBE [200–203].  All of these research 
studies have used miniature samples of different geometries under tensile load in the 
environment desired and evaluated SCC or LME by analyzing change in ductility from 
the results of the in situ environment to the results from a controlled environment (air or 
inert gas).  For conditions where immunity to SCC or LME was found, the immunity was 
attributed to the same passive protective oxide layers that are effective at protecting 
against general corrosion and oxidation.  In these cases the protective oxide layers 
remained intact during exposure until failure coincident with the failure of the base alloy 
at tensile yield conditions.   
For the research studies specifically on LME [199–203], mixed results with 
respect to immunity or susceptibility have been found.  A 9% Cr-1% Mo steel in molten 
lead at 350°C was found to be immune to LME by Legris [199].  Researching different 
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steels in LBE environments, Van den Bosch determined that the FM steels T91 and 
EUROFER97 (both non-ODS steels) showed immunity to LME due to their native Cr2O3 
oxide layers [200] while a silicon enriched steel (2.75% Si) showed a susceptibility to 
LME and an observed ductility trough very similar to that proposed by Nicholas and Old 
(Figure 5.3) [202].  Researching LME on T91, Auger determined that T91 showed a 
“small but noticeable” change in ductility consistent with an LME response [203].  These 
mixed results confirm the empirical nature of LME as noted by Nicholas and Old and 
highlight the importance of experimental conditions, most notably temperature, in 
determining the susceptibility of alloys to LME.  No research on SCC or LME of any 
ODS steel could be found in the literature. 
 
Figure 5.3 Ductility trough observed during liquid metal embrittlement of a silicon 
enriched steel in lead-bismuth eutectic from Van den Bosch [from 202].  Full black 
symbols represent results in lead-bismuth eutectic.  Empty white symbols represent 
results in inert gas (Argon).  Triangles represent uniform strain.  Diamonds represent total 
strain. 
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The overall objective of this chapter is to determine the susceptibility of MA956 
to LME.  Based on the negligible role of yttrium with respect to corrosion and oxidation 
resistance and the similarity of passive protective Al2O3 or Cr2O3 layers, it is 
hypothesized that ODS steels will have a similar response mechanism as those seen in 
other FM steels although based on the mixed results of FM steels, it is not clear whether 
LME will or will not occur in ODS steels.  This research will attempt to determine the 
LME response of MA956 via two methods: (1) long term exposure of a U-bend specimen 
in molten lead and (2) in situ tensile testing of MA956 in molten lead and LBE.  Using 
the foundations of LME established by Nicholas and Old, experimental conditions will be 
established that are likely to promote LME.  Additionally two control materials including 
a low alloy steel (1018 steel) and a stainless steel (SS316) will be utilized in an attempt to 
validate the experimental process. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
U-bend specimens of MA956 were prepared for extended exposure in molten lead 
(Figure 5.4).  The MA956 used was the same composition as used throughout this 
research (Table 1.4).  The geometry of the U-bend specimens was comparable to 
examples listed in ASTM G30-97, Standard Practice for Making and Using U-Bend 
Stress-Corrosion Test Specimens [204].  Using annotation from ASTM G30-97 the 
geometry of the U-bend specimens was: L=127 mm (total length), M=101 mm (distance 
between bolt holes), W=19 mm (width), T=1.55 mm (thickness), D=9.59 mm (bolt hole 
diameter), X=25 mm (length of specimen arms once bent), Y=27.16 mm (distance 
between specimen arms once bent), R=12 mm (radius once bent), and α=1.57 radians 
(angle of specimen arms once bent).  The U-bend specimen was bolt loaded (Figure 5.4b) 
consistent with recommendations in ASTM G30-97.  The compression of the U-bends 
(Figure 5.4b compared to Figure 5.4a) is elastic, i.e. removing the compressive force of 
the bolt causes the U-bend to return to its original geometry.  Therefore no plastic 
deformation of the MA956 occurs during this process, and thus, if LME requires plastic 
deformation as stated by Nicholas and Old, the U-bend exposure alone may be 
insufficient to determine susceptibility to LME.   
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Figure 5.4 MA956 U-bend specimens in (a) unloaded condition and (b) fully loaded 
condition. 
Consistent with ASTM G30-97, exact values of applied stress were not calculated 
although using similar finite element modeling as done in Chapter IV, the equivalent 
stress distribution within the U-bend specimen upon loading is shown in Figure  5.5.  
Finite element modeling of the U-bend specimen was achieved by modeling the U-bend 
in its relaxed position (Figure 5.4a), applying a restraint on the washer associated with the 
bolt head (left hand side of Figure 5.4a), and finally applying a normal force on the 
washer associated with the nut (right hand side of Figure 5.4b).  The compression force 
was increased in the model until horizontal distance between the arms of the U-bend was 
equal to the measured distance of the actual compressed specimen (Figure 5.4b).  This 
application of restraint and force is shown in Appendix D.  The depiction of stress in 
Figure 5.5 is considered accurate and shows the alloy close to its yield point (88% of 
yield) when fully loaded.  Figure 5.5 also shows the expected distribution of stress: 




Figure 5.5 Equivalent stress distribution in U-bend specimens. 
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U-bend specimens were fully submerged in 2.8 kg of 99.9% pure Pb for 300 
hours at 350°C (662°F) in a melting pot specifically designed for molten lead (Figure 
5.6).  The lead used was initially in solid shot form (<2 mm in diameter) prior to melting.  
The melting pot used had a thermal capacity of 1000 W and contained a ceramic crucible 
of sufficient capacity to contain two U-bend specimens fully submerged in molten lead.  
The melting pot was operated in a fume hood and was covered during normal operation.  
The operating temperature of 350°C was chosen based on the ductility troughs previously 
discussed for typical embrittler to metal couples (the melting temperature of lead is 
327.5°C.)  Oxygen was not controlled or measured during the exposure; however, the 
solubility of oxygen in lead at this temperature is less than 0.1 appm (Figure 5.7).  The 
solubility of oxygen in lead, LBE, and bismuth is shown in Figure 5.7 from Zhang [195].   
 
Figure 5.6 (a) Melting pot used for liquid lead exposure of U-bend specimens and (b)  
top view of melting pot showing thin layer of lead oxide (brown) on top of pure molten 




Figure 5.7 Oxygen solubility in lead, LBE, and bismuth from Zhang [from 195]. 
A thin layer of lead oxide formed on the surface of the lead melt in the melting 
pot.  Beneath this layer pure molten lead was present (Figure 5.6b).  The exact nature of 
the lead oxide was not determined and was not considered significant since the U-bend 
specimens were submerged below this layer.  Two U-bend specimens were exposed in 
the molten lead.  One was a smooth specimen (Figure 5.4b).  The second specimen 
included a 1 mm deep machined notch in the outer edge at the apex of the curve.  This 
notch was selected to help induce a LME response if the alloy was susceptible. 
After exposure to molten lead, the MA956 U-bend specimens were cleaned in a 
nitric acid solution, sectioned, mounted in epoxy, and metallographically prepared with 
SiC papers for microscopy and EDS analysis.  A thin (3 nm) layer of platinum was 
sputter coated on top of the epoxy mounted sample to allow for SEM analysis.  EDS 
analysis was conducted at 20 keV and was only used for line scans across the metal to 
embrittler interface of the exposed U-bend specimens.  EDS line scans included analysis 
of energies for Al-K (1.486 keV), Pb-M (2.342), Bi-M (2.419), Cr-K (5.414 keV), Fe-K 
(6.403 keV), Pb-L (10.550), and Bi-L (10.837).  ZAF corrections for atomic number (Z), 
x-ray absorption (A), and x-ray fluorescence (F) were applied by the EDAX Genesis 
software package as discussed in Chapter III. 
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The methods used to evaluate to LME by slow strain rate testing (SSRT) are 
established in ASTM G129-00, Standard Practice for Slow Strain Rate Testing to 
Evaluate the Susceptibility of Metallic Materials to Environmentally Assisted Cracking, 
and follow the principles previously discussed by Nicholas and Old [159].  The 
fundamental principle relies on the evaluation of a change of ductility (measured by 
strain at failure) from testing in a non-susceptible environment (normally air or an inert 
gas) and a potentially susceptible environment (the embrittler).  ASTM G129-00 assumes 
the susceptibility is unknown and gives guidelines for the following key experimental 
variables: (1) strain rate, (2) embrittler volume to exposed specimen surface area, and (3) 
sample preparation.  ASTM G129-00 recommends a constant extension rate test (CERT) 
with strain rates from 10-4 sec-1 to 10-7 sec-1 with a test cell size such that a solution 
volume to exposed specimen surface area is not less than 30 mL/cm2.  ASTM G129-00 
specifically notes that miniature tensile specimens are normally used and standard 
specimen machining, degreasing, and cleaning are required.  Machine limitations 
prevented meeting some but not all ASTM G129-00 specifications.  Based on initial 
testing, the minimum cross head speed of the INSTRON 4507 was determined to be 0.1 
mm/min which for the long tensile geometry (Figure 4.1c) corresponded to a strain rate 
of 2.78x10-5 sec-1.  This value was within the ASTM guidelines, and based on previous 
research that reported LME response was independent of strain rate, this value of strain 
rate was considered satisfactory [155, 156].  The embrittler volume to exposed specimen 
surface area is a function of the specimen and containment vessel geometry.  For the 
experimental setup in this research the limiting component was the diameter of the 
furnace (assuming a fixed specimen size).  Preventing the containment vessel from 
contacting the inside of the furnace during tensile extension was considered critical and 
therefore a minimum separation of 1.5 cm between the inner wall of the furnace and the 
outer wall of containment vessel was established.  With these geometric limitations the 
maximum embrittler volume to exposed specimen surface area was 7.4 mL/cm2 which 
was substantially less than the 30 mL/cm2 recommended by ASTM G129-00.  The longer 
tensile geometry (Figure 4.1c) was selected primarily to achieve a lower strain rate and 
although this longer geometry allows for a larger volume containment vessel both terms 
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in the embrittler volume to exposed specimen surface ratio scale with height of the 
containment vessel, and thus this larger geometry offers no improvement in the embrittler 
volume to exposed specimen surface ratio.  A summary of the conditions recommended 
by ASTM G129-00 and values used in this research is presented in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Summary of conditions used for liquid metal embrittlement experiments. 






Cross head speed 
(mm/min) 
0.00015 to 0.15 0.1 ASTM G129-00 gives a nominal 
cross head speed, but the real 
consideration is strain rate which 
is a function of cross head speed 
and specimen geometry.  The 0.1 
mm/min value used in this 
research is the minimum speed of 
the load frame used. 
Strain rate  
(sec-1) 
10-7 to 10-4 2.78x10-5 With the long tensile geometry 
(Figure 4.1c) a strain rate within 
the recommended limits was 
achieved; however, other research 
has shown that LME response is 







30 7.4 The low value used in this 
research was the maximum 
amount achievable given the 
geometry of the available load 
frame and furnace setup. 
Temperature 
(°C) 
- 328 Pb, 150 
LBE  
ASTM G129-00 does not address 
temperature since temperature is 
application specific.  Research 
herein uses temperatures that are 
close to the melting temperature of 
the embrittler. 
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A specific lead containment apparatus was designed and built that could function 
with the already established specimen geometry and tensile setup discussed in Chapter IV 
and was capable of meeting most of the requirements in ASTM G129-00.  Two different 
version of this apparatus were designed and built to match the two different lengths of 
tensile specimens (Figure 5.8 with comparable tensile specimens from Figure 4.1b and c).  
The two setups are identical with the only difference being the height of the containment 
device corresponding to the different tensile lengths.  The lead containment apparatus 
was made from SS316 due to its known compatibility with molten lead and was 
specifically designed to fit with the tensile grips and furnace discussed in Chapter IV.  
The lead containment apparatus did not interfere with the conduct of the tensile test and 
did fully contain the embrittler during melting and during operation at temperatures 
above the melting temperature of the embrittler.  The lead containment apparatus 
contains a machined slot through which the sample was inserted as well as a thin SS316 
gasket that helps prevent leakage from the apparatus.  An example drawing showing 
assembly of the lead containment apparatus is shown in Figure 5.9.  Full SolidWorks 
drawings used to manufacture the components of the lead containment apparatus are 
contained in Appendix E.  
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Figure 5.8  (a) Photograph of lead containment apparatus for standard miniature 
geometry (Figure 4.1b), (b) Photograph of lead containment apparatus for long miniature 
geometry (Figure 4.1c), and (c) cutaway SolidWorks model of the lead containment 
apparatus. 
 
Figure 5.9 SolidWorks images showing assembly of the lead containment apparatus. 
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The lead containment apparatus when combined with the specimen and tensile 
grips functions identically to the tensile arrangement discussed in detail in Chapter IV 
and thus only differences in this setup will be summarized in this chapter.  The lead 
containment apparatus was filled with embrittler in solid form prior to insertion within 
the INSTRON load frame (Figure 5.10a) and subsequently raised to operating 
temperature in a similar manner as discussed in Chapter IV causing the embrittler to melt 
(Figure 5.10b).  The fine particle size of the solid embrittler (<2 mm shot for 99.9% pure 
lead and 1–12 mm for 99.999% pure bismuth) and melting that occurred during heat-up 
to operating temperature was considered satisfactory to establish the intimate contact 
deemed necessary for a LME response.  Similar to the U-bend exposure experimental 
setup, oxygen concentration was not controlled or measured; however, using Figure 5.7, 
the solubility of oxygen in lead at the temperature used (328°C/601°K) is less than 0.1 
appm and the solubility of oxygen in LBE at the temperature used (150°C/423°K) is less 
than 5 appm.  During initial trial runs a lead oxide layer was noted to form on the surface 
of the lead melt (Figure 5.10b).  To minimize the oxidation of the embrittler, final 
experiments included a layer of graphite powder on top of the solid embrittler.  This 
process was effective at minimizing the visible oxidation of the embrittler although an 
oxygen saturated environment must still be assumed since no other active oxygen 
mitigation mechanism or measurement process was in place. 
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Figure 5.10 Liquid metal embrittlement tensile testing setup (a) at room temperature 
with solid form embrittler (lead as shown) and (b) at operating temperature (328°C) with 
molten embrittler (lead with lead oxide layer as shown). 
Tensile testing with conditions as stated in Table 5.1 was conducted on three 
different alloys, 1018 steel, SS316, and MA956, in a potentially embrittling environment 
(lead and LBE) as well as air.  The only experimental variables changed for each test 
were the alloy and the environment.  The LME susceptibility of each these alloys was not 
known although the compositional variety between the alloys was intentionally selected 
with the intent to establish experimental controls for a material thought to be susceptible 
(1018 steel) and a material thought to be immune (SS316) to LME.  The basis for the 
hypothesized susceptibility of 1018 steel and immunity of SS316 came from research by 
Shunk that showed that pure lead was an embrittler to commercially pure (vice laboratory 
pure) iron as well as some other selected metals but was not an embrittler to alloyed 
steels [157].  The additional technique of removing machine compliance, as discussed in 
Chapter IV was not applied to data in this chapter since the environmentally established 
conditions could potentially change the machine compliance determined previously.  
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Since the only desired experimentally determined variable was strain at failure, yield and 
ultimate tensile strengths were not calculated. 
Fractography of specimens was conducted identically to that done in Chapter IV 
and is restated here.  Fractography of specimens was conducted using a Zeiss Neon 40 
field emission SEM operating at 20 keV.  High magnification imaging was conducted 
with no specimen tilt and at a low working distance (5 mm) to allow for improved focus.  
High magnification imaging was taken in representative areas of the fracture surface near 
the center of the specimen.  Low magnification imaging was conducted with specimens 
tilted at 10 degrees and at a larger working distance (approximately 15 mm) to allow for 
full visualization of the fractured sample.     
C. RESULTS 
1. U-bend Results 
Neither the normal nor the notched U-bend specimens fractured after exposure to 
molten lead at 350°C for 300 hours (Figure 5.11).  After removal from the lead melting 
pot, the lead (and lead oxide) quickly solidified on the MA956 specimen (Figure 5.11b 
and c).  This lead layer readily spalled off the sample and no visible cracking or damage 
was visible on any exterior surface of the U-bend specimens.  Based on this initial 
observation, lead was hypothesized to not have penetrated into the specimen.  This 
hypothesis was reinforced by EDS analysis that confirmed an outer layer of aluminum 
(Al2O3) and inner layer of chromium (Cr2O3) on the edges of the specimen (Figure 5.12).  
EDS analysis also showed no discernible lead penetration past these protective oxide 
layers into the metal microstructure.  No visible cracking was found during SEM analysis 
of cross sections of the U-bend specimens.  
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Figure 5.11 Photographs of MA956 U-bend specimens (a) loaded prior to lead 
exposure, and (b), (c) after exposure to lead at 350°C for 300 hours.  The lead (silver) and 
lead oxide (red) was allowed to solidify on the specimen after exposure but readily 
spalled off the sample. 
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Figure 5.12 Energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis of oxide layers on the outer 
surface of the MA956 U-bend specimens after exposure to molten lead.  The line scan 
correlates to measurement across the cross section of the specimen at the apex of 
curvature of the specimen as shown. 
2. Slow Strain Rate Testing Results 
SSRT of all alloys tested (1018 steel, SS316, and MA956) showed no significant 
change in tensile behavior from testing in air to the different molten metal environments.  
In each case, the stress strain curve of the control environment (air) was similar in 
characteristics to the test environment (lead at 328°C and LBE at 150°C).  Specifically 
the response in the elastic region was similar in each case, the specimen reached an 
ultimate tensile point in both environments, and the total elongation in each case was 
comparable between the control environment and the molten metal environment.  Several 
tensile results showed load drops that could be interpreted as serrated flow or upper and 
lower yield points.  While these are possible interpretations, the load frame was observed 
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to occasionally experience load drops that were believed to be due to operation at the 
minimum cross head speed for the load frame rather than indicative of a true specimen 
response.  Because of this, small load drops in individual stress strain curves were not 
utilized as experimental indicators of LME.  The determination of LME susceptibility 
was based on changes in strain at failure and the general characteristics of the stress strain 
curves as discussed in ASTM G129-00.  Fractography showed consistent failure for each 
alloy in the test environment as compared to the control environment.   
Carbon steels heated in the range of 230°C to 370°C are known to show a notable 
reduction in failure strain due to blue brittleness (in reference to the coloration of the steel 
due to oxide layer formation in this range of temperature).  Blue brittleness is discussed 
in detail in textbooks [168], and, although the onset or occurrence of blue brittleness is 
not an area of emphasis for this research, the reduction in ductility from blue brittleness is 
a concern since the techniques in this research rely on a reduction in ductility as a key 
indicator for LME.  Even steels with low carbon concentrations such as the SS316 and 
MA956 used in this research may be susceptible to blue brittleness and thus measuring a 
reduction in ductility due to LME is problematic for an alloy that may already be low in 
ductility due to other phenomena.  The occurrence of blue brittleness, including the 
reduction in total elongation and namesake coloration, are shown in Figure 5.13 for 
SS316 and the geometry used in this chapter. 
 
Figure 5.13 Blue brittleness of SS316 for the geometries used in this chapter.  Both 
samples were fractured under identical conditions in air except:  (a) 328°C and (b) room 
temperature. 
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a. 1018 Steel Results 
Tensile results for 1018 steel, both in air and lead at 328°C, showed a 
consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, achievement of an ultimate tensile 
point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.14).  The variance in strain to failure was 
attributed to normal variance in measurements of strain at failure as discussed in Chapter 
IV and other references [187, 189, 190].  Fractography of 1018 steel specimens was 
consistent with tensile results and show comparable reduction in cross sectional area and 
failure across the specimen (Figure 5.15).  Based on these results, 1018 steel was 
determined to not be susceptible to LME in lead under the conditions tested. 
 
Figure 5.14 Engineering stress-strain curves for 1018 steel in air and molten lead both 
at 328°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.15 Fractography of 1018 steel fractured in (a) air at 328°C and (b) molten 
lead at 328°C showing similar failure. 
Similar to the results in lead, 1018 steel was determined to not be 
susceptible to LME in LBE for the conditions tested.  Tensile results for 1018 steel both 
in air and LBE at 150°C showed a consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, 
achievement of an ultimate tensile point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.16).  
Fractography of 1018 steel specimens was consistent with tensile results and show 
comparable reduction in cross sectional area and a ductile failure surface with microvoid 
coalescence across the specimen (Figure 5.17).  No direct comparison is intended 
between 1018 steel tensile results (Figures 5.14 and 5.16) and the related fractography 
results (Figures 5.15 and 5.17) across the different environments since testing 
temperature was also changed, but comparison of the control environments alone (air at 
varying temperature) in the respective Figures does show the expected increase in 
ductility as temperature alone is increased.  For this reason, the results of Figure 5.14 and 
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5.16 are intentionally left on two separate plots vice plotting them all on a single plot.  
This approach highlights the importance of strain at failure for a given metal to embrittler 
couple without including a varying effect of temperature.  This same approach is used for 
subsequent alloys SS316 and MA956. 
 
Figure 5.16 Engineering stress-strain curves for 1018 steel in air and molten LBE both 
at 150°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.17 Fractography of 1018 steel fractured in (a) air at 150°C and (b) molten 
lead-bismuth eutectic at 150°C showing similar failure. 
b. SS316 Results 
Tensile results for SS316 in air and lead both at 328°C showed a 
consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, achievement of an ultimate tensile 
point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.18).  Fractography of SS316 specimens was 
consistent with tensile results and show comparable reduction in cross sectional area and 
ductile failure across the specimen (Figure 5.19).  Based on these results, SS316 was 
determined to not be susceptible to LME in lead under the tested conditions. 
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Figure 5.18 Engineering stress-strain curves for SS316 in air and molten lead both at 
328°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.19 Fractography of SS316 fractured in (a) air at 328°C and (b) molten lead at 
328°C showing similar failure. 
Similar to the results in lead, SS316 was determined to not be susceptible 
to LME in LBE for the conditions tested.  Tensile results for SS316 in air and LBE both 
at 150°C showed a consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, achievement of 
an ultimate tensile point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.20).  Fractography of 
SS316 specimens was consistent with tensile results and show comparable reduction in 
cross sectional area and a ductile failure surface with microvoid coalescence across the 
specimen (Figure 5.21).   
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Figure 5.20 Engineering stress-strain curves for SS316 in air and molten LBE both at 
150°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.21 Fractography of SS316 fractured in (a) air at 150°C and (b) molten LBE at 
150°C showing similar failure. 
c. MA956 Results 
Tensile results for MA956 in air and lead both at 328°C showed a 
consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, achievement of an ultimate tensile 
point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.22).  Fractography of MA956 specimens 
was consistent with tensile results and show comparable reduction in cross sectional area 
and ductile failure across the specimen (Figure 5.23).  Based on these results, MA956 
was determined to not be susceptible to LME in lead under the tested conditions. 
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 Figure 5.22 Engineering stress-strain curves for MA956 in air and molten lead both at 
328°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.23 Fractography of MA956 fractured in (a) air at 328°C and (b) molten lead 
at 328°C showing similar failure. 
Similar to the results in lead, MA956 was determined to not be susceptible 
to LME in LBE for the conditions tested.  Tensile results for MA956 in air and LBE both 
at 150°C showed a consistent response in the elastic and plastic regions, achievement of 
an ultimate tensile point, and a similar strain at failure (Figure 5.24).  Fractography of 
MA956 specimens was consistent with tensile results and show comparable reduction in 
cross sectional area and a ductile failure surface with microvoid coalescence across the 
specimen (Figure 5.25).   
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Figure 5.24 Engineering stress-strain curves for MA956 in air and molten LBE both at 
150°C showing similar tensile behavior. 
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Figure 5.25 Fractography of MA956 fractured in (a) air at 150°C and (b) molten lead-
bismuth eutectic at 150°C showing similar failure. 
The MA956 tensile response in both lead (Figure 5.22) and LBE (Figure 
5.24) showed an increase in ultimate tensile strength and an apparent increase in overall 
strain hardening above the respective air environments that could not be explained.  
There was insufficient MA956 material available to make additional specimens to 
determine if this was a true specimen response, and no basis could be found to 
hypothesize an increase in strength or strain hardening in either molten environment; 
however, since in both environments an ultimate tensile point was reached and 
comparable strain at failures were measured, MA956 was concluded to not be susceptible 
to LME under the conditions measured. 
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D. DISCUSSION 
The MA956 U-bend exposure experiment suggests immunity to LME and overall 
resistance to attack from both molten lead and LBE.  In this experiment prolonged 
exposure of MA956 under tension equal to approximately 88% of the alloy’s yield point 
(Figure 5.5) resulted in no failure or cracking of the specimen (Figure 5.11).  Although 
only qualitatively in nature, this approach is consistent with ASTM guidance for SCC 
determination of U-bend specimens [204].  This immunity is attributed to the protective 
oxide layers confirmed to exist on MA956 (Figure 5.12).  The aluminum and chromium 
oxide layers found on MA956 in this research are consistent with oxide layers found on 
MA956 in other general corrosion research in a variety of environments including air 
[111] and LBE [52, 53, 90].  As proposed by Nicholas [155] and Old [156], these oxide 
layers are equally effective at preventing LME as long as they remain intact. 
In order to test the effectiveness of the oxide layers through failure, MA956 was 
tested in tension in both molten lead and LBE consistent with guidance in ASTM G129-
00 [159].  Guidance on SSRT to determine EAC as well as previous research on LME 
suggests that LME will cause a reduction in strain at failure, change in failure mode 
observable by change in the fracture surface, and, in some cases, failure to reach an 
ultimate tensile point during extension.  Results from tensile elongation experiments on 
MA956 in both molten lead and LBE showed a negligible reduction in strain at failure 
(Figures 5.22 and 5.24) and overall similar tensile behavior suggesting immunity to LME 
at the conditions tested.  Fracture surfaces were consistent in both environments 
compared to the control environment (Figure 5.23 and 5.25), suggesting no change in 
failure mode.  These results suggest that the protective oxide layers remained long 
enough to prevent LME.   
In order to attempt to validate the experimental process used in this research, 
testing was accomplished on two additional alloys, a low alloy steel (1018 steel) and a 
stainless steel (SS316) in addition to MA956.  It was hypothesized that 1018 steel would 
be susceptible to LME while SS316 would not; however, neither of these alloys 
demonstrated a LME response in either environment.  While not negating the results on 
MA956, the inability to positively demonstrate an LME response raises questions 
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regarding the validity of the experimental setup allowing several possible conclusions.  
Table 5.2 lists a summary of potential conclusions with regard to the LME susceptibility 
of alloys tested in this research.     
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Table 5.2 Summary of conclusions with regard to liquid metal embrittlement 
susceptibility of alloys tested in this research. 
Conclusion Comment Recommendation 
Alloy is not 
susceptible to 
LME. 
Other research suggests that LME will 
result in: (1) reduction in strain at 
failure, (2) observable change in fracture 
surface, and (3) failure to reach an 
ultimate tensile point during extension. 
With none of these conditions 
occurring, the alloy is considered 
immune to LME.  The specific 
reason is the alloy and embrittler 






Research on LME strongly suggests a 
“ductility trough” that encompasses the 
melting temperature of the embrittler.  
The test temperature used was close to 
the melting temperature of the 
embrittler.   
A wider range of temperatures 
would have to be tested, but is not 
likely to cause a change. 




Research on LME suggests that LME 
response is independent of strain rate.  
The strain rate used is within ASTM 
guidelines and was at the lower limit of 
the load frame and geometry used. 
A lower strain rate will require a 
different experimental setup (a 




not in intimate 
contact. 
Melting of small solid embrittler (<12 
mm diameter) was used as the 
mechanism to achieve intimate contact. 
A more complex experimental 
setup would be required to 
achieve more intimate contact. 
Insufficient 
embrittler 
exists to cause 
an LME 
response. 
The embrittler to metal ratio used is 
below ASTM guidelines.  The amount 
achieved was at the limit of the load 
frame setup for the given specimen size. 
A different containment vessel to 
specimen would be required to 
increase this ratio (larger diameter 
containment vessel or 
thinner/narrower sample).   
Oxygen 
concentration 
is affecting the 
susceptibility 
of LME. 
The exact role of oxygen during LME is 
not known although other corrosion 
related phenomena are known to be 
heavily dependent on oxygen 
concentration.  Since the concentration 
of oxygen was not actively controlled or 
measured during this experiment, the 
role of oxygen can neither be confirmed 
nor excluded. 
Oxidation of Pb and LBE was 
limited by applying a thin layer of 
graphite over the embrittler, but 
the exact concentration of oxygen 
in the melt is unknown.  
Establishing an inert environment 
in the furnace or active 
measurement of oxygen within 
the furnace would be required to 
control oxygen as a variable. 
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E. CONCLUSIONS 
MA956 is not susceptible to LME in oxygen-saturated molten lead or LBE for the 
tested conditions, most notably temperatures near the melting temperature of the potential 
embrittler, and, although the tested conditions are limited in range, they were selected as 
the most likely conditions to cause LME.  When combined with previous research on 
general LME conditions, the following general conclusions can be drawn:   
(1) Maintaining MA956 at less than its yield point will help ensure LME does 
not occur.  No observable changes in the elastic region of any alloy tested occurred in 
molten lead or LBE and other research has established that dislocation motion is required 
for LME to occur. 
(2) This research has shown negligible LME response near the melting 
temperature of lead and LBE.  Operation above those temperatures, as would be expected 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE OF THIS RESEARCH 
The overall objective of this research was to evaluate friction stir welded MA956 
as a suitable high temperature welded alloy for use in a variety of extreme coolant 
conditions.  This was accomplished by completing three primary tasks:  (1) determining 
the base metal microstructure and material properties of MA956 at various temperatures, 
(2) determining the friction stir welded microstructure and material properties at various 
temperatures, and (3) determining the susceptibility of MA956 to LME.  From the results 
gathered from this research some overall conclusions can be drawn on the use of MA956 
and ODS steels in general and the utility of FSW on ODS alloys.  When applied to 
practical applications the relevance of these conclusions becomes evident.  Additionally, 
the research herein has identified some areas that require additional research or 




The following conclusions were drawn with regard to MA956 and ODS steels in 
general: 
 
- FG MA956 has significantly higher yield and ultimate tensile strength than CG 
MA956 that may make it a suitable alloy as a structural material in highly loaded 
applications.  Grain boundary strengthening and oxide particle dispersion strengthening 
are the dominant strengthening mechanisms in ODS alloys and give these alloys superior 
strength compared to traditional FM steels (Chapter IV). 
- Several previously undocumented material properties of MA956 were 
determined including values for Hall-Petch constants and strain hardening coefficients 
and exponents.  Although initially undesirable for room temperature application due its 
low DBTT, MA956 has improved ductility at high temperature and may be better suited 
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for high temperature applications than room temperature applications.  The low DBTT of 
MA956 and other ODS steels may require more defined operating parameter selections 
when transitioning between low and elevated temperatures (Chapter IV). 
- MA956 is not susceptible to LME at the conditions tested which included 
operating temperatures at the melting point of the embrittler and moderate strain rates.  
The general conditions used were determined to previously cause LME in other metal to 
embrittler couples (Chapter V). 
 
The following conclusions were drawn with regard to FSW of MA956 and ODS 
steels in general: 
 
- FSW is capable of producing consolidated defect-free welds in MA956 and 
other ODS steels without the typical agglomeration of oxide particles and depletion areas 
seen in other fusion joining techniques.  The parameter ratio of tool rotational speed to 
tool traverse speed defined here as HI is a simplistic but practical method to predict weld 
consolidation.  The heat input during FSW might be roughly described by this ratio, but it 
cannot be used as an accurate measure of true heat input.  Although higher heat input 
conditions will also form consolidated welds, the detrimental effects of high heat 
conditions suggest that welding conditions close to the minimum heat input required to 
consolidate welds will be more beneficial.  Successful welding with lower tool rotational 
speeds is expected to require overall less manufacturing power and may lengthen tool 
life.  Welding with higher traverse speeds will achieve welding in a shorter time period. 
The range of welding parameters analyzed gives manufacturers more flexibility in 
processing (Chapter II).   
- FSW was found to cause the following generally detrimental effects on FG 
MA956:  (1) grain coarsening resulting in reduction in strength and (2) oxide particle 
coarsening resulting in reduction in strength.  FSW on MA956 also caused large 
gradients in grain size and hardness on the AS of the weld and although this was not 
found to be a specific failure location in tensile loading, other failure mechanisms (such 
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as potentially fatigue) that depend on or are exacerbated by grain boundaries may fail at 
this location; however all of these detrimental effects were determined to be a function of 
welding parameters, and thus each can be minimized by selection of welding conditions 
with lower heat input (Chapter II, III, and IV).   
- FSW increased the ductility of FG MA956 and although the reduction in 
strength of MA956 was dramatic at low temperature (~60% retention of strength) the 
performance of FSW MA956 at high temperatures was improved over the low 
temperature conditions (~80% retention of strength at high temperature). 
- Titanium nitride particles within MA956 were qualitatively unaffected by FSW.  
Although this had negligible effect and relevance in MA956, it may be important in other 
ODS steels that do not contain aluminum and thus form Y-Ti-O particles vice Y-Al-O 
particles.  Such alloys already exist and initial evidence suggests that these alloys may 
not experience the same degree of particle coarsening as seen in this research; however, 
other research has shown that ODS alloys that do not contain aluminum have inferior 
corrosion and oxidation resistance, and thus this reduced corrosion resistance must be 
balanced against their potentially improved coarsening response. 
B. RELEVANCE 
The current literature on structural alloys for use in fusion or advanced fission 
reactors clearly indicates three classes of materials as leading contenders for structural 
materials within these reactors:  (1) vanadium or other refractory metals, (2) SiC 
composites, and (3) ODS steels.  There is currently insufficient manufacturing and 
operating experience with both vanadium alloys and SiC composites for them to be 
useful in near term applications; however, there is sufficient manufacturing capability and 
research on ODS steels for them to be of immediate consideration with the primary 
limitation being joining of ODS alloys.  The work herein has expanded significantly on 
the knowledge base of FSW on ODS steels by establishing the processing, 
microstructure, and material property relationships following FSW on ODS steels.  This 
research has shown that judicious selection of welding parameters can produce 
consolidate welds without sacrificing beneficial microstructure and material properties.  
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This research also gives a series of “knobs” most notably tool rotation rate and tool 
traverse rate that may be adjusted to produce desired microstructural properties.  Taken 
with options already available during PM manufacture and post manufacture processing 
welded alloys may be created with specific end state grain structure and material property 
performance already in mind.  A cartoon summary of the microstructural effects of FSW 
with varying input conditions on FG MA956 is shown in Figure 6.1.  Similarly a cartoon 




Figure 6.1 Simplified summary of microstructural effects of FSW on MA956 with a fine grain starting microstructure. 
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Figure 6.2 Simplified summary of material properties and microstructure for a composite MA956 weld structure. 
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
In addition to the conclusions that can be drawn from this work, the following 
additional research questions or recommendations for future work are presented: 
- The observed coarsening of the oxides is based on the Al2O3-Y2O3 system that 
exists within MA956 (and other aluminum-containing ODS alloys such as PM2000).  A 
separate class of ODS steels exists that does not contain aluminum (most notably 
MA957, 12/14YWT, and 9/12 Cr-ODS) may not be susceptible to the same coarsening.  
Research similar to that presented herein on one of these alloys would help establish if 
the coarsening seen is dependent on Al2O3-Y2O3 system or was more generically 
dependent on the FSW process.  It is worth noting, however, that aluminum was not 
arbitrarily chosen as an element within these alloys, but rather serves a critical role in 
corrosion and oxidation resistance.  Use of non aluminum-containing alloys would have 
to address this issue. 
- One of the most insightfull aspects of this research has been the oxide particle 
coarsening following FSW.  The degree of oxide particle coarsening was directly 
correlated to the loss of particle strengthening; however, in addition to providing a 
dispersion strengthening contribution, the oxide particles within ODS steels also serve as 
sites for the accumulation of hydrogen and helium atoms to mitigate radiation swelling 
and thereby giving the alloy improved radation damage resistance.  Whether these oxide 
particles are as effective in this role upon coarsening is not known.  It is hypothesized 
that the increased size of the particles after FSW would make them less effective as sinks 
and would thus cause the aggregrate alloy to undergo more swelling in areas that were 
friction stir welded.  An experiemental regime that includes irradiation of FSW 
specimens would be needed to prove this hyopthesis. 
- One of the inherent advantages of ODS steels has been the high temperature 
stability of the oxide particles.  This research has shown that these particles are not stable 
during the FSW process and coarsen to the degree where they no longer serve as a 
strengthening contribution.  Separate elevated temperature exposure experiments of both 
BM and FSW MA956 may help establish if the oxide particles remain stable at high 
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temperature following FSW.  If it is found that the oxides in the BM remain stable at high 
temperaure (i.e. do not coarsen), then more in depth analysis of why the FSW process 
causes the phase transformations and coarsening seen would be required.  The enhanced 
mobility and relatively abundance of aluminum is hypothesized as the primary catalyst 
for continued phase transformations during FSW. 
- The vast majority of research herein analyzed only defect-free weld conditions 
consistent with the overall task; however, now with a better understanding of the 
processing to microstrucutre relationships, analysis similar to that done in this research 
on defective welds may give additional insight.  For example, for defective very low heat 
input conditions, will the same particle coarsening be osbserved or is there a minimum 
heat input required to cause this coarsening? 
- One of the foundations of this research has been that heat input (and essentially 
all microstructural and material property relationships) can be quantified by the term HI.  
Although still quite useful, this relationship is clearly an oversimplificaiton.  Without 
having to separately establish an entirely new experimental regime, there are two 
different situations that already exist in this research where only one welding parameter 
was changed.  These situations are a systematic increase in tool traverse speed for two 
different rotational speeds:  400 RPM/50 MMPM, 400 RPM/100 MMPM, 400 RPM/175 
MMPM and 300 RPM/50 MMPM, 300 RPM/100 MMPM, and 300 RPM/150 MMPM.  
Analysis of these conditions could give far greater insight on the response of MA956 
following MA956.  This obvious experimental path was not overlooked in this research, 
and in fact, initial research help determined the final welding conditions used.  To 
accomplish this research the initial experimetnal plate of MA956 (MA956 plate-1) will 
have to be utilized.  This research would require careful sample preparation and would be 
proposed to only be viable for the SZ of each section due to the proximity of the weld 
paths; however, based on the extensive microstructure analysis done in this research, it is 
hypothesized that the SZs in each of the five conditions of MA956 plate-1 would still be 
homogenous and respective of each individual condition.  Due to the proximity of the 
weld passes any analysis outside of the SZ would be affected by both the condtion in that 





















































Figure B.1 Optical macrograph for 200 RPM/50 MMPM. 
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Figure B.2 Optical macrograph for 300 RPM/50 MMPM. 
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Figure B.4 Optical macrograph for 300 RPM/150 MMPM. 
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Figure B.5 Optical macrograph for 400 RPM/50 MMPM. 
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Figure B.6 Optical macrograph for 400 RPM/100 MMPM. 
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Figure B.7 Optical macrograph for 400 RPM/175 MMPM. 
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Figure D.1 ANSYS meshing used for AA5052 specimen. 
 
 




Figure D.3 ANSYS meshing used for miniature tensile specimen geometry (standard). 
 
 





Figure D.5 ANSYS meshing used for miniature tensile specimen geometry (narrow). 
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